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1. [Abbey Collection]: Hayward, John F.: SILVER BINDINGS FROM THE J.R. ABBEY 
COLLECTION [cover title]. [London: Reprinted from the Connoisseur, October 1952]. [8]
pp. plus 5 pages of photographs. Quarto. Cloth and marbled paper, printed label. Label and 
endsheets slightly foxed, but very good. 

 

First separate issue. According to authority, one of 100 copies so bound, for friends of the 
collector. Includes descriptions of 23 items, with most of them illustrated.   $100.

2. Ackerman, Nathan W., and Marie Jahoda: ANTI-SEMITISM AND EMOTIONAL DISOR-
DER  A PSYCHOANALYTIC INTERPRETATION. New York: Harper & Bros., [1950]. Large 
octavo. Cloth. Extremities a bit rubbed,  bump to lower edsge of one board; a good copy, 
without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by Ackerman “To Burgess Meredith - ‘Toward something bigger’ with 
warmest wishes Nathan.” An early collaborative work by the eminent therapist and child 
psychologist, published in the “Studies in Prejudice” series edited by Max Horkheimer and 
Samuel H. Flowerman.   $75.

3. Ackermann, Helmut: A SUITE OF EIGHT WOODCUTS 
TO ILLUSTRATE STEPPENWOLF BY HERMANN 
HESSE.... New York: The Print Club, 1979. Folio (46.5 x 
33cm). Loose sheets, laid into printed folder, the whole 
enclosed in folding cloth portfolio with ribbon ties. Small 
spot of faint dulling to cloth on upper portfolio board, 
otherwise fine. 

 

One of two hundred suites of eight original woodcuts, 
each printed in two colors, and signed and numbered in 
the margin by the artist. The woodcuts were originally 
prepared for the Limited Editions Club publication of 
1977, but are here first printed directly from the block, in 
two colors, as the artist intended.                               $475.

4. Acton, Harold: PEONIES AND PONIES  A NOVEL. 
London: Chatto & Windus, 1941. Gilt cloth. Spine 
cocked, with some offsetting to endsheets, but a good 
copy in shelfworn and slightly tanned dust jacket. 

 

Second impression of the first edition, published the 
month following the first printing. A decent association 
copy, with the early Santa Fe ownership inscription of 
Robert Hunt, Witter Bynner’s life partner, and with the 
later bookplate of novelist / historian Paul Horgan. The first printing is uncommon and this 
is an attractive fill-in.   $75.

5. Allen, Donald, and Robert Creeley [eds]: NEW AMERICAN STORY. New York: Grove 
Press, [1965]. Small octavo. Cloth. Edges a trace dusty, faint mark on upper jacket panel, 
otherwise near fine in dust jacket with edge crease to front flap and some sunning to red 
lettering on spine. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue. Introduction by Warren Tallman. Burroughs, Kerouac, Cree-
ley, Eastlake, Selby, Dorn, Jones, Rechy and Woolf, although most of the selections had 
appeared earlier elsewhere in book form. 
NOVIK 72. CHARTERS B33.   $85.

6. [Allen Press]: Conrad, Joseph, et al: FOUR FICTIONS ... A CONCISE PRESENTATION 
OF LITERATURE, BOOK ARTS AND CRAFTS OF ENGLAND, FRANCE, UNITED STATES 
AND ITALY. Kentfield, CA: The Allen Press, 1973. Small folio. Boards. Illustrations. Minute 
wear at spine tips, otherwise fine. Original prospectus laid in. 

 



One of 137 copies (130 for sale) printed in various types on English, French, Italian and 
American papers in conformity to the nationalities of the authors and artists. The texts in-
clude Conrad’s “The Lagoon” (illustrated by Blair Hughes-Stanton); Flaubert’s “The Legend 
of Saint Julian” (illustrated by Michèle Forgeois); James’s “The Jolly Corner” (illustrated by 
Joseph Low); and Pirandello’s “The Annuity” (illustrated by Paolo Carosone). One of the 
highpoints of the press’s output. 
ALLEN PRESS BIBLIOGRAPHY 39.   $750.

7. [Allen Press]: Allen, Lewis & Dorothy, et al.: THE ALLEN PRESS BIBLIOGRAPHY  A 
FACSIMILE WITH ORIGINAL LEAVES AND ADDITIONS TO DATE INCLUDING A CHECK-
LIST OF EPHEMERA. [San Francisco: The Book Club of California, 1985]. Small folio. Gilt 
cloth. Illustrations. Tipped-in specimen leaves. Fine. 

 

First enlarged edition, being a faithful reproduction of the original Allen Press bibliography, 
with additional descriptions of books published after the bibliography’s appearance, and 
checklists of ephemeral printings compiled by Steven Corey. Includes commentary by the 
Allens and Carey Bliss. One of 750 copies printed for sale to members of the Club.   $200.

8. Altenburger, Stefan: CITY GUIDE [cover title]. [Zürich: Edition SEC 52, 1992]. Oblong 
octavo (150 x 197 mm). Twelve original prints of color photos, each in glassine sleeve,  
plus large folding map. Laid into blue silk over boards box, lettered on the upper lid. Fine. 

 

First edition of this completely visual artist’s book. Copy #9 of an edition of 12, each signed 
by the artist. The photographs are of various “City Guide” kiosks around Zurich, with their 
immediate environs, plus the map of Zürich. Each photograph is numbered on the verso. In 
addition to his work as a graphic artist and photographer, Altenburger writes and performs 
electronic dance music under the professional name “Golden Boy,” occasionally in collabora-
tion with Miss Kittin.  OCLC locates two copies, both in Swiss libraries. 
OCLC: 77795220.   $125.

9. Angelou, Maya: OUR GRANDMOTHERS. [New York]: The Limited Editions Club, [1994]. 
Large folio (56 x 44cm). Burgundy cloth, stamped in black. Fine in folding cloth clamshell 
box (the latter with a few minor hand smudges). 

 

First edition in this format, illustrated with five original full-page lithographs by muralist and 
printmaker John T. Biggers. One of an edition of four hundred numbered copies printed on 
specially formulated handmade paper (composed of rags and cotton) by Dan Keleher at the 
Wild Carrot Press, and signed by the author and the artist. The lithographs were printed from 
the stone on Arches at Trestle Editions. A copy of the original newsletter is laid in. Angelou 
specifically requested that Biggers be awarded the commission for the illustrations to ac-
company her text.   $2000.

10. [Anvil Press]: Chaucer, Geoffrey: THE BOOKE OF THE DUCHESSE ... [caption title]. 
[Lexington, KY: The Anvil Press, 1954]. Octavo. Paper boards, printed spine label. Text in 
black, title and sidenotes in red. Fine, unopened. 

 

One of 225 numbered copies, set and printed by hand by Jacob and Victor Hammer, in Ham-
mer’s distinctive American Uncial on Hayle paper. The first publication under the imprint. The 
text is based on Furnivall’s 1871 editing of Fairfax MS16. 
HOLBROOK ANVIL 1.   $225.

11. Apollinaire, Guillaume [ed]: L’OEUVRE DU MARQUIS DE SADE ... PAGES CHOISIES 
COMPRENANT DES MORCEAUX INEDITS ET DES LETTRES PUBLIEES POUR LA PRE-
MIERE FOIS .... Paris: Bibliotheque des Curieux, 1909. Large octavo. Printed wrappers. 
Frontis and plates. A very good copy. 

 

First edition of this important edition of de Sade’s selected works, annotated with an introduc-
tion and bibliography by Apollinaire. Issued in the notable series, Les Maitres de l’Amour, this 
collection provided the only generally available text for many years. De Sade’s influence on 



the literature of the next decades was significant, and as Apollinaire prophetically commented, 
“this man who appeared to be of no importance through the whole of the 19th century, may 
well dominate the 20th.”  There were also 25 copies on Hollande, and 10 on Japon. 
TALVART & PLACE (APOLLINAIRE) 28.   $125.

12. Appel, Christian: INCONTRO DI DANTE CON BEATRICE. [Amsterdam: Da Costa Edi-
tions, 1983]. 14 panel hinged folder. Narrow quarto (26 x 13 cm). Color photocopy on board, 
with cloth hinges, with hand embellishments and added color. Paper spine label. Very light 
shelf-soiling to outer panels, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition of this artist’s book, limited to twenty copies, numbered and signed by the artist with 
his monogram. OCLC/Worldcat locates copies at Univ. of Alberta and the Walker Art Center. 
OCLC: 65821707.   $150.

13. ARCHITETTURA  REVISTA DEL SINDACATO NAZIONALE FASCISTA ARCHITETTI. 
Milan, Rome, etc. Oct., Nov. & Dec. 1932, and April & Dec. 1933. VI:10, 11 & 12; XII: 4 & 
12. Five issues. Quarto. Pictorial wrappers. Profusely illustrated. Bit of use and a few closed 
tears at overlap edges; wrappers of 1933 issues dust-soiled and a bit worn; internally, apart 
from an insert adhesion along the upper margin of one leaf, very good. 

 

Edited by Marcello Piacentini, et al. Representative issues of the periodical voice of some 
of the architects who, by appointment and/or practice, were the architectural mainstays for 
Mussolini’s Italy. There is some attention paid to international developments as well, and all 
are extensively illustrated with photographs, renderings and schematics.   $150.

14. Arnold, Patience (1901-1992): [Original Pencil Drawing of Young Woman Selling Fruit]. 
[Np]. 1928 [or 1929]. Original highly finished pencil drawing, 208 x 165 mm, plus margins. 
In gilt bordered mat from earlier owner. Drawing fine, mat a trifle smudged. 

 

A charming, highly detailed and finished pencil drawing, signed and dated by the artist in the 
lower right corner. The drawing depicts a beautiful young woman with a large hat, seated 
among baskets and at a table filled with fruits and flowers, against a background of a busy 
medieval marketplace, with buildings and turrets in the far background. Arnold was a skilled 
artist and illustrator who exhibited at the Royal College of Art, and the Royal Society of Art-
ists, in the ‘20s and ‘30s. She was the original illustrator of at least one book, A Handful of 
Happiness, London & New York, 1927, and contributed to others.   $300.

15. [Arp, Jean]: Seuphor, Michel: THE SPIRITUAL MISSION OF ART. New York: Galerie 
Chalette, 1960. Oblong small quarto. Full vel-
veteen stiff wrappers, with onlaid bronze-like 
metallic figure on upper wrapper. Illustrated 
throughout with plates and photographs. Fine, 
in suede covered clamshell box (see below). 

 

First edition, deluxe issue of this exhibition cat-
alogue of Arp and Sophie Taeuber-Arp’s works, 
with Seuphor’s essay printed in both French 
and English.  This is one of thirty numbered 
copies, specially bound, signed by Seuphor, 
and housed in the special folding case bearing 
an original wood-relief by Arp, entitled “améga 
dans l’oméga,” with a limitation statement 
signed by Arp affixed inside the upper panel. 
Enclosed in the original board outer case (a 
bit rubbed). There were also 970 ordinary 
copies.                                              $3500.



16. Auden, W.H.: [Autograph Letter, Signed “Wystan”]. 13 Court Oak Road, Harborne, 
Birmingham. [nd. but possibly 1938-9]. One page, quarto, in ink, on printed letterhead. Folded 
for mailing, otherwise about fine. 

 

Auden writes to “Dear Harold ...,” noting that he has just spoken at Shrewsbury School, “and 
they are very anxious to have you, and having boasted of knowing you, I now must pay for 
it, by asking you to go. You will find the [staff - crossed through] boys intelligent and the staff 
charming, and - O how they drink. I think you would enjoy yourself, and they will certainly 
enjoy you. Yours ever Wystan.” Auden gave a talk at Shrewsbury School in November of 
1938, an occasion to which he may be referring, but various sources note that Auden’s family 
moved to 13 Court Oak Road only after Auden departed for America in 1939. 
BUCKNELL & JENKINS H213.   $850.

17. Austen, John: [Sequence of Four States of a Wood Engraving for:] JOHN AUSTEN 
AND THE INSEPARABLES. [London: The Artist, January 1930] Four sequential states of 
a wood-engraving (6.5 x 8 cm plus margins), printed on tissue. Tipped to stiff paper, then 
free-mounted in a counter-clockwise manner, and contained in a four window (39.37 x 39.37 
cm.) mattboard. Three of the engravings are captioned in pencil, and two dated. Blank lower 
margin corner of one engraving dust darkened, a bit of tanning from the mounting tabs 
confined to margins; very good. 

 

A sequence of four states in the evolution of this wood-engraving, eventually utilized as the 
illustration on page 11 of Richardson’s John Austen and The Inseparables (London: Wm. 
Jackson, 1930). The “four stages of productivity” (as captioned in pencil by a former owner 
on the mount) are evidence of the artist’s evolutionary process wherein a nearly complete 
image is balanced by the emergence of a fourth figure, and lastly, enhanced geography.  
The 1st, 2nd and final states of the wood-engraving are thus captioned in pencil in the lower 
margin (by the artist?) and the first and final states are dated (Jan. 11th 1930” and “Jan. 
1930”). Accompanied by a reference copy of the trade edition of the book. The 2nd and 1st 
states of the wood-engraving were matted in reverse position.   $150.

18. Avati, Mario: [Untitled Mezzotint, Signed]. Paris: La Galerie Sagot-Le Garrec, 1981. 
Original mezzotint (13.5 x 17 cm) plus full margins. Printed as conjugate leaf of a quarto 
leaflet. Fine. 

 

A characteristic work by Avati, an acknowledged master of the manière noir, signed by him 
in pencil in the lower margin, published as a New Year greeting and centenary observation 
by the Gallery.   $150.

19. Baker, Russell: THE GOOD TIMES. New York: William Morrow and Co., Inc., [1989]. 
Cloth and boards.  Black & white halftones.   About fine in near fine dust jacket with a bit 
of tanning to rear panel. 

 

First edition. Autobiographical successor to the author’s Growing Up.  Inscribed on front free 
endsheet to a well-known novelist: “For ... with best wishes from fellow scribbler -- Russell 
Baker.”   $150.

20. [Baltazar, Julius]: Marester, Guy: VOIR CLAIR. [Paris: No Imprint, 1978]. 12mo (11.5 x 8.7 
cm). Stiff printed wrappers. Illustrated with an original colored engraving by Julius Baltazar. 
Light offset from engraving to facing pages, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of only thirty-five numbered copies printed on vélin d’Arches, signed by 
the author and the artist.   $250.

21. Baraka, Amiri [as LeRoi Jones]: [Original Studio Publicity Pressbook for:] DUTCHMAN. 
[Np]: Gene Perrson Enterprises / Continental Distributing Co., 1967. [4]pp. Folio (435 x 305 
mm). Horizontal fold (as issued), tiny ink filing number near spine, otherwise a very good or 
better copy of a very fragile item. 

 



The studio publicity campaign pressbook issued to promote the 1967 adaptation to film of 
Baraka/Jones’s landmark play, based on his own screenplay, directed by Anthony Harvey, 
and starring Shirley Knight and Al Freeman, Jr. For their performances in this raw and de-
manding film, Knight and Freeman were nominated for awards at the Venice Film Festival, 
and Knight won. Promotional paper for this film, which saw restricted “adults only” release, 
is quite uncommon.  This pressbook includes sample press copy, credits, and examples of 
the promotional paper.   $250.

22. Baring-Gould, Sabine [ed]: A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND RHYMES ... WITH IL-
LUSTRATIONS BY MEMBERS OF THE BIRMINGHAM ART SCHOOL .... London: Methuen 
and Co., 1895. Black cloth, lettered in gilt, with pictorial gilt vignette. Illustrations and picto-
rial borders. Slight bubbling to cloth, early repair to short tear at crown of upper joint, slight 
cracking at crown of lower joint with a bit of bowing to lower board; otherwise, a near very 
good, bright copy. 

 

First edition. The significant illustrative component was prepared under the direction of A. 
J. Gaskin. 
NCBEL III:1035.   $125.

 With Ten Signed Woodcuts
 

23. [Baskin, Leonard (illus)]: Lawrence, D.H.: THE MAN WHO DIED  A STORY.... [Covello, CA]: 
The Yolla Bolly Press, [1992]. Folio. Open-sewn 
limp goat vellum over stiff wrappers. Illustrated 
with woodcut plates by Leonard Baskin. Fine, 
in publisher’s cedar and bay laurel wood box. 
 

First edition in this format, with a commentary 
by John Fowles. From a total edition of 135 
copies printed on Somerset paper, with illustra-
tions printed from original woodblocks by Leon-
ard Baskin, all signed by Baskin and Fowles, 
this is one of thirty-five deluxe copies, specially 
bound and boxed, with a separate suite of the 
nine woodcuts, each signed by the artist in the 
margin. An additional hors-text impression of 
one of the woodcuts, also signed by Baskin, 
is laid in the book. Fine, with prospectuses 
and publisher’s letters/announcements laid in, 
along with the set of cotton gloves provided by 
the publisher for handling the book. Five of the 
thirty-five deluxe copies were hors commerce, 
and evidently some out of series copies in the 
ordinary binding were accompanied by copies 
of the suite.   $8500.

 One of 25 Sets
 

24. Baudelaire, Charles, and Warja Honegger-Lavater (1913 - 2007) [illus]: CHACUN SA 
CHIMÈRE. CINQ EAUX-FORTES DE WARJA HONEGGER-LAVATER [wrapper title], 
[Zurich: Dölf Hürlimann, 1953]. [4]pp. plus five plates. Small folio (36 x 27.5 cm). Printed 
wrapper over limp boards. Text in double column. A few trivial finger-tip shadows to black 
wrapper, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition in this format, with Baudelaire’s text in parallel French and German, accompa-
nied by a beautiful suite of five original drypoint etchings, with color lithography, by Warja 
Lavater (plate size: 27.5 x 20.5 cm plus full margins). One of only twenty-five sets, with each 
etching signed, titled, dated and numbered in the lower margin by the artist. The engravings 



are entitled: “Les Principes,” “La Tradition,” La 
Crainte du Demain,” “Le Complex d’Infériorité,” 
and “L’Ambition.”  A rather early work in Lavater’s 
canon -- she would revisit the text three decades 
later, creating a wholly different suite of seven il-
lustrations in an edition of fifty copies for Maeght 
Editions. Translation by Edmond Tondeur.  Warja 
Lavater, a Swiss-born illustrator and graphic de-
signer, and a pioneer among creators of artist’s 
books, is best known for creating or interpreting 
texts (often fables) via graphic symbols, often 
without accompaniment by anything other than 
an explanatory text at the end.   $3000.

25. Baumann, Gustave: [Original Woodcut:] AN 
EAGLE CEREMONY AT TESQUE PUEBLO, 
contained in: THE COLOPHON A BOOK COLLEC-
TOR’S QUARTERLY. [New York. The Colophon 
Ltd. 1932]. Whole number 12. Quarto. Decorated 
boards. Illustrations and facsimiles. Boards a bit 
darkened at spine and edges, otherwise fine, with 
several pieces of Colophon ephemera laid in. 
 

One of 3000 copies. Baumann’s two-color woodcut 
appears as one of the separately printed original 

graphics inserted into several of the numbers in this sequence. Other contributors include 
Wroth, Chapman, De Ricci, Monaghan, Buck, et al.   $250.

26. Bayly, Nathaniel Thomas Haynes: SONGS AND BALLADS, GRAVE AND GAY ... WITH 
A MEMOIR OF THE AUTHOR. Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1844. viii,[17] -167,[9]pp. Con-
temporary boards, printed spine label. Engraved frontis. Endsheets foxed, spine extremities 
worn (with surface chips), still a sound copy. 

 

First U.S. edition, with a “Notice of the Author,” by “R.W.G.” and dated at Philadelphia, Nov. 
1843, suggesting the edition may not simply be a mirror of, or condensation from the two 
volume UK edition edited by Bayly’s widow, also published in 1844. Laid in is a 3pp. a.l.s. 
from Bayly, 2 Baker St, [London], April 27, to “Dear Planche” (perhaps James Robinson 
Planche),  asking for his account as witness of an agreement made concerning the prosecu-
tion of a bad debt incurred by a “Mr. Berner(?)” as a consequence of a benefit production 
of Bayly’s play, “Forty & Fifty.” 
OCLC: 10043058.   $150.

27. Beckett, Samuel: NO’S KNIFE  COLLECTED SHORTER PROSE 1945 - 1966. London: 
Calder & Boyars, [1967]. Gilt cream calf, a.e.g. Tiny mark on lower joint, otherwise about 
fine in smudged and slightly torn limp paper sleeve. 

 

First edition in English, deluxe issue. One of one hundred numbered copies (designated as 
series A), specially printed and bound, and signed by the author, from a total deluxe issue 
of two hundred copies. 
F&F 386.1.   $1250.

28. Beckett, Samuel: PREMIER AMOUR. [Paris]: Les Editions de Minuit, [1970]. Small oc-
tavo. Printed wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition in French. Copy #18 of 99 numbered copies on pur fil lafuma, from a total deluxe 
issue of 399 copies.   $250.



29. Beckett, Samuel: FILM  SUIVI DE SOUFFLE. [Paris:]: Les Éditions de Minuit, [1972]. 
Square octavo. Printed wrappers. Offset from publisher’s numbered slip, otherwise near 
fine, unopened, in glassine. 

 

First edition in French, translated by the author. Copy #36 of 200 numbered copies, from a 
limited issue of 342 copies printed on vélin d’Arches.   $200.

30. Beckett, Samuel: POUR FINIR ENCORE. [Paris]: Les Éditions de Minuit, [January 1976]. 
Square octavo. Printed wrappers. Fine, unopened. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy #35 of 100 numbered copies on vélin Arches, in addition to 
25 copies hors commerce.   $150.

31. Beer, Thomas: THE ROAD TO HEAVEN  A ROMANCE OF MORALS. New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1928. Large octavo. Deep bluish-purple vellum over boards, gilt extra, edges 
untrimmed. Spine inevitably faded, a couple of pencil erasures in corners of endsheet and 
pastedown, but a very good copy, in artlessly mended slipcase. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy #38 of 55 numbered copies, printed on Inomachi Japan 
Vellum, specially bound, and signed by the author, in addition to 210 numbered copies that 
were less sumptuously appointed and printed on rag paper. “A satirical view of Bohemian 
New York” - Hanna. 
HANNA 285.   $125.

32. Beerbohm, Max: “THE REACTION TOWARDS A MORE JUDICIAL METHOD OF CRITI-
CISM” [caption title. Original drawing]. 
[Np]. 1920. Landscape format (22 x 
27 cm), pencil and ink wash on paper. 
Matted and framed under glass. Very, 
very slight toning to paper, but in vis-
ible fine condition (not examined out of 
frame). With exhibition label retained 
on verso. 

 

A fine caricature by Beerbohm, signed 
by the artist, “Max 1920.” The image 
was published in A Survey in 1921, 
and exhibited at the Leicester Gal-
leries in May of 1921, where it was 
purchased (according to the retained 
LG label) by poet John Drinkwater. The 
caricature shows an Elder Critic and a 
Younger Critic, standing image left of 
a table, on which is a barrister’s wig 
on a stand. In addition to the caption 
title, the text reads: “Elder Critic: ‘And 
what is that - er - rather peculiar object? ‘ Younger Critic: ‘My hat, sir.’” A variant, perhaps 
preliminary, version is in the Clark Library, with the figures reversed, unsigned, and with the 
caption partially torn away. 
HART-DAVIS 1989.                                            $6500.

33. Beerbohm, Max: [Autograph Letter, Signed, To Lady Augusta Gregory]. 48, Upper 
Berkeley Street, London. “Wednesday” [ny]. Two pages, in ink, on folded octavo sheet of 
letterhead. Paperclip rustmarks at top edge, shallow losses to spine fold toward top, the 
result of earlier careless mounting and removal from same (approaching a couple of letters 
on the second panel); good. 

 



Beerbohm extends thanks to Lady Gregory for an invitation, and observes “it will be a very 
great pleasure to come on Saturday to the Criterion, and to see the players at close quarters; 
but more especially will it be a pleasure to see again you, who was so kind to me in Dublin.  
Believe me sincerely yours Max Beerbohm.”   $375.

34. Beerbohm, Max: [Autograph Letter, Signed, To “Mrs. Douglas”]. 48, Upper Berkeley 
Street, London. “Friday” [ny]. 2 pp. on two panels of folded small octavo sheet of letterhead. 
Small spindle punch hole at top, touching one word on second panel, otherwise very good. 

 

Beerbohm expresses his regrets due to his absence out of town: “...How I wish I could come 
on Sunday! But alas I cannot,  I promised two weeks ago to dine out next Sunday, and after 
that I have[?] to go to a late party in celebration of a birthday. I wish I could ‘chuck’ both 
these engagements; but am helpless ....” Signed “Yours sincerely Max Beerbohm.”   $275.

35. [Benedict, Vida (binder)]: [Newcombe, Warren (subject & artist)]: Armitage, Merle: WAR-
REN NEWCOMBE. New York: E. Weyhe, 1932. Quarto (28 x 22.5 cm). Full burgundy crushed 
levant, elaborately decorated with gilt and black rules, with inlays of three different colors 
of brown morocco inset into the intersections of the rules and with four tan morocco arrow-
like insets bordering the spine, full morocco inner panels with matching rules in black, with 
decorated free endsheets, t.e.g., original wrappers bound in. Frontis, portrait and plates. 
Prefatory matter bound prior to the half-title, otherwise about fine in morocco faced marbled 
board slipcase. 

 

First edition. Portrait and prefatory note by Edward Weston. One of five hundred numbered 
copies, signed by Armitage, and with an original lithograph, printed on tissue, and signed 
by the artist in pencil, bound in front. The wrapper and title-page decorations are by William 
Stutz. The binding, which is signed by Vida Benedict, exhibits attention to detail characteristic 
of her work (apart, we suppose, from the promotion in placement of the introductory text), 
as well as a level of ambition in excess of what one usually sees in her work.   $1850.



36. Bentivoglio, Mirella: LOVE STORY. [Milan: Edizioni Galleria Schwarz, 1971]. 32mo (9 
x 9 cm). Stiff card printed black wrappers. Wrappers a trace edge-rubbed from matching 
slipcase, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. The word “kiss” rendered and shaped as a word/art narrative.   $100.

37. Bentivoglio, Mirella: [Untitled]. [Milan: Edizioni Galleria Schwarz, 1971]. 32mo (9 x 9 cm). 
Stiff card printed black wrappers. Wrappers a trace edge-rubbed from matching slipcase, 
otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. The word “and” rendered and shaped as a word/art narrative concluding in 
“end.” The wrapper is printed with two juxtaposed arrows.   $100.

 “To be a Gringo in Mexico ....”
 

38. Bierce, Ambrose, and Gustav A Danziger [de Castro]: THE MONK AND THE HANG-
MAN’S DAUGHTER. Chicago: F.J. Schulte & Co., 1892. Gray cloth, printed in black. Frontis 
and plates by Theodor Hampe. Text printed in black and red. Cloth a bit foxed and lightly 
soiled, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue, preceded by the copies in the two forms of printed wrap-
pers. An important association copy, inscribed by Bierce on the half-title: “Lora Bierce from 
Ambrose.” The recipient of the inscription was the wife of his brother Albert Bierce’s son 
Carleton (“Carlt”) Bierce, and the party to whom Bierce sent some of his final letters from 
Laredo, prior to his departure for Mexico (after which he disappeared). The most famous of 
those letters read, in part: “Good-bye - if you hear of me being stood up against a Mexican 
stone wall and shot to rags please know that I think that a pretty good way to depart this 
life. It beats old age, disease, or falling down the cellar stairs To be a Gringo in Mexico - ah, 
that is euthanasia!” 
BAL 1112. STARRETT A9. WRIGHT III:524.   $3000.

39. [Binding]: Kobbé, Gustav: THE COMPLETE OPERA BOOK .... New York & London: G. 
P. Putnam’s Sons, [1926]. 889pp. plus plates. Thick octavo. Full navy blue calf, elaborately 
decorated in gilt, with 2” inset (faux ?) carved jade roundel, framed in gilt, on upper board, 
a.e.g., silk endsheets. Binding extremities rubbed, but sound; a very good copy. 

 

Later impression of the text. The binding was executed by an unidentified craftsman for the 
luxury jewelry firm, Udall & Ballou, of New York and Palm Springs, perhaps on commission 
for a customer. A brief 1928 gift inscription appears on a preliminary blank.   $150.

40. [Binding - Blindstamped - 18th century]: [Allestree, Richard]: [Extract:] PRIVATE DEVO-
TIONS FOR SEVERAL OCCASIONS, ORDINARY AND EXTRAORDINARY. London: Printed 
[by W. Norton] for Edw. Pawlett, 1701. [2],267-338,[8]pp. Small octavo. Contemporary black 
morocco, elaborately decorated in blind with a variety of devices within ruled frames, colorful 
pastepaper endleaves. Text framed in red. Extremities a bit rubbed, some browning; a good 
copy, the binding attractive and sound. 

 

An extract from Pawlett’s edition of The Whole Duty of Man, with separate title-leaf, but 
with register and pagination contiguous with the larger work. ESTC locates one copy of the 
complete work, at Cornell. The extraction and binding most likely represents a personal 
choice by the original purchaser for ease of use. 
ESTC N35761.   $250.

41. [Biscuit City Press]: Butler, Samuel: DILDOIDES. [Kingston, RI]: Biscuit City Press, 1980. 
Octavo. Violet cloth over boads, gilt label. Illustrations. Fine in faintly shelf-soiled slipcase. 

 

First edition in this format. Illustrated with two original full-page handcolored etchings, and an 
etched tail-piece, by Gerrard Charrière. Preface by Roger Thompson. One of 88 numbered 
copies handprinted in Rives Heavy, and signed by the artist. This copy bears the artist’s 
additional affectionate inscription to a noted collector/dealer.   $175.



42. Blunt, Wilfred S.: ESTHER:  A YOUNG MAN’S TRAGEDY: TOGETHER WITH THE LOVE 
SONNETS OF PROTEUS. [Boston: Copeland and Day], 1895. Small quarto. Full unsigned 
plum crushed levant, raised bands, gilt inner dentelles, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Bookplate 
on front pastedown, minor rubs to extremities, otherwise about fine. 

 

First printing in this format. One of 500 copies printed on Dutch handmade paper, from an 
edition of 550 published as the second volume in the publisher’s “English Love Sonnet Series.” 
The title-page, borders and 142 initials were crafted by Bertram G. Goodhue. 
KRAUS 38.   $385.

43. Bonfils, Robert (1886 - 1972): [Original Woodcut]. [Paris?]. [nd]. Original woodcut 
(135 x 93 mm. plus margins), printed in two colors. Tipped at one corner into an old mat, 
otherwise fine. 

 

Impression #30 from an edition of fifty, signed by the artist. The image, of a French dandy 
holding the hand of a lady while she stoops to pick a flower, has a pencil identification as 
associated with an edition of Rousseau’s Confessions which we are unable to trace. Bonfils, 
a prolific printmaker in a wide range of media, also designed posters and stage decorations. 
  $150.

44. [Book Club of California]: Duhaut-Cilly, Auguste: A VOYAGE TO CALIFORNIA, THE 
SANDWICH ISLANDS, & AROUND THE WORLD IN THE YEARS 1826-1829. San Francisco: 
Book Club of California, 1997. Quarto. Cloth and decorated boards, paper spine label. Portrait, 
plates, illustrations, tables. Fine in faintly smudged plain white wrapper, with prospectus laid in. 

 

One of 350 copies printed by Patrick Reagh as the 207th imprint of the Club. Translated and 
edited by August Frugé and Neal Harlow. The first complete edition in English.   $250.

45. [Bookplates]: Hall, Ferderick Harrison [artist], and R. Clipston Sturgis Jr,: BOOK PLATES 
BY FREDERICK GARRISON HALL. Boston: The Troutsdale Press, 1905. Large octavo. 
Quarter parchment and boards, printed label. Frontis, decorated title. First edition. Parchment 
a bit handsoiled, usual offset from title to frontis, light wear to fore-corners, but very good. 

 

  $100.

46. [Bradley, Will]: Irving, Washington: RIP VAN WINKLE FROM THE 
SKETCH BOOK .... New York: Published for Will Bradley by R. H. 
Russell, [1897]. Small octavo.  Pictorial boards, edges untrimmed, 
paper spine label. Frontis and decorations. Light foxing, otherwise 
very good or better. 
 

First edition in this format, printed by Will Bradley at the Wayside 
Press. 
BAMBACE A23.   $150.

47. [Bradley, Will]: DODD MEAD & CO’S NEW AND STANDARD 
BOOKS  CHRISTMAS MDCCCXCVIII. [New York: Dodd, Mead, 
1898]. [32]pp. plus plates and portraits. Narrow small quarto. 
Decorative printed wrappers. Printed in red and black. Corners a bit 
bumped, with shallow chips at overlap edges of wrappers, and a bit 
more from the upper forecorners, otherwise very good. 
 

“Arranged and Printed ... by Will Bradley at the University Press....” 
BAMBACE, p.185.   $100.

48. [Brashler, William (sourcework)]: Barwood, Hal, and Matthew 
Robbins [screenwriters]: THE BINGO LONG TRAVELING ALL-
STARS & MOTOR KINGS. Universal City: Universal Studios, 17 
June 1975. [1],114 leaves with inserted revises on salmon stock, 



Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in printed 
studio wrappers. Title hand-lettered on spine, otherwise near fine. 

 

An unspecified, but preproduction, draft of this adaptation of Brashler’s 1973 novel about the 
Negro League during the Depression. The 1976 release was directed by John Badham, and 
starred Billy Dee Williams, James Earl Jones, Richard Pryor, et al. Barwood and Robbins’s 
script was nominated for a WGA award.   $250.

49. Brickman, Marshall, and Thomas Baum [screenwriters]: THE MANHATTAN PROJECT. 
[New York]: Gladden Entertainment Corp., 30 April 1985. [1],133 leaves. Quarto. Photo-
mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Punched and bradbound. Ink 
name (see below), some light ink spatter to spine, last leaf has closed tear at brad and light 
edgewear, but very good. 

 

Copy # 20 of an unspecified draft of this original screenplay, cowritten by multi-award (Os-
car, Hugo, etc) winning screenwriter Brickman, who also directed the 1986 release, starring 
John Lithgow, Richard Council, Robert Schenkkan, et al. With the ownership signature of 
the sound mixer for the production. Accompanied by a set of the color mini lobby cards for 
the film.   $175.

50. Bryen, Camille, and Bernard Réquichot: PEINTRES. [Nice]: Editions Unes, [1984]. Oblong 
small octavo. Loose gatherings laid into stiff printed wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition. Two poems by the artists, Camille’s dated 1947 (“Tête à coq”) and Réquichot’s 
dated 1957 (“Kullbull’ le coq”). In addition to 19 numbered copies printed on Chiffon vieux 
rose and some out of series copies on Pur Fil, this is an unnumbered example of the copies 
on Chiffon vieux rose.   $75.

51. Bukowski, Charles: SEPTUAGENARIAN STEW.  STORIES & POEMS. Santa Rosa: Black 
Sparrow Press, 1990. Cloth and decorated boards. Top edge faintly dusty, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 225 numbered copies (of 251) specially bound and signed 
by the author, with an original signed silkscreen by him bound in. There were also 500 num-
bered copies, signed, but without the silkscreen.   $500.

52. Bunting, Basil: [Group of Items Relating to the Broadside Publication of “You Can’t 
Grip Years ...”]. Shadingfield, Highlands, New Haven, etc. 1971 - 1977. Five items (plus 
envelope), as below. Octavo, narrow folio and quarto. Folds for mailing, very good to fine. 

 

An interesting file of items relating to the April 1976 publication of Bunting’s poem at the 
Sterling Memorial Library’s Bibliographical Press in New Haven (100 numbered, signed copies, 
plus o.s. copies) all addressed to Yale Librarian, John Harrison, then a principal behind the 
Press’ activities. The lot commences with a t.l.s., 20 January 1976, from Jonathan Williams, 
1/3 page on Jargon letterhead, relating to the arrangements for Bunting to appear at Yale 
during his proposed spring tour. This is followed by a 7 March 1976 t.l.s. from Bunting, on 
personal letterhead, to Harrison, reading in part: “It seems to me that the poem I enclose is 
the least unfitted of my making to be set up as a broadsheet.  It has been printed more than 
once in magazines, but I have nothing new at all to offer you.  I am not fond of broadsheets 
and posters, but since you find it necessary to raise fund, go ahead. Yours faithfully B Bun-
ting.” Accompanying the letter is single sheet unidentified uncorrected rough proof printing 
of the poem, signed in ink by Bunting and dated 1971. The proof exhibits at least one typo 
(corrected in ink by Bunting) and some setting irregularities. It is set in sans serif type, thus 
perhaps distinguishing it  from the poem’s appearance in the Autumn/Winter Pound issue of 
Agenda. The lot concludes with a [2 June] 1977 t.l.s. from Jonathan Williams, discussing 
a number of things, but also acknowledging receipt of some copies of the broadside (“...
Looks good and that paper was obviously a great temptation to print on. Only wish there 
had been room for the woodblock. I liked it ... I kept #1, greedily, and #s 11 through 19...”). 
Accompanied by Harrison’s own retained copy (which is also clearly denoted as copy #1), 
and like all copies we have handled, it does include one woodcut.   $600.



53. Burg, Elisabeth, and Monique Palayer [illustrator]: LA PITCHENETTE ... LES COLLINES. 
[Paris: Éditions du Rouleau Libre, 1991]. Small octavo. Stitched accordion sheets, sewn into 
printed wrapper with pictorial onlay. Fine. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with original etchings by Palayer. One of 45 numbered copies, from 
an edition of fifty.   $135.

54. Burgess, Gelett: THE PURPLE COW. San Francisco: William Doxey, 1895. Pictorial 
self-wrappers, stapled. Ink name at top edge of front wrapper,  otherwise a near fine copy 
of this fragile book. 

 

First edition of the author’s first separate publication, with his own illustrations.  Burgess 
was associated with THE LARK, wherein this ditty made its first appearance, and was some-
thing of a fixture in the bayside Bohemia of 1890’s San Francisco.  For reasons best known 
only to himself and collectors of his time, Merle Johnson singled this out as a “Highspot” of 
American literature.  Printed on rough china paper, this is an extremely difficult book to find 
in collector’s condition.  The present copy is of the first “issue” (i.e. printing) with the text 
printed on both recto and verso. 
JOHNSON “HIGHSPOTS,” p.18. MOTT, AMERICAN HUMOR (CAT.6) 122.   $250.

55. Burnett, W.R. [screenwriter]: THE LEGEND OF JESSE JAMES  SCREENPLAY BY 
.... [Los Angeles]: 20th Century-Fox Television, 7 - 8 January 1965. [1],35 leaves. Quarto. 
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Faint pencil 
name on upper wrapper, otherwise very good or better. 

 

Denoted the “shooting script” for this episode of the two-season western series, with revi-
sions on blue and salmon stock. While not identified as such, this script may be for episode 
11 of the first series, which aired on 19 November 1965, and is the only episode credited by 
IMDB to Burnett, under the episode title “Manhunt.” IMDB’s entry also lists Burnett as writing 
an “adaptation” of a screenplay by Nunally Johnson for that episode -- neither the episode 
title nor the relationship to work by Johnson app[ear on this script.   $175.

56. [Cain, James M. (source work)]: Giler, David [screenwriter]: UNTITLED SCENARIO #8887 
[working title: 3 CORNERED CIRCLE]. [Culver City]: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 21 January 
1972. 131 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in 
studio wrappers. Working title added in pencil on upper wrapper, and in ink on lower edge, 
vertical crease in upper wrapper, a handful of marginal spots and a few spots to lower wrap-
per, still very good. 

 

A “revised draft” of the screenplay for this unproduced film, in many ways evidently a return 
to Cain’s novel, The Postman Always Rings Twice. Gordon Carroll is identified as the pro-
ducer overseeing the project, and was at the time involved as producer of Peckinpah’s Pat 
Garrett and Billy The Kid. Although this project never came to fruition, Giler and Carroll were 
associated with a number of future productions, including films in the Alien series. The lead 
character’s name in this version remains Frank Chambers, but Cora and Nick Papadakis are 
renamed Sharon and Frank Flores. The setting is updated, but the locale remains southern 
California.   $400.

57. [Calder, Alexander]: Guerrero, Pedro E.: CALDER  AT HOME. [New York]: Stewart, Tabori 
& Chang, [1998]. Quarto. Glossy boards. Photographs and illustrations in color and black 
and white. Decorated endsheets entitled “Splotchy Wallpaper” (1949).  About fine, in near 
fine dust jacket with about ½” of yellowing at top and bottom of internal flaps. 

 

First edition. Foreword by Alexander S.C. Rower. Photographs by Pedro E. Guerrero. Signed 
by the photographer Guerrero on the title page, and inscribed (with an obvious correction) 
on the acknowledgement page: “For ... on Sandy’s Birthday  Roxbury. 7/22/’98  Pedro E. 
Guerrero *Sorry.” Thirteen years of friendship with and photographing of Calder in his homes 
and studios in Roxbury, Connecticut and in Saché, France, are beautifully chronicled.
   $125.



58. [California Amateur Press]: Thomas, Frederick F., Jr. [ed & pub]: FAR AFIELD  AN EX-
PERIMENT IN AMATEUR JOURNALISM. Berkeley, CA. Summer 1949 through Autumn 1955. 
Whole numbers one through ten. Small octavo. Printed pictorial wrappers. Two wrappers 
show some modest soiling, the lower wrapper of a third number has some printing smudges, 
otherwise a nice set, very good or better. 

 

Edited, handset and printed by Thomas at his own garage press, christened in the first number 
The Left-Handed One-Armed Bandit Press, and by the third number, renamed the Arundo 
Press. A competent and fairly substantial endeavor, very much in the National Amateur Press 
Association tradition, with selections of prose and poetry, as well as hand-printing oddments 
and lore. Laid into the final number present here is a dense, one page t.l.s. from Thomas 
about difficulties inking his press. Not reported in OCLC/Worldcat.   $125.

59. [California Poet - Albeit Briefly]: Wilson, George Crawford: POEMS OF .... [San Fran-
cisco: Stanley-Taylor Co., 1904]. 101,[1]pp. Narrow octavo. Pictorial stiff wrappers, wallet 
fore-edges, edges untrimmed. Portraits. About fine. 

 

First edition of this memorial edition of the poetry of the transplanted Indiana-born politician, 
captioned on the upper wrapper “In Memoriam G.C. Wilson.” Includes some verse based on 
his Civil War service and a biographical sketch. Wilson transplanted to California in 1897 
and died in 1902. An attractive piece of turn of the century California bookmaking. OCLC 
locates 7 copies, all but the copy at Brown in California. 
OCLC: 6704969.   $75.

60. Calvino, Italo: TAROTS  THE VISCONTI PACK IN BERGAMO AND NEW YORK .... 
Parma: Franco Maria Ricci, [1975]. Small folio (355 x 235 mm). Gilt black cloth, pictorial 
onlays. Color plates. Fine, in bit shelfworn folding clamshell box.

 

First edition in English, translated by William Weaver. Commentary by Sergio Samek Ludovici. 
One of 3000 numbered copies, printed on Fabriano paper, and signed by the designer/pub-
lisher. Calvino’s text, “The Castle of Crossed Destinies,” saw trade publication in the US in 
1977.   $200.

 Yeats Family Association Copy
 

61. Campbell, Joseph: IRISHRY. Dublin: Maunsel & Co. Ltd., [ca. 1913]. Boards, paper 
labels. Label tanned, else very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed: “To Jack [Yeats] With love A Very Happy Christmas to you. Lolly Yeats 
[followed by inscription in Gaelic] 1913.” An excellent association copy.   $500.

62. Carleton, William: TRAITS AND STORIES OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY. London: William 
Tegg, 1864. Two volumes. [4],xxiv,427;[4],430pp. Original forest green cloth, decorated in 
blind, stamped in gilt. Portrait, plates and illustrated head-pieces. Irish bookplate in each 
volume, small ink name on free endsheets, some foxing and uniform toning to text; externally, 
apart from some modest rubbing at extremities, a bright, attractive set. 

 

Denoted the “Fifth Edition, with an Introduction, Explanatory Notes, and Numerous Illustra-
tions.” First published in several series, beginning in 1830, and concluding with the author’s 
final corrections to the 1881 edition. The Introduction is dated 1854 at its conclusion, but 
NCBEL implies that these illustrations by Harvey, Phiz, Gilbert, et al, are either new or ex-
panded in this edition. 
NCBEL III:714.   $175.

63. Carlyle, Thomas: [Autograph Letter, Signed with Initials]. The Grange, Alresford, Hamps. 
16 October 1852. Three pages on folded small octavo lettersheet. In ink. Blank lower 40% of 
lower leaf cut away, just touching the initials, a few original ink smudges, otherwise very good. 

 

Addressed to “Dear Sir,” but in all probability to his publishers Chapman & Hall: “A certain 
Mr. Lenthall, a descendant of the old Cromwellian speaker so-called, has discovered that in 



many of the Cromwell letters which I copied from Carey’s book there are frequent errors....” 
He notes that Lenthall has offered to compare the texts with the originals at no cost, and 
advises the wisdom of taking him up on that offer.  Toward that end, Carlyle instructs the 
recipient to send to Lenthall a copy of the 1846 Supplement, and provides details for ac-
complishing that end.   $600.

64. Carman, Bliss, and Richard Hovey: MORE SONGS FROM VAGABONDIA. Boston & 
London: Copeland and Day / Elkin Mathews, 1896. Small octavo. Pictorial boards and end-
sheets (after designs by Tom. B. Meteyard. Clipped portrait of the authors tipped to verso 
of preliminary black, front free endpaper cracked at gutter at crown and toe, short crack at 
crown of upper joint, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition (750 copies printed). Inscribed and signed by Carman (from the p.o.v. of the 
book) “on my publication in November 1896.” 
BAL 2634. KRAUS 56.   $200.

65. Carman, Bliss, and Richard Hovey: SONGS FROM VAGABONDIA. Boston & London: 
Copeland and Day / Elkin Mathews, 1897. Small octavo. Pictorial boards and endsheets (after 
designs by Tom. B. Meteyard. Spine extremities a bit worn, otherwise very good. 

 

Fourth edition (one of 750 copies). With Carman’s 41-line 1909 inscription, signed with 
initials, incorporating a long poem beginning: “Really your idleness is such, [/] My book as 
to surprise me much ....” The inscription covers the recto and verso of the preliminary blank 
and the majority of the half-title. 
BAL 2622 (1894 printing). KRAUS 12n.   $185.

66. Caruso, Luciano (1944 - 2002/3): [Original Ink and Color Wash Artist’s Book:] SACRIS 
ERRABAT IN UMBRIS [caption title]. [Florence: The Artist, December nd but ca. 1980s]. 
[24] leaves. Oblong small octavo (11 x 12 cm). Punched at left and bound with leather ties. 
Very near fine. 

 

A lovely, unique artist’s book by the visual poet, 
consisting of exquisite drawings in black ink and 
color wash on tissue paper, glued to hand-cut 
leaves of stiff card, some of which in turn bear un-
derdrawing that enhances the composite image by 
its visibility through the tissue. The title leaf includes 
the manuscript title within a frame of textured white 
pigment. The artist lined through the title (which is 
repeated on the colophon), and a quarter-sized blob 
of resin, sealed with clear acrylic (?) overlays the 
center of it.  Luciano Caruso ... “was a visual poet 
whose artist books integrated intricate handwrit-
ten words, often illegible but visual appealing with 
constructivist, abstract or semi-realistic images. 
Many of these books had pages that were stiffened 
with thick white paint. He staged many artist book 
exhibitions in Italy, edited a series of reprints of 

Italian Futurist publication and published and edited limited editions of visual poetry draw-
ings, prints, booklets, and collages by himself and other poets” - Sackner Collection, online. 
Oddly, references conflict as to the year of his death.
   $950.

67. [Chagall, Marc]: Cain, Julien [subject]: HUMANISME ACTIF  MÉLANGES D’ART ET DE 
LITTÉRATURE OFFERTS À JULIEN CAIN. [Paris]: Hermann, [1968]. Two volumes. Large, 
thick octavos. Publisher’s printed wrapper over stiff wrappers. Frontispieces, plates and 
photographs. Fine, in soiled publisher’s folding clamshell boxes. 

 



First edition. Preface by Étienne Dennery. A substantial festschrift in honor of the Director 
of the Bibliotheque Nationale, planned by Jean Porcher, and overseen after his death by 
André Masson. The frontispiece to the first volume is an original color lithograph by Marc 
Chagall printed by Mourlot, and the frontis to the second is an original etching by Dunoyer 
de Segonzac printed at Atelier Lacourière. The whole was printed in an unspecified, but 
limited edition on Glastonbury Antique Laid paper.   $500.

68. Child, Lydia Maria; Anne Warren Weston, et al: [Broadside:] ANN GREENE CHAPMAN, 
OF BOSTON (FROM THE LIBERATOR) [caption title]. [Boston: Boston Female Anti-Slavery 
Society, 1837]. Quarto broadsheet (25 x 20 cm), printed recto and verso in double columns. 
About fine. 

 

A tribute to Chapman, who died 24 March 1837, bearing the resolution of the Society offer-
ing their sympathy, a long tribute to her by Child, and a poem in her memory by Weston. An 
unsigned paragraph “From the Reformer” concludes the text. OCLC locates a dozen or so 
copies, suggesting the possibility that a remainder of what should, in principle, be a scarce 
and perishable item may have turned up at some point -- an inference virtually confirmed by 
the presence of several fine copies online, available at a wide range of prices. Not in BAL. 
OCLC: 24013201.   $175.

69. [Christie, Agatha (source work)]: Norell, Michael, and Rod Browning [screenwriters]: 
DEAD MAN’S FOLLY  TELEPLAY BY ... FROM THE NOVEL BY AGATHA CHRISTIE. 
Burbank: Warner Bros. Television, 22 July, 7 August & 10 September 1985. Three volumes. 
[1],104,[1] leaves; [1],102,[1] leaves; and [1],102,[1] leaves. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Faint use to wrapper, 
otherwise about fine. 

 

Three successive drafts of this adaptation for television of Christie’s novel, based on a 
television story by Michael Norell and Andy Siegel. The first of the drafts present here, de-
noted the “Second Draft,” is credited solely to Norell; the second is a “Rewrite Draft” by Rod 
Browning, and still bears credit to Norell, and adds a subtitle “A Hercule Poirot Mystery.” 
The final script, also labeled a “rewrite draft,” is attributed solely to Browning. The January 
1986 release starred Peter Ustinov and Jean Stapleton, and was directed by Clive Donner.
   $250.

70. [Circle Press]: Leskoschek, Axl von: BRAZILIAN MINIATURES MINIATURAS BRASILEI-
RAS. [Guildford: Circle Press, 1974]. 8pp. plus loose sheets. Small octavo. Laid into printed 
wrapper, and enclosed in folding stiff paper wrapper with ribbon ties and pictorial onlay. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 200 numbered copies, from a total edition of 250, signed by the artist. 
With line-block reproductions of fifty-one of Leskoschek’s wood-engravings, originally prepared 
for an edition of Becher’s Brasilianischer Romanzero, wherein only two were utilized. The 
introductory text is printed both in Portuguese and English.   $100.

71. [Clarke, Joseph Clayton]: “Kyd”: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed]. Glenhurst Man-
sions, Clapham. 12 March 1928. One page, quarto, in ink. Remains of prior mounting on 
verso, with consequent closed break and slight discoloration in upper margin, minor soiling, 
but good to very good. 

 

A tongue-in-cheek letter from the English illustrator to rare bookseller Charles J. Sawyer, one 
of his most important patrons. “Kyd” specialized in illustrations of Dickens’ characters, but 
also was a designer of cigarette and postcards as well as fore-edge paintings. He writes, in 
part: “My deepest sympathy is yours. Life must have become a terrible thing to you. Every 
ambition satisfied, every want gratified, what is there further to live for ... Stay! There is one 
last insult a paternal government may hurl at your devoted head to send you mournfully to 
the grave - Knighthood! ... They bestow it upon Pickles - upon Beer - upon Whisky - upon 
the Stage.  Why not upon Books and their High Priests?....”   $150.



72. Clayton, Norman: DECONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE BOOK. 
[Providence, RI: em Press, March 1990]. Quarto (25 x 20 cm). Open sewn pictorial stiff card. 
Illustrated with photographs. Triple-panel fold-out. About fine. 

 

First edition. One of 200 numbered copies, signed by the artist/typographer/printer. “A pho-
tographic exploration of elements that make up Incunables ... ordered in 5 chapters ....” A 
virtually completely visual exploration, drawing on various Incunables for source images, 
with the sources identified on the foldout key. Published during Clayton’s senior year at the 
Rhode Island School of Design. The following year he managed One Heart Press in the 
Bay Area, and in 2006, took over as owner/principal of Classic Letterpress. The descriptive 
catalogue card formerly affixed to the front blank is laid in, as is a postcard publication an-
nouncement.   $75.

73. [Clemens, Samuel]: [MARK TWAIN CALENDAR FOR 1910]. [New York (?): Harper & 
Bros. (?), 1909]. [6] leaves, printed on rectos only. Narrow octavo (20 x 10cm). Loose, without 
wrappers, slightly ragged along top edge, otherwise in good state. 

 

A scarce ephemeron, presumably originally issued in some form of wrapper, printing two 
months per sheet, with quotations from various works by Clemens, illustrations by Newell, 
Frost and others, and several portraits of Clemens (all but one bust only). BAL records 
similar productions for 1904 (3662) and 1920 (3685), but not for this year. George Sully and 
Company issued an extended series through the 1920s. 
OCLC 881845726.   $150.

 With Extra Embellishments, Including Four Manuscript Leaves and A Letter
 

74. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: “Twain, Mark”: THE WRITINGS OF MARK TWAIN  AUTOGRAPH 
EDITION. Hartford: American Publishing Co., 1899 through 1907. Twenty-five volumes. 
Octavo. Publisher’s three quarter olive brown morocco and marbled boards, raised bands, 
lettered in gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Portraits and plates. A number of the spines are 
characteristically sun-faded to lighter brown, occasional rubbing to raised bands and toes 
of a few spines, but a very good or better set, with none of the deterioration to the joints so 
common to this binding. 

 

The esteemed “Autograph Edition,” limited to 
512 numbered sets, signed by Clemens in the 
first volume: “S.L. Clemens / (Mark Twain).” 
Eighteen of the plates are signed by their 
respective artist, including Peter Newell, A.B. 
Frost, Charles N. Flagg, E.W. Kemble, Karl 
Gerhardt, Dan Beard, et al. Charles Dudley 
Warner signed the limitation page to Volume 
X (The Gilded Age), and Brander Matthews 
signed at the end of his critical essay in Vol-
ume I, as usual.  This edition was published as 
a subscription set in a hierarchy of bindings, 
and sets were occasionally customized for the 
purchaser by the inclusion of related manu-
script leaves, letters and other inserts. Such is 
the case with this set, and it is accompanied 
by a two page a.l.s. from Walter Bliss, 23 De-
cember 1905, to the original owner, detailing 
the arrangements made for Christmas Day 
delivery, and pointing out the location of the 

extra material (volumes I, V, VI, IX and X), and mentioning some extra loose plates, which 
are no longer present.  In Volume I are inserted a) a one page a.l.s. from Clemens, Riverdale 
on Hudson, 5 March 1902, to “Dear Bliss,” written prior to departure for travels and trying to 
settle some publishing matters pertaining to a deal with Colliers and cancellation of another 



option, signed “S. L. Clemens,” ca. fifty words; and b) a leaf from the autograph manuscript 
of The Gilded Age, in Clemens’ hand, numbered ‘22’ at the top margin, and beginning “...
here, on the railroad & the steamboat, & say ‘this’ one little spot shall not be touched - this 
hovel shall be sacred ...,” ca. 125 words. Volume V contains an extra limitation leaf from the 
“Author’s Signed Edition” of Following the Equator, unnumbered, but signed both as Twain 
and as Clemens. Volume VI includes the facsimile printing of the letter by Clemens commenting 
on the frontis photogravure (the image of Clemens transposed into a horse and steer drawn 
cart) for that special edition. Volume XI includes a) another leaf from the manuscript of The 
Gilded Age in Clemens’s hand, with corrections and revisions, ca 125 words, numbered 
‘60’ in the top margin, and beginning: “’But how should I know whether they were boys or 
girls?’,” and b) a leaf from the manuscript in Warner’s hand, numbered ‘820’ in the upper 
margin, beginning: “’Daft is a little strong ..., “ ca 150 words. Volume XI contains a third leaf 
in Clemens’s hand from the manuscript of The Gilded Age, numbered ‘421’ then altered to 
‘1000’ in the upper margin, heavily revised, with significant deletions and insertions, ca. 150 
words.   While sets with a single Clemens leaf (often coupled with a Warner leaf) from the 
manuscript of The Gilded Age are not uncommon, sets with multiple Clemens leaves are 
uncommon, and those with multiple leaves plus a letter are even more exceptional. Three 
of the late volumes coincided with the publication of their respective public trade editions. 
BAL 3456.   $30,000.

75. Clemens, Samuel L.: [Autograph Letter, Signed (“S.L. Clemens”), to Mrs. Hookway]. 
Stormfield, Redding, CT. 5 June [1909]. Two pages, on two panels of a folded oblong quarto 
sheet of letterhead. In ink, ca. 200 words. Mounted, with upper outer corner of first panel 
torn away, costing the year, and one word and a couple of letters; tanned from having been 
framed at some point, with a group of small drop-marks on upper panel, not affecting leg-
ibility, otherwise good. 

 

To “Dear Mrs. Hookway,” evidently a teacher involved in the staging of children’s dramatic 
productions: “I have been deeply moved [by] your letter ... you must be the happies[t] woman 
‘on live’ - to borrow the quaint phrase of the Arthur-Tales - because you are so near to the 
children; so near to so many children; so haloed with them, so submerged in them, so sat 
round about with a glory of them ... If I were going to begin life over again I would have a 
Children’s Theatre, & watch it,  & work for it, & see it grow, & blossom, & bear its rich moral 
& intellectual fruitage; & I should get more pleasure, & a saner & healthier profit, out of my 
vocation than I should ever be able to get out of any other, constituted as I am ....”  He praises 
an article about her endeavor that he has read, and thanks her in anticipation of receipt of 
some photographs she is sending. Signed: “Sincerely Yours S.L. Clemens.”   $1750.

76. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: A BOY’S ADVENTURE [THE WHIPPING 
BOY’S STORY] [caption title]. [New York: Privately Printed for Merle Johnson, 1928]. [4]pp. 
folded small quarto leaflet. Very shallow, small discoloration at top edge, otherwise about fine. 

 

First separate edition of this chapter originally intended to appear in The Prince and the 
Pauper, but omitted at W.D. Howells’s recommendation. It is here reprinted from its periodi-
cal appearance in the Bazaar Budget, Hartford, 4 June 1880. 
BAL 3545.   $175.

77. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: THE ADVENTURE OF TOM SAWYER  BY MARK TWAIN  A 
FACSIMILE OF THE AUTHOR’S HOLOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT. Frederick MD & Washington 
DC: University Publications / Georgetown Univ. Library, [1982]. Two volumes. Quarto. Gilt 
cloth. Facsimile plates. Preface by Joseph Jeffs. Introduction by Paul Baender. First edition 
of this facsimile of the holograph donated to Georgetown by G.G. Brady. Fine in slipcase. 

 

  $250.

78. Cobbett, William: A FRENCH GRAMMAR; OR, PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
LEARNING OF FRENCH.  IN A SERIES OF LETTERS. New York: Published by John Doyle, 
1832. 368,12pp. 12mo. Contemporary (or publishers) diced cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Usual 



scattered foxing, ownership signature (“John Hillhouse Bristol College”) on endsheet, and 
again (“John Hillhouse Albany NY”), toe of spine frayed; still, a very good copy. 

 

First US edition, first published in the UK in 1824. Both OCLC/Worldcat and American Imprints 
call for a co-imprint (“Providence, RI: T. Doyle”) which does not appear in this state. Over 8 
pages of the terminal catalogue are turned over to Doyle’s editions of Cobbett’s various works. 
NCBEL III:1206. PEARL 130n. GAINES 91a. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 11873. 
OCLC: 4735942.   $175.

79. Cobden-Sanderson, T. J.: THE ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT. Hammersmith: Ham-
mersmith Publishing Society, 1905. Quarter vellum and boards. Upper board rather marked 
and soiled, top edge dust darkened, internally  very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed on the front free endsheet: “To [indecipherable ‘Sophie Crane’ (?)] 
with affectionate good wishes from the author 31 March 1906.” Printed at the Chiswick Press.
   $350.

80. Coffin, [John] Pine [translator]: A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF AUS-
TERLITZ, BY THE AUSTRIAN MAJOR-GENERAL [Karl von] STUTTERHEIM .... London: 
Printed for T. Goddard, 1807. [2],146,[2]pp. Octavo. Extracted. Slight tanning, two small 
library duplicate release stamps, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition in English, translated from the French edition of 1805, which included notes 
occasionally ascribed to Napoleon. Coffin contributes an 8pp. preface, with an explanatory 
note concerning the lack of an accurate map to include with the text. Coffin was second in 
command of St. Helena during the latter years of Napoleon’s exile there, and this appears 
to be his sole published work during a distinguished military career. Uncommon in com-
merce.   $150.

81. Connors, M.J.: EVIDENCE OF ATTENDANTS. [Rosendale, NY: Women’s Studio Work-
shop, 1991]. Oblong open-sewn pictorial stiff wrappers (10 x 18 cm). Textblock consists of 
ten printed sleeves, open at the fore-edge, each containing a pictorial card with letterpress 
on verso. About fine. 

 

First edition. One of 95 numbered copies, signed by the artist. “This book records the collec-
tion of objects considered as debris left by angels on their visits to the mortal world. Cards 
documenting each object are held in the ten pockets that comprise the pages of the book. 
On each pocket is a brief introduction to the heavenly bodies that carry out divine work” - 
publisher’s blurb.   $100.

82. Conroy, Jack [ed]: THE ANVIL  STORIES FOR WORKERS. Moberly, MO.: The Anvil Press, 
May 1933. Whole number one (of thirteen issues published). Quarto. Pictorial self wrappers. 
Spine neatly split and a trifle frayed, usual tanning to text stock, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

Edited by Jack Conroy, and later, with Walter Snow and associates. The Anvil, until its short-
lived union with Partisan Review in 1936, stands as one of the highpoints of leftist literary 
periodical publishing of the 1930s. Contributors to this issue include Conroy, Ralph Cheyney, 
Gorky, Langston Hughes, Balch, et al. Due to the friable paper, one of the most elusive issues. 
HOFFMAN, et al, p. 307. ANDERSON & KINZIE, pp.111-129.   $125.

83. Cooper, James Fenimore: [Original Manuscript Fragment from THE WATER-WITCH]. 
[Naples (?) prior to 1830]. [4]pp., in ink, on two conjugate large quarto leaves. Some light but 
invasive staining affecting a number of words but in no way interfering with legibility, small area 
of margin at crown of fold a bit singed, a couple of ink splashes, but in otherwise good order. 

 

A section of the original working manuscript of Cooper’s 1830 novel, The Water-Witch, 
which saw first publication in Dresden, and shortly thereafter in London and Philadelphia. 
This fragment is comprised of the opening text of chapter VII (ca. 1250 words, and begin-
ning on page 87, and concluding with the end of the first full paragraph on p. 91 in one of 



the earliest editions) and is substantively revised and corrected. It includes the subsequent 
insertion by Cooper of the three line quotation from Two Gentleman of Verona in the top 
margin of the first page. “Set in 17th century New York, and the surrounding sea, the novel 
depicts the abduction of a women, Alida de Barbérie, by the pirate captain of the brigantine, 
Water Witch, and the subsequent pursuit of that elusive ship, by the her suitor, Captain 
Ludlow. Cooper wrote the novel, while on a extended tour of Europe, during his stay in the 
villa Palazzu detta del Tasso near Naples. [He] tried to print the novel while he was in Italy 
in 1829 but Papal censors forbade its publication in Italy.  Cooper was then able to print the 
novel in Dresden, before also sending copies to his publishers in the US and England” - 
Wikipedia. The original Dresden edition is one of the black tulips of Cooper collecting. The 
manuscript is accompanied by an incomplete fragment of a cover letter from Cooper to “Mad. 
de Varaigne ... a letter this moment received from his father ...,” signed by him in the context 
of the letter (ca. 30 words, in ink). This may in some fashion relate to the events surrounding 
Cooper’s attempts to help his friend, Colonel Herman Thorne, recover his runaway daughter.
   Sold

84. [Copeland and Day Imprint]: Chamberlain, Joseph Edgar: THE LISTENER IN THE TOWN 
[with:] THE LISTENER IN THE COUNTRY. Boston: Copeland and Day, 1896. Two volumes. 
12mo. Gilt green cloth, fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Light rubbing at edges, faint tide-
mark in upper margins of second volume, otherwise a very good, bright set. 

 

First edition. With the author’s signed presentation inscription in each volume (7 lines in one 
case), dated in the year of publication. The author’s selected essays and fragments from 
the BOSTON TRANSCRIPT. 
KRAUS 50.   $125.

85. Corn, Alfred: THE VARIOUS LIGHT. New York: Viking Press, [1980]. Cloth and boards.  Top 
edge dusty, otherwise near fine in like dust jacket with small nick at lower edge of front panel 

 

First edition. Signed by the author on the title-page. Laid in are an autograph postcard and 
an autograph lettercard, the latter with envelope, both signed “Alfred,” both Oct. 1984, about 
travels, readings, etc.   $115.

86. Craig, Edward Gordon: NOTHING OR THE BOOKPLATE ... WITH A HANDLIST BY 
E. CARRISK. London: Chatto & Windus, 1924. Quarto. Gilt decorated polished buckram.  
Crown and toe of spine a bit sunned, sharp bump across lower edges of boards causing a 
5mm tear at the lower edge of the upper board, otherwise about fine and bright, with the 
uncommon illustrated prospectus laid in. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 280 numbered copies, specially printed and bound. Il-
lustrated with fifty-one tipped-in facsimiles of bookplates designed by Craig, as well as an 
original woodcut, signed by him in the margin. The trade issue appeared in 1925, and con-
tained a much smaller selection of facsimiles. 
FLETCHER & ROOD A29a.   $275.

87. Craig, Edward Gordon: GORDON CRAIG’S PARIS DIARY. North Hills, PA: Bird & Bull 
Press, 1982. Quarter morocco and decorated paper over boards. Color facsimiles. Fine. 

 

First edition. Edited, with a Prologue, by Colin Franklin. One of 350 numbered copies printed 
in Baskerville types on mouldmade Bugrabutten paper. The text was intended by Craig for 
publication, but it appears here for the first time.   $175.

 A Crane Black Tulip
 

88. Crane, Stephen [“office boy” & “drink mixer], and L. C. Senger, Jr. [“associate office 
boy”]: PIKE COUNTY PUZZLE ... VOL. I  NO.1. “Camp Interlaken, Penn.” 28 August 1894. 
[4]pp. Folio leaflet (15” x 12 1/8” ;  38 x 31 cm). Text printed in four columns. Horizontal fold, 
with small break at margin at fold, slight tanning at edges and along fold faintly in excess of 
the uniform tan tone of the wove paper stock, faint tidemark at extreme lower corner of top 
sheet, otherwise an unusually nice copy of a very fragile item. 



 

One of the black tulips of Crane collecting, being his second separate publication, albeit with 
some likely contribution by L. C. Singer, Jr.  The ...Puzzle ... is a 4 page mock newspaper, 
formatted as a parody of a small town newspaper, written by Crane at an adult camp, Twin 
Lakes, where he spent part of the summers of 1894 and 1895. The text is based on the 
experiences Crane and his cohorts had while at the camp, and during their return trip. The 
paper was set up and printed for them by the staff of the Port Jervis Union. On September 
7th, the Port Jervis Union printed an appreciative notice of the Pike County Puzzle’s ap-
pearance and content. An account of the circumstances is contained in The Crane Log. 
Much of the content is jocular in nature, including Crane’s identification of himself as “of-
fice boy,” and in an advert on the last page, as “Drink Mixer.” Among the other content is 
a “stenographic” report of “Dinner-Time Conversations”:  “Miss Pronk (with a sudden rush 
of courage). - ‘Mr. Crane, dont you like the Lays of Ancient Rome? I think they are awfully 
sweet.  Crane:- ‘My uncle had a hen named Ancient Rome, once, and her eggs were popular 
all over the county. Yes, Miss Pronk, you are undoubtedly right....’” Personal advertisements, 
“Telegraphic News” from other locales, and similar tongue-in-cheek texts round out the mix. 
Until a clearly identified facsimile was published in 1967 by The Stephen Crane Newsletter 
in an edition of 300 copies, including 70 on white laid paper, this original edition was the sole 
printing in this format. While not an absolute rarity in the strictest sense -- OCLC locates 19 
copies at institutions not likely to have commingled entries for the facsimile with entries for 
the real thing -- it is scarce in the market place. 
WILLIAMS & STARRETT 43. Wertheim and Sorrentino, THE CRANE LOG, pp.109-113. BAL 
4069. OCLC: 8523158 (etc).   $6250.

89. Crane, Stephen: THE MONSTER AND OTHER STORIES. London & New York: Harper 
& Bros., 1901. Brick red cloth, stamped in gilt and black. Frontis and illustrations. Spine 
a bit cocked, bookplate on front pastedown, endleaves lightly foxed; a good, sound copy. 

 

First U.K. edition. Beyond the title story, this volume collects “The Blue Hotel” and “His New 
Mittens,” along with the first book appearances of four stories not included in the 1899 New 
York edition. 
WILLIAMS & STARRETT 31. BAL 4095.   $175.

90. [Cresset Press]: THE APOCRYPHA  ACCORDING TO THE AUTHORIZED VERSION. 
London: The Cresset Press, 1929. Small folio. Full publisher’s stiff vellum over boards, gilt 
morocco spine label, t.e.g. Boards very slightly bowed, as often, spine just a trace hand-
darkened, but very good to near fine. 

 



First printing in this format. One of 450 numbered copies on mould-made paper, from a 
total edition of 480. Superbly illustrated with full-page wood-engravings by Hughes-Stanton, 
Hermes, Gooden, Underwood, Eric Jones Kennington, Ravilious, Nash and others.   $475.

91. Cucchi, Enzo: LA CERIMONIA DELLE COSE. New York: Peter Blum Edition, 1985. 
Printed wrappers. Illustrations hors-text. Fine in glassine. Wraparound land laid in. 

 

First edition, deluxe issue. One of 100 copies with an original color etching, signed and 
numbered by Cucchi bound in.  Cucchi has also inscribed and signed this copy in the year 
following publication. The texts were translated by Franco Martinelli.   $275.

92. D’Annunzio, Gabriele: FRANCESCA DA RIMINI TRAGEDIA .... Milan: Peri Fratelli Treves, 
1902. [12],289,[2]pp. Small quarto. Publisher’s limp gilt parchment over boards, silk ties, fore 
and bottom edges untrimmed. Decorative title and ornaments. Printed in red and black. Light 
pencil annotations in text, parchment inevitably edgeworn, otherwise a very good copy, with 
the tasteful bookplates of two collectors. 

 

First edition of this dramatic treatment of the popular story of Francesca and Paolo, pre-
sented in extravagant format and dedicated to Eleanora Duse. The woodcut decorations are 
by Adolfo di Carolis, and the music by Antonio Scontrino. The book was published bound in 
cloth as well as parchment.   $250.

93. Daniélou, Alain, and Jacques Brunet: THE SITUATION OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
IN COUNTRIES OF THE ORIENT. Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1971. Stiff cloth printed wrap-
pers. Fine. 

 

First edition (in English), translated by John Evarts. One of two thousand copies published 
under the auspices of the International Music Council. Inscribed by Danielou to one of his 
US publishers, James Laughlin.   $65.

94. De Mille, William C.: [Original and Carbon Typescripts of:] THE MAN HIGHER UP. New 
York: The Author, [nd. but ca. 1910s]. [1],18;[1],18 leaves. Quarto. Typed on rectos only. 
Bradbound in limp cloth wrappers, one of them bearing De Mille’s printed name and address. 
Stamps of NYPL Theatre Collection (released as duplicates), slight fraying to wrapper edges, 
a couple of paper-clip marks, otherwise very good or better. 

 

Two variant typescripts of this two-character, one-act play, the original having the dialogue 
typed in black and the stage directions and character names in red, and the second, a car-
bon on the original, all in black. De Mille also directed a silent short-film version of this play, 
released in 1929, starring Hobart Bosworth and Robert Edeson. After years as a successful 
Broadway playwright, De Mille joined his younger brother in Hollywood in 1914, and soon was 
a successful writer-director-producer at Famous Players-Lasky-Paramount. He made his last 
film in 1933 (as uncredited co-director of Emperor Jones), before returning to playwriting. 
Many of his films, the vast majority of them silent films, are lost.   $275.

95. Demme, Jonathan [director], and E. Max Frye [screenwriter]: SOMETHING WILD. Hol-
lywood: Screenliner Productions, 31 October 1985. [1],110 leaves Quarto. Photomechanically 
reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in Orion Picture studio wrappers. 
Ink name (see below), wrappers a bit creased and edgeworn, a few shallow coffee spatters 
to fore and spine edges of a few leaves, else very good. 

 

A “second draft” of this original screenplay, recipient of the Edgar Award for its year. The No-
vember 1986 release starred Jeff Daniels, Melanie Griffith, Ray Liotta, at el, under Demme’s 
direction, and all three stars were Golden Globe nominees. This copy bears the ownership 
signature of Les Lazarowitz, who was sound mixer for the production.   $150.

96. [Denmark]: AN AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT OF THE SIEGE OF COPENHAGEN BY THE 
BRITISH, IN THE YEAR 1807 ... TO ACCOMPANY A PLAN OF THE CITY OF COPENHA-
GEN .... London: Printed for W. Faden ..., 1807. [4],89,[1]pp. Octavo. Extracted from bound 



volume. Some scattered foxing early and late, otherwise a very good copy, bearing the small 
book stamp of Prince Ernest August of Hannover on the verso of the title. 

 

First edition. As noted in the extended title, this work was published to accompany a plan 
of the city and surrounding areas keyed to the battle.  The plan is not present, nor does it 
appear to accompany the handful of copies recorded in COPAC (3) and OCLC/Worldcat (3). 
The Goldsmiths copy also appears to want the plan. The British navy and land troops, in 
company with the King’s German Legion of Hannoverians, lay siege to the city for three days 
in September 1807, with high civilian casualties and considerable incendiary damage, lead-
ing to the surrender of the city as well as the Danish navy and stores. A number of military 
communications, as well as press accounts, are collected herein. Not in NSTC. 
GOLDSMITHS 19542.   $225.

97. [Devéria, Achille (artist)]: Regnard, Jean-Francois: OEUVRES COMPLÈTES ... AVEC 
DES VARIANTES ET DES NOTES. Paris: De L’Imprimerie de Crapelet, 1822. Six volumes. 
Large octavo (253 x 160 mm). 19th century three-quarter brown straight-grain morocco, gilt 
extra, and pastepaper boards. Portrait (engraved by Tardiue after Rigaud). Plates (see be-
low). Extremities rubbed (but generally sound, except for signs of repair), occasional foxing 
to a few plates, but a very good set. 

 

First this edition, this being copy 
#70 of 80 numbered copies printed 
on grand raisin vélin. This set has 
been extra-illustrated with eleven in-
serted or mounted plates engraved 
by various hands after drawings by 
Moreau le Jeune and Clement Maril-
lier, originally prepared for the edi-
tion of 1789-90. In addition, bound 
into volumes II-IV are a total of eight 
original pen, ink and wash drawings 
attributed to Achille Devéria (1800 - 
1857), ca 75 x 55 mm. plus margins, 
each accompanied by an example 
of the engraving based on the draw-
ing, engraved by Pouvoyeur, Mas-
sard and others. The drawings are 

captioned in pencil and dated, generally 1821. OCLC/ Worldcat locates examples of four 
engravings by the Massards after Devéria’s illustrations for Regnard. 
VICAIRE VI:6995. BENEZIT IV:838.   $750.

98. Dorn, Ed, et al [eds]: WILD DOG. Pocatello, ID; Salt Lake City, UT; and San Francisco. April 
1963 through December 1965. Whole numbers 1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16 and 19/20. Ten 
issues (one a double number). Quarto. Mimeographed text, stapled into printed and pictorial 
wrappers. A bit of soiling to wrapper of #1, terminal leaf of #11 detached with shallow losses 
at blank margins, a few smudges to other wrappers, otherwise a very good (or better) lot. 

 

Edited by Ed Dorn, Geoffrey Dunbar, Joanne Kyger, et al. Although initially conceived as 
a local literary periodical associated with Idaho State College, disaffiliation was complete 
with the third number, and as a periodical “for people who read, by people who write,” it 
adhered to a consistent standard for quality.  Contributors to these numbers include Dorn, 
Kelly, Douglas Woolf, Bukowski, Rumaker, Randall, Clark, Levertov, Dawson, Jones, Sor-
rentino, Bowering, Crews, Zukofsky, Olson, Blackburn, Eigner, Wakoski, Irby, Buckminster 
Fuller, Ginsberg, Duncan, Kupferberg, Coolidge, et al. Circulation varied between 200 and 
500 copies per issue. A 21st, and final, number appeared in March of 1966. 
CLAY & PHILLIPS, pp.152-3. ANDERSON & KINZIE, pp.744-45.   $375.



99. [Douglas, Lord Alfred]: THE CITY OF THE SOUL. London: Grant Richards, 1899. Gilt 
parchment backed boards. Spine a bit darkened, as usual, fore-tips bumped, usual tan offset 
to endsheets, but a good, internally very good copy. 

 

First edition of Douglas’s third original book, published anonymously. 
NCBEL III:623.   $250.

100. [Doyle, Arthur Conan (source work)]: Lee, Leonard [screenwriter]: “THE FUGITIVE”  
SCREENPLAY BY ... [released as PURSUIT TO ALGIERS]. [Los Angeles: Universal Pictures], 
15 June 1945. [1],109 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only of 
salmon stock. Bradbound. Title leaf pulled a bit at brads, script number stamped on title leaf, 
with manuscript number and pencil ownership signature, otherwise very good. 

 

An unspecified, but interim revised pre-production draft of this adaptation of the Holmes/
Watson characters to the screen. The earliest draft of this script we have handled was dated 
25 April, and the latest included revises dated 4 August.   The film, directed by Roy William 
Neill, starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, involves their protection of the heir of Rove-
nia after the King of that nation is assassinated. Although well over one hundred and fifty 
adaptations of Sherlock Holmes to the screen are known, beginning with Sherlock Holmes 
Baffled (1903), the Rathbone-Bruce portrayals have become almost canonical, beginning with 
The Hound of the Baskervilles (March 1939), and concluding with the twelfth in sequence, 
Dressed To Kill (1946), for which Lee also served as screenwriter. 
DE WAAL 5157.   $1500.

101. Drake, Joseph Rodman: THE CULPRIT FAY AND OTHER POEMS. New York: George 
Dearborn, 1835. viii,84pp. Large octavo. Contemporary brown pebbled morocco, gilt extra, 
with gilt lyre device in center panel of each board, a.e.g. Portrait and engraved pictorial vi-
gnette extra title. Foxing to title and frontis, scattered foxing elsewhere, binding extremities 
rubbed and sunned, with narrow crack at crown of lower joint, a couple of signatures starting 
slightly; otherwise good and sound. 

 

First edition. The poet’s first solo publication, published posthumously and edited by his 
daughter, Janet, in spite of his directive that his manuscripts be destroyed. The binding is 
contemporary, and bears a January 1836 gift inscription on the pastedown (the book was 
published in December 1835). The binding is unsigned but is a good example of American 
ornamental binding of the period. 
BAL 4825.   $175.

102. Dreier, Katherine S.: WESTERN ART AND THE NEW ERA  AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MODERN ART. New York: Brentano’s, [1923]. Small quarto. Camel-tan cloth (decorated 
after a color design by Kandinsky). Color frontis, also after Kandinsky. Heavily illustrated 
with plates and photographs. Two minute flecks on front free endsheet otherwise fine, in very 
good, somewhat sunned and edgeworn dust jacket, with several short edge tears. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue, of this survey intended for the popular reader, written by the 
guiding force behind the Societé Anonyme. Illustrated with reproductions of works by Stella, 
Picasso, Braque, Archipenko, Duchamp, Fuchs, et al.   $200.

103. Dreiser, Theodore: THE CARNEGIE WORKS AT PITTSBURGH. Chelsea, NY: Privately 
Printed, [1927]. Cloth and decorated paper over boards, printed label. A fine copy. 

 

First edition, publication unauthorized. Decorations by Martha Colley. One of 150 copies 
printed for private distribution, in addition to 27 copies differently bound, each containing a 
leaf of the manuscript. Evidently a portion of the edition constituting a remainder of some 
sort -- number of copies unknown -- was damaged by damp.   $275.

104. Dreyfuss, Henry [designer]: 10 YEARS OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN ... 1929 - 1939. New 
York: [Pynson Printers for Friends of Henry Dreyfuss], 1939. Small quarto. Gilt lettered cloth. 
Illustrated with photographs. Tidemark around toe of spine, also affecting the endsheet gut-
ters toward the bottom, endsheets a bit foxed; just a good copy. 

 



First edition. One of an unknown number of copies printed by the Pynson Printers under 
the supervision of Elmer Adler. Inscribed presentation copy from Dreyfuss. Prefatory note 
by Gilbert Seldes. The survey concludes with Drefyfuss’s work on the interior design for the 
Perisphere for the NY World’s Fair.   $75.

105. Du Maurier, George: TRILBY  A NOVEL. London: Osgood, McIlvaine & Co., 1895. 
xi,447pp. Quarto. Vellum backed polished buckram, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Frontispiece. 
121 illustrations, and 6 pencil studies by the author printed in facsimile. Spine a bit darkened 
and soiled, endsheets a shade tanned, a few minor smudges, otherwise very good. 

 

First illustrated one-volume British edition, deluxe issue, limited to 250 numbered copies 
printed on large, handmade paper, and signed by the author. The sourcework for a number of 
dramatic and screen adaptations under its given title, and as titled after its character, Svengali. 
WOLFF 1952f.   $300.

106. Dubus, Andre, III: HOUSE OF SAND AND FOG. New York: Norton, [1999]. Large octavo. 
Cloth and boards. Top edge faintly dusty, otherwise fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the author on the dedication page (not to the dedica-
tee) on a social occasion in 2001, and signed again on the title-page. The source for the 
multi-award nominated Vadim Perelman film adaptation, starring Jennifer Connelly and Ben 
Kingsley.   $150.

107. Duchêne, Gérard (1944 - 2014): “ADIEU MA 
JOLIE” [caption title]. [Amsterdam: Da Costa Editions, 
October 1982]. Nine panel leporello, bound into quarto 
(33 x 25 cm) cloth and boards portfolio with pictorial 
onlay and ribbon ties. Near fine. 
 

First edition. Copy #1 of twenty numbered copies, 
signed by the artist. Apart from the justification state-
ment, a dark, functionally textless artist’s book, fea-
turing ghostly serigraphed images rendered doubly 
obscure by their appearance in the context of a long 
cascade of thin rectangular shapes blurred to the extent 
that they present a repetitive pattern almost like the 
appearance of laid bricks, all in somber blacks and 
grays. In an interview, the artist asserted that this work 
was a product of his mindset after his divorce.   $200.

108. Duchêne, Gérard (1944 - 2014): HISTOIRE 
D’AMOUR. [Np (Lille?): The Artist, April 1988]. Folio 
(34.5 x 25.5 cm). Title and justification (the latter in 
manuscript), six leaves of gray on black serigraphy, 
and seven sheets (one double-spread) of original 
hand-embellished gravures with collage. The whole 
enclosed in cloth-backed board portfolio with embel-
lishments and pictorial onlay. 

 

First edition. Copy #15 of 15 copies only, assembled, numbered and signed by the artist on 
the manuscript justification.  Additionally, he has signed, dated and titled the portfolio in the 
lower corner of the rear board. Four of the individual constituent illustrations bear manuscript 
dates spanning 1986-8. Text in the form of mirror-image manuscript is incorporated in several 
of the plates.   $400.

109. Duchêne, Gérard (1944 - 2014) [illustrations], and Patrick Rousseau [text]: LES BROUIL-
LONS DE DIEU. [Lille: Alain Buyse, 1989]. Oblong folio (31 x 28 cm). Illustrations. Fine, 
enclosed in a lightly worn hand-painted chemise with pumice-stone inset on upper board, 
Velcro strap, and paint decorated overlays. 

 



First edition. Copy #6 of thirty copies signed by the artist, each unique, consisting of 15 
original works in various media (including serigraph) by Duchêne, accompanying 14 texts by 
Rousseau. Duchene’s illustrations range from a small smudge to expansive double-spread 
undertakings with appliqué, a puncture, pencil work, and other embellishments. The chemise 
was hand-painted and embellished by Alain Buyse.   $350.

110. Dudley, H[enry] B[ate]: A FEW OBSERVATIONS RESPECTING THE PRESENT STATE 
OF THE POOR; AND THE DEFECTS OF THE POOR LAWS:  WITH SOME REMARKS 
UPON PAROCHIAL ASSESSMENTS, AND EXPENDITURES. London: Printed for T. Cadell, 
Jr., and W. Davies..., 1802. [4],36pp. plus folding chart. Octavo. Sewn, extracted from old 
pamphlet binder, with residue on outer gutters, folding table creased and dusty along fore-
edge; still, a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition. Sir Henry Bate Dudley (1745 - 1824) achieved several levels of notoriety, as a 
duelist, as “the most prominent, and the most notorious, newspaper editor in London during 
the 1780s” (DNB), and as a writer of plays and comic operas. Bate took over his father’s 
ministry at North Farmbridge (evidently without degree), but preferred social life in London, 
and as a magistrate, was a principal in the suppression of the Ely and Littleport riots. Second 
and third editions appeared in short order. 
KRESS B.4510. BLACK 2344. GOLDSMITHS 18541. OCLC: 12791780.   $275.

 Important Presentation Copy
 

111. Dunbar, Paul Laurence: IN OLD PLANTATION DAYS. New York: Dodd, Mead and Com-
pany, 1903. [6],307pp. Octavo. Dark brown cloth, lettered in gilt, ruled in green, with onlaid 
pictorial vignette. Frontis and plates by Martin Justice. Mild rubbing to edges and vignette, 
some occasional finger smudges and a few tiny spots at the fore-edges of a few leaves, but 
a very good, tight copy. 

 

First edition, first printing, BAL’s binding A.  
An important presentation copy, inscribed 
by the author on the dedication page: “To 
my Friend, William A. Burns. Sincerely yours, 
Paul Laurence Dunbar,” and with the recipi-
ent’s ownership stamp in the upper margin 
of page [5], partially enhanced in manuscript, 
adding ‘Library of’.  Dr. William “Bud” Burns, 
a treasured friend of Dunbar as well as the 
physician who treated him for tuberculosis, 
was a member of the Montgomery County 
Medical Society of Ohio, the first African American physician so honored. In Paul Laurence 
Dunbar, Poet, (Los Angeles, Holloway House, 1993, p. 182) Tony Gentry writes: “Dunbar 
had believed for some time that his days were numbered, and in November 1905, he suf-
fered a major blow: Bud Burns died suddenly. Dunbar’s mother begged her son not to attend 
Burns’ funeral and risk the damp wind at the cemetery, but he would not listen to her. He 
stood bareheaded during the funeral services while his friend’s body was lowered into the 
ground. Devastated by Burns’ death, Dunbar wrote at Christmas, ‘Like the fields I am lying 
fallow. And it will take a long time to make anything worth coming out in blossom.’ It was a 
bitter winter in Dayton. The new year came around blowing snow and ice. Dunbar’s mother 
made a bed for her son by the fire in the living room, where he could rest and keep warm. 
But on February 9, 1906, his ravaged lungs gave out at last. Paul Laurence Dunbar died in 
his mother’s arms at the age of thirty-three.”  Presentation copies of such significance of 
works by Dunbar are uncommon. 
BAL 4946. SMITH D-597. WORK, p.463.   $5500.

112. Duncan, Alastair, and Georges de Bartha: ART NOUVEAU AND ART DECO BOOK-
BINDING  FRENCH MASTERPIECES 1880 - 1940. New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., [1989]. 
200pp. Large square quarto. Gilt decorated cloth. 252 plates, 202 of which are in full color.  
Fine in dust jacket. 

 



First edition. Preface by Priscilla Juvelis. Signed on the title by Juvelis, and inscribed by her 
to two bookselling colleagues on the verso of the first blank. A major study of this period in 
French bookbinding, including biographies and bibliographies of individual binders.  These 
custom-made bindings were created as works of art for private collectors by over forty of 
the finest binders working in France during the six decades under scrutiny.   $100.

113. [Dust Jacket Artwork]: Junge, Carl S.: [Original Watercolor Dust jacket Maquette for:] 
THE GALEWOOD MYSTERY. [Chicago. nd. but likely ca. 1930s]. Quarto. 19.5 x 17.2 cm. 
Original watercolor and ink dust jacket design, on one panel of folded sheet of heavy art 
paper. Light dust soiling, tiny closed tear at top of spine fold, otherwise very good. Mounted 
via blank conjugate and matted. 

 

An original watercolor design for a highly stylized art deco dust jacket by the Chicago com-
mercial artist and book plate designer (1880 - 1972), executed in black, purple and green. 
As Junge included his own name as author of the novel (and we find no record of his having 
written same, nor of any other novel of that period with the given title), it would seem likely 
that this may have been a prototype rather than a specific commission. Signed with the 
author’s monogram in the image, and in pencil, with address, on blank conjugate.   $150.

114. [Dwiggins, W.A.]: Nathan, Robert: ONE MORE SPRING. Stamford: The Overbrook 
Press, 1935. Gathered, rough trimmed unbound signatures. Decorations and design by W.A. 
Dwiggins.  Minor foxing at edges, else about fine, accompanied by a copy of the prospectus. 

 

First limited printing. One of seven hundred and fifty copies printed in Caslon Old Face on 
Van Gelder paper. An AIGA Fifty of its year. 
CAHOON, p.7. LAURENCE A12c.   $35.

115. [Economics - Great Britain - Anonymous]: A GENERAL ADDRESS TO THE REPRE-
SENTATIVES OF GREAT BRITAIN, ON IMPORTANT NATIONAL SUBJECTS, AGITATING 
AT THE PRESENT PERIOD.  “By An Elector, M. A.” London: Printed for John Stockdale, 
1797. 70,[2]pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, untrimmed. Manuscript ‘7’ 
on title leaf, some dust-soiling at edges and to title, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition. Observations on naval impressment, domestic financial policy, peace negotia-
tions with France, universal suffrage and other current matters, including reference to Adam 
Smith in a footnote. ESTC includes two entries for this title, one for a single copy lacking the 
advert leaf, and locates a total of ten copies. OCLC/Worldcat locates eight copies spread 
across three entries, 
ESTC N1307 & T148317. GOLDSMITHS 16901. OCLC: 228758936; 17313149; and 
612540379.   $150.

116. Eggers, W.P. Eberhard: DIE BRUECHIGEN SCHOENEN  ES HANDELT SICH UM EINE 
AUSWAHL VON 12 ZEICHNUNGEN.... Frankfurt/Main: Galerie Klaus Lüpke, 1968. Folio (53 
x 40.5cm; 20.75 x 16”).  Cloth, printed pictorial label. Twelve full-page plates. Shallow bump 
across top edges of boards (not affecting textblock), otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. With prefatory text by Rudolf Jüdes accompanying twelve stylized portraits by 
Eggers. One of 250 numbered copies, signed by the artist, with an original etching by Egg-
ers, printed on medium-blue paper, limited to one hundred numbered copies signed by the 
artist, laid in.   $250.

117. Eggers, W.P. Eberhard: SKIZZEN AUS DER NEUEN WELT ... ZEHN RADIERUNGEN 
AND EINE TITELRADIERUNG, DIE IM FRÜHJAHR 1971 IN DER STOUT STATE UNIVER-
SITY MENOMONIE/WISCONSIN IN DEN USA ENTSTANDEN. Burgdorf / Hannover: Steintor 
Verlag, 1971. Folio (43 x 42cm). Title leaf plus ten etchings, and tissue interleaves, laid into 
folding cloth portfolio, with original two color etched pictorial label. Fine. 

 



From a total edition of 110 impressions of each of 
the etchings, this is one of fifty sets for sale as a 
suite, with each etching signed and numbered by 
the artist. A sequence of surreal, and occasionally 
darkly satirical etchings stemming from Eggers’s 
tenure as a visiting professor at Stout, including 
images titled “Miss Menomonie,” “Mister Pecker of 
Menomonie,” “Stout Jury,” “Body Building Tonight,” 
“What Means Pollution?” etc.   $550.

118. Eichenberg, Fritz: FABLES WITH A TWIST  
TWENTY WOODBLOCKS AND TWENTY TWISTED 
TAILS. [Peace Dale, RI: Fritz Eichenberg, 1976]. 
[2] preliminary leaves, plus twenty woodcuts, with 
bifolium interleaves bearing text on upper leaf, 
and colophon. Folio (44.7 x 38 cm). Loose sheets 
and bifolia laid into folding cloth clamshell box with 
printed label. Box a bit sunned and lightly rubbed, 
otherwise about fine. 
 

First edition. Illustrated with twenty original wood-
cuts, printed from the block, with full margins, by 
the author. A sequence of loose adaptations of 

fables from Aesop and others, updated (often wickedly) for contemporary relevance, each 
accompanied by a corresponding wood engraving. One of one hundred numbered portfolios, 
printed by Harold McGrath at the Gehenna Press, signed by the author/artist on the colo-
phon, and with each of the wood engravings numbered, titled and signed by Eichenberg in 
the margin. As this was not a formal publication of the Gehenna Press, it is not included in 
the bibliography.   $3500.

119. Eichenberg, Fritz [illus], and Desiderius Eras-
mus: IN PRAISE OF FOLLY [ENCOMIUM MORIAE] 
TEN ORIGINAL PRINTS FROM WOODBLOCKS ... 
WITH EXCERPTS OF THE LATIN TEXTS, SELECT-
ED AND FREELY TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH 
BY THE ARTIST. New York & Baltimore: Aquarius 
Press, 1972. Folio (51 x 36 cm). Loose bifolia print-
ing the text, with prints interleaved, enclosed in 
printed outer wrapper and laid into cloth clamshell 
portfolio, gilt leather label. A bit of offset from the 
portfolio lining papers to outer wrapper, portfolio 
a bit bumped and smudged, text and prints fine. 

 

One of 150 numbered portfolios, with each print 
signed in the margin by the artist, from an edition 
of 170. The ten wood-engravings were printed 
on Japanese mulberry paper by James Lanier, 
under the supervision of the artist. An additional 
100 impressions of each wood-engraving were 
separately printed in different format. A superbly 
visual accompaniment to Erasmus’ commentary 
on the vanity of humankind, the foolishness of the 
aristocratic class, and the corruption of the church 
hierarchy. Oversize, requiring special shipping 
charges.                                                         $2000.



120. Eliot, T.S. [Typed Letter, Signed, to David Garnett]. London. 2 October 1931. One 
page. Quarto. One sheet of CRITERION letterhead. Folded for mailing, a couple tiny smudges, 
but very good or better. 

 

Eliot writes to Garnett in the latter’s capacity as partner in the Nonesuch Press, acknowl-
edging receipt of his letter and the enclosed copy of “Hotson’s book” - i.e. Leslie Hotson’s 
Shakespeare Versus Shallow, published 1 October by the Nonesuch Press. He observes: 
“I know all about Hotson and his previous work, but knew nothing about the subject of the 
present book until I saw the ... [TLS] yesterday. I wish that you had sent me a copy earlier 
... it is always a rush to get the autumn books reviewed for the December Criterion.  But I 
will certainly try to get a review in though I may have to approach two or three people be-
fore I can find a suitable reviewer to do it within the time.  I thought by the way that Hotson 
had already accepted a permanent job at Haverford College ....” Signed in ink “T.S. EIiot.”
   $1500.

121. [Eragny Press]: Pissarro, Lucien: NOTES ON THE ERAGNY PRESS AND A LETTER TO 
J.B. MANSON .... Cambridge: Privately Printed, 1957. Decorated paper boards. Plates and 
illustrations (some in color). Minute brown fleck in lower margin of two leaves, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition in this format, edited with a supplement by Alan Fern. One of five hundred 
copies printed at the Cambridge University Press for presentation at Christmas, in a style 
sympathetic to the Eragny Press’s productions. The illustrations were printed from the original 
blocks presented to the University by Pissarro’s widow.   $350.

122. Erasmus Roterodamus, Desiderius: SILVA CARMINUM: ANTEHAC NUNQUAM IM-
PRESSORUM. GOUDA, 1513. Bruxelles: T.-J. I. Arnold, 1864. [6],xliv,[2],[34]pp. plus inserted 
colored map. Quarto. Contemporary three quarter red morocco and marbled boards, t.e.g. 
Some foxing and occasional discolorations (the latter most noticeably to one tissue guard), 
some rubbing to the edges, but a good, sound copy. 

 

In addition to one hundred numbered copies on various papers, this is an unnumbered copy 
designated for presentation. A photo-lithographic facsimile of the 1513 edition, preceded by 
a substantial essay by Charles Ruelens. Signed by the publisher and by Ruelens.   $150.

123. Exquisite Corpse. EXQUISITE CORPSE  A MONTHLY [later: JOURNAL] OF BOOKS 
& IDEAS. Baton Rouge & Normal, IL. April 1983 - 1997 I:4 through Whole number 61 plus 
index. 26 issues (often consisting of multiple numbers). Narrow small folio. Printed self 
wrappers. Illustrations and photographs. Folded for mailing, a few numbers postally used, 
else very good to near fine. 

 

Edited by Andrei Codrescu and Laura Rosenthal. Founded in 1983, and currently published 
online. Poetry, prose and commentary. A substantial but non contiguous lot, consisting of: 
I:4,5,8/9,12; II:3/4,5/7; IV:3/4, 9/10,11/12; V:1/5,6/8,9/12; VI:1/4,10/12; VII:1/5,6/9; and whole 
numbers 47, 50-55, 58 and 61, plus Dan Olson’s November 1994 index to date.   $325.

124. Faulkner, William (sourcework & adap), and Ruth Ford [adap]: [Theatrical Window Card 
Poster for:] REQUIEM FOR A NUN. New York: The Theatre Guild / Golden Theatre, [1959]. 
Folio (22 x 14”) highly pictorial window card, printed on recto only of stiff card. Artwork by 
noted Broadway poster artist Tom Morrow. Lightly tanned at extreme edges with a minor 
dust mark at lower edge, else near fine. 

 

A window card promoting the short-lived Broadway run of Faulkner’s sole venture into com-
mercial theatre, produced at the John Golden Theatre, directed by Tony Richardson and 
adapted by Faulkner and Ruth Ford from Faulkner’s novel. Graphically strong, and like 
most Broadway posters of this era, very scarce even before factoring in the brevity of this 
play’s American run of 43 performances. The poster simply credits this as William Faulkner’s 
“Requiem for a Nun,” with no reference to the writing contribution of Ruth Ford, who also 
starred in the role of the former Temple Drake. In addition to Ford, the play featured Zachary 
Scott, Beatrice Reading, and Scott McKay, among others. Ms. Reading was nominated for a 



Tony in the category of Featured Actress in a Play for her portrayal of the character Nancy 
Mannigoe.   $850.

125. [Fenollosa, Mary McNeill]: McCall, Sidney [pseud]: THE BREATH OF THE GODS. Bos-
ton: Little, Brown, and Company, 1905. 431,[3]pp.plus plate. Slate blue cloth, with pictorial 
vignette in white, light blue and dark blue by Amy Sacker, lettered in gilt. A bit of rubbing at 
extremities, pencil erasure from free endsheet, but a very good, tight copy. 

 

First edition of the pseudonymously published second novel by the Alabama-born wife of the 
great Orientalist. It is set in Japan, and relates to relations between the American diplomatic 
community to Japanese society. It was rather popular and was adapted to the stage, scored 
as an opera, and used as the sourcework for a 1920 film adaptation. This original edition 
is now somewhat uncommon outside libraries, though the later photoplay edition turns up 
often enough to reflect it and the film’s popularity. 
SMITH M-21.   $100.

126. Fielding, Henry: AN ENQUIRY INTO THE CAUSES OF THE LATE INCREASE OF 
ROBBERS, &C.  WITH SOME PROPOSALS FOR REMEDYING THIS GROWING EVIL.  
IN WHICH THE PRESENT REIGNING VICES ARE IMPARTIALLY EXPOSED; AND THE 
LAWS THAT RELATE TO THE PROVISION FOR THE POOR, AND TO THE PUNISHMENT 
OF FELONS ARE LARGELY AND FREELY EXAMINED. London: Printed for A. Millar, 1751. 
xv,[1],[1]-127,[1]pp. Octavo. Modern speckled calf, gilt extra, by Riviere, a.e.g.. Just a trace 
of minor wear to extremities, otherwise a fine copy in modern dress, with the bookplate of 
J. K. Lilly Jr. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition. A second edition, with some modest revisions, was soon called for, in spite of 
what authorities note was a substantial first printing of 1500 copies. The work was Fielding’s 
most substantial work on social issues, and about it Cross remarks: “If any other justice of 
the peace ever made so valuable a contribution to the literature of crime, I do not know his 
name.  One is uncertain which to admire most - Fielding’s exact knowledge of the law, his 
common sense, or that lofty idealism and faith in human nature which led him to believe that 
crime might some day have an end.” 
CROSS III:320-1. XIMENES 92:84. ESTC T89870.   $950.

127. Ford, Ford Madox [ed]: THE TRANSATLANTIC REVIEW [Whole Numbers 1-3]. Paris, 
New York & London. January, February & March 1924. I:1-3. Large octavo. Amateurishly 
handbound in cloth-backed decorated boards, without the original wrappers, edges untrimmed. 
With the printed book label of Omar S. Pound on the pastedown. Internally very good. 

 

The first three numbers of Ford’s distinguished expatriate journal, edited and printed in Paris, 
for distribution in Paris, London and New York. The London variant for the front wrapper of 
I:1 is affixed to the rear pastedown. Contributors to these issues include Cummings, Pound 
(Canto XIII and part of Canto XII, etc), McAlmon, Conrad (“The Nature of a Crime”), H.D., 
Williams, Butts, Adams, Bird, Soupault, Eliot, Wells and many others. A decent association 
lot, even if somewhat wanting in aesthetics. 
GALLUP (Pound) C655-6, etc.   $185.

128. [Fortifications]: Vauban, Sébastien Le Prestre de: MÉMOIRE, POUR SERVIR 
D’INSTRUCTION DANS LA CONDUITE DES SIÉGES ET DANS LA DÉFENSE DES PLACES 
... PRÉSENTÉ AU ROI LOUIS XIV, EN M.DCC.IV. A Leide [Leiden]: Chez Jean & Herman 
Verbeek, 1740. [10],[3]-204pp. plus 29 folding plates of plans and a folding table. Quarto. 
Contemporary calf. Binding rather rubbed, chipped and scraped, with crack toward top of 
upper joint, foretips worn,  a bit of foxing to title and terminal leaves, internally very good. 

 

The author (1633 - 1707) is regarded as one of the foremost military engineers of the 17th 
century, and was as skilled in the planning of attack as he was in the planning of defense 
and fortification.  He advised Louis XIV on the best means of fortifying France’s borders, 
and between 1667 and 1707, he undertook the upgrading of fortifications around nearly 



300 French cities, and directed the building of 37 new fortresses and fortified harbors. His 
various works on military topics, as well as on a range of economic subjects, were widely 
translated and published, and those on fortification served as virtual standard texts on the 
subject.  The plates include both general plans and details of forts, battery emplacements, 
fields of fire, etc.   $650.

129. Foxon, David F.: ENGLISH VERSE 1701 - 1750  A CATALOGUE OF SEPARATELY 
PRINTED POEMS WITH NOTES ON CONTEMPORARY COLLECTED EDITIONS. [London 
& New York]: Cambridge University Press, [1975]. Two volumes. xxviii,922,[2];[4],302pp. 
Thick quartos. Gilt cloth. About fine, although the first dust wrapper shows a crease and a 
few hand smudges. Lacking the slipcase. 

 

First edition of one of the essential works in its field. The second volume consists of indices: 
chronological, by subject, by imprint, by first line, etc.   $125.

130. Fraser, George MacDonald [screenwriter]: “HANNAH”  ADAPTED BY .... Melbourne 
& Fribourg: MPR Productions / Power Films, 25 April; 1986. [1],140 leaves. Quarto. Photo-
mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in Kohner agency 
wrappers. 

 

An unspecified draft of this unproduced screenplay, noted as “adapted” by George MacDonald 
(“Flashman”) Fraser, with revisions by Jack Clayton and Jeanie Sims. The sourcework for 
the adaptation is not specified, but was Paul Loup-Sulitzer’s 1985 novel based on the life 
of Helena Rubenstein. Clayton directed a number of films, including The Great Gatsby and 
the quality 1987 release, The Lonely Passion of Judith Hearne -- Sims is credited as his 
assistant on several of those films.  The project was abandoned due to, according to Clayton, 
the “shortage of dramatically exciting incidents ....”   $225.

131. Garrison, Wendell P.: THE NEW GULLIVER. Jamaica, NY: The Marion Press, 1898. 
Publisher’s full tan horsehide, decorated in blind, gilt labels. Very slight tanning at endsheet 
gutters, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition, deluxe issue, of this tale of a modern visit to the land of the Yahoos and 
Houyhnhnm by a shipwrecked Yale philologist.  One of 120 numbered copies, specially 
bound, from a total edition of 420. “One of the most attractive of the many sequels to Gulliver 
...” - Locke. 
WRIGHT III:2130. BLEILER, p.80. BLEILER (SCIENCE FICTION) 855. SARGENT, p.115. 
LOCKE, p.89.   $125.

132. Gascoigne, George: GASCOIGNE’S PRINCELY PLEASURES, WITH  THE MASQUE, 
INTENDED TO HAVE BEEN PRESENTED BEFORE QUEEN ELIZABETH, AT KENILWORTH 
CASTLE IN 1575; WITH AN INTRODUCTORY MEMOIR AND NOTES. London: Printed for 
J. H. Burn ... [et al], 1821. xxxviii,[2],104pp. 12mo. Full forest green pebbled morocco, spine 
lettered in gilt, a.e.g. Portrait. Offsetting from modestly foxed portrait to title, a bit it of rubbing 
and dust marking to binding; very good. Small 1867 ownership inscription on binder’s blank. 

 

First accessible edition - the last known copy of the 1576 first edition, at the Birmingham Public 
Library, is reported to have been burned in a fire (CBEL). The prefatory verse remembrance 
is by George Whetstone. The long introduction is unsigned. 
NCBEL I:1026.   $125.

133. [Gavarni, Paul (i.e. Sulpice Guillaume Chevalier)]:  [Thirty-Seven Original Lithographs 
from:] MASQUES ET VISAGES LES PROPOS DE THOMAS VIRELOQUE [and] LES AN-
GLAIS CHEZ EUX. Paris: Imp. Lemercier [for:] Librairie Nouvelle, [nd. but ca. 1850s]. 19 
plates and 18 plates. Loose sheets. Images, including captions, ca. 27 x 18.5 cm. Margins 
vary. Some creasing to the larger margins, two plates exhibit foxing and a couple more show 
some slight marginal tanning, otherwise very good or better. 

 



Decent representation of two of the sub-elements of Gavarni’s extended work, which when 
completed, included 329 lithographic plates. The first element lacks plate 1 of the twenty 
published, and the second lacks plates 4 and 5 of twenty published (duplicates of 2 and 7 
are also present, but not included in the count above). Ray treats the series at some length, 
describing Thomas Virelogue as “one of Gavarni’s most brilliant inspirations,” and the work 
as a whole as “a neglected masterpiece of nineteenth-century French graphic art.” 
RAY (ART OF THE FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOK) 157.   $225.

134. Genet, Jean: LE BALCON. [Lyon]: L’Arbalète \ Marc Barbezat [1956]. Sq. octavo. Pic-
torial wrapper over stiff wrapper, the former bearing a lithograph by Giacometti printed by 
Mourlot. About fine, largely unopened. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 3000 numbered copies on Lana, from a total edition of 
3265 copies. Perhaps Genet’s most widely known play, adapted to an English language film 
in 1963, directed by Joseph Strick, based on a script by Ben Maddow, and starring Shelley 
Winters, Lee Grant, Peter Falk, Ruby Dee, Leonard Nimoy, et al.   $275.

 Inscribed by the Artist
 

135. Genet, Jean, and Leonor Fini [artist]: LA GALÈRE. [Paris: Edition établie par Jacques 
Loyau, libraire ...], 1947. Small folio (322 x 234 mm). Printed wrappers, fore and bottom 
edges untrimmed. Illustrated with six original full page engravings. Fine in slightly worn and 
mottled slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition of one of Genet’s least com-
mon works, a long poem in homage to a 
fellow prisoner. At least one of the extant 
manuscripts of the poem dates from 1944.  
From a total edition of 88 copies (including 
eight for presentation), this is copy 49 of 71 
press-numbered copies on Arches. Although 
they are not mentioned in the colophon, this 
edition is illustrated with six original engravings of chiefly homoerotic subjects by Genet’s 
friend, Leonor Fini. Each of the engravings is numbered in pencil and signed in the plate 
by Fini.  Additionally, the first engraving bears her signed ink inscription: “Pour Roland Fer-
nandez  Leonor Fini.” 
MONOD 5245.   $3000.

136. Gill, Brendan: WOOINGS  FIVE POEMS .... [Verona]: Plain Wrapper Press, [1980]. 
Quarto. Open sewn decorated boards. Posthumously contrived bookplate of a collector, 
otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of 155 press “numered” copies, printed on English handmade paper, signed 
by the author. Published as “Quartus III.” Decoration and binding paper after designs by 
Fulvio Testa. Errata sheet laid in. 
SMYTH 29.   $200.

137. [Gillray, James]: Wright, Thomas [ed]: THE WORKS OF JAMES GILLRAY, CARICATUR-
IST; WITH THE HISTORY OF HIS LIFE AND TIMES. London: Chatto & Windus, [ca. 1873]. 
376pp. Large, thick quarto. Handsome full brown morocco, gilt extra, raised bands, inlaid 
orange morocco floral corner pieces, a.e.g. by Hammond. Portrait and plates. Illustrations. 
Bookplate on pastedown, faint, shallow bleed from edge gilt to top margins of plates, but a 
very nice copy, very good or better. 

 

First edition, considerably revised and enlarged from Wright’s 1851 work devoted to the 
collection published by Bohn.   $350.



138. Gogarty, Oliver: AN OFFERING OF SWANS AND OTHER POEMS London: Eyre & 
Spottiswoode, Ltd., [1924]. Large octavo. Blue cloth, stamped in gilt. Portrait of Gogarty by 
Augustus John. Spine a trifle sunned, else a very good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First London edition, reprinting the Preface by W.B. Yeats that appeared in the Cuala Press 
edition. Inscribed by the author on the front endsheet on December 7th, 1941, while in New 
Haven, with a line of Greek (perhaps referring to the solemn event of that day?) incorporated 
into the signature. Wade’s entry calls for only the top edge to be trimmed; this copy has all 
edges trimmed. 
WADE 274.   $150.

139. Goldsmith, Margaret (1894 - 1971): [Series of Nine Autograph Letters and Six Typed 
Letters and Notes, Signed “Margaret”]. Chiefly London & environs. 1936-7. Twenty-one 
pages, quarto and octavo. Creases from mailing, a paperclip mark or two, very good. Ac-
companied by a printed announcement card for her book, Sappho Of Lesbos. 

 

A warm sequence of letters from Goldsmith, a British-resident American journalist, novelist, 
translator and biographer, to her friend, Dorothy Gordon. Goldsmith served in several gov-
ernment positions during and after WWI, and eventually worked in the American Embassy in 
Berlin in the 1920s and early 1930s.  She was for several years married to the Manchester 
Guardian’s Berlin correspondent, Frederick Voight (divorced 1935). In Spring 1928 she had 
a brief affair with Vita Sackville-West. Sackville-West originally embarked on her translation 
of the Duineser Elegien as a collaborative project with Goldsmith, but as their relationship 
cooled, Edward took over as co-translator. When Germany became less hospitable to British 
residents, Goldsmith returned to London where she continued her prolific work as transla-
tor, biographer and novelist. Much of the correspondence relates to her daily life and work 
(particularly the final stages of her work leading to the publication of Sappho Of Lesbos), 
her friendship with author Norah James (a.k.a. “Jimmy”) with whom she is living, sale of her 
car and acquisition of another, her reading of Gone With The Wind (“I’m ... loving it. I’d not 
begun it sooner as, like everyone else, I was bit by the bug that a best seller must be tripe. 
I think it a marvelous piece of work ...”), the gift of a signed copy of Dorothy Wellesley’s 
collection of poems, Lost Lane, and similar matters.   $475.

140. Grashow, James: THE KING’S COURT  A SERIES OF EIGHT WOOD ENGRAVINGS. 
[Np (Brooklyn?): Published by the Artist], October 1965. Title plus eight sheets. Quarto (32.5 x 
25.5 cm). Laid into cloth folding portfolio, with pictorial label. A few marginal finger smudges, 
otherwise near fine; the portfolio is a bit rubbed at the corners. 

 

First edition. One of one hundred sets, with each of the eight main woodcuts numbered and 
signed by the artist in the margin. The title sheet bears a ninth woodcut. A rather early work 
by the wood-engraver and sculptor, coinciding with the year of his completion of his MFA 
at Pratt Institute. Grashow’s wood engravings have been widely published, and include the 
album cover art for Jethro Tull’s Stand Up.   $400.

141. [Greene, Graham (sourcework)]: [Set of Studio Lobby Cards for:] SHORT CUT TO 
HELL. [Los Angeles]: Paramount, 1957. Eight 11 x 14” pictorial color lobby cards. A few 
slight corner creases, one card has a few small printing artifacts in the image, otherwise a 
bright, fresh, unused set, near fine. 

 

A complete set of the lobby cards produced to promote the original release of Berkman and 
Blau’s revision of Albert Maltz and W.R. Burnett’s 1942 adaptation of Greene’s 1936 novel 
A Gun for Sale.  This remake was James Cagney’s directorial debut, and starred Robert 
Ivers and Georgann Johnson.   $250.

142. Gregory, Lady Augusta: NEW COMEDIES. New York & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 
1913. Cloth and boards, paper spine label. Portrait after a painting by Gerald F. Kelly. Fine 
in dust jacket with trivial use and minor fraying at crown of spine. 

 

First American edition. The inserted terminal catalogue includes notices of Irish Folk-History 
Plays.   $250.



143. Gregory, Lady Augusta: OUR IRISH THEATRE. A CHAPTER OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
New York & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1913. Cloth, paper spine label. Portraits. Fine in 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition, first issue, with the title-leaf integral and dated 1913. Uncommon in this condi-
tion. Quotations from a number of letters by Yeats are printed, along with a portion of the 
first dedication to Where There Is Nothing, and “Advice to Playwrights who are sending 
Plays to the Abbey, Dublin.” 
WADE 307.   $350.

 Association Copy
 

144. Gregory, Lady Augusta: THREE WONDER PLAYS. London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, [1922]. 
Blue cloth, paper spine label. Cloth a bit spotted and rubbed at edges but a good copy. 

 

First British edition. Inscribed: “Coole - Oct 3 - 1926. I want to write this signature as quickly as 
possible - that I may resume my most pleasant talk with dear Hallie F. Flanagan - A Gregory.” 
With Flannagan’s bookplate on the pastedown. At the time of the inscription, Flannagan was 
professor of drama and director of the experimental theater at Vassar College.  However, 
she is best remembered for having served from 1935-1939 as the National Director of the 
Federal Theatre Project under President Franklin Roosevelt.   $850.

145. [Grenfell Press]: THE GRENFELL PRESS  TYPEFACES &C. New York: In Association 
with The X Press, March 1980. [6],25,[1]pp. Quarto (29.2 x 20.5 cm). Sewn limp linen wrap-
pers, printed paper label, Japanese Tairea endsheets. Illustrations and decorations. faintest 
sunning to top edges of covers, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. The first publication to be formally identified as a production of the Grenfell 
Press, this being copy #43 of a total edition of eighty-five copies printed by hand by Leslie 
Miller on handmade Milbourne paper on a Vandercook proofing press. Various illustrations, 
including a drypoint printed on a Wepplo etching press, accompany the display of innovative 
as well as traditional typographic presentations, all foreshadowing the accomplishments to 
come. The colophon incorporates a mission statement. Uncommon.   $550.

146. [Grenfell Press]: Sorrentino, Gilbert: A BEEHIVE ARRANGED ON HUMANE PRINCIPLES. 
[New York: The Grenfell Press, 1986]. Quarto. Bound by Claudia Cohen in full orange-brown 
morocco, with decorative blindstamp, and an inlaid red morocco panel with gilt embossed 
device and two smaller black morocco onlays. Moderate foxing to endsheets, a bit musty 
smelling, else about fine in folding cloth clamshell case with blindstamped morocco label. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with four color linocuts by David Storey. One of fifteen deluxe copies, 
numbered in Roman, specially bound, and signed by the author and artist.   $1000.

147. Guerard, Albert [sourcework], and Howard Keith Fisk [screenwriter]: THE EXILES  A 
SCREENPLAY ... ADAPTED FROM THE NOVEL BY ALBERT J. GUERARD. [San Francisco 
& Stanford]. April 1981. [2],140 leaves plus lettered inserts. Quarto. Photomechanically repro-
duced typescript, printed on rectos only. Boltbound in gilt lettered stiff wrappers. Title hand-
lettered on fore-edge, a couple of creases to upper wrapper, otherwise very good or better. 

 

An unspecified draft of this unproduced adaptation to the screen of Guerard’s 1962 novel of 
political intrigue in the Caribbean. Guerard’s own involvement in the project is suggested by 
the fact that both Fisk’s address and phone number in San Francisco as well as Guerard’s 
address and phone number in Stanford appear in the prelims. The title-page bears a Writers 
Guild of America West registration number. Guerard’s novel, Maquisard, saw adaptation to 
television in 1951, but IMDB records no other adaptations to see production.   $150.

148. Guest, Barbara: PORT  A MURDER IN ONE ACT. [New York: The Author, ca. 1964]. 
[2],21 leaves. Quarto. Carbon typescript, on rectos only.  Light use; very good. 

 



An unspecified draft of this play, quite likely preceding its production - and publication as a 
mimeographed typescript - by the American Theatre for Poets in 1964/65. There are scat-
tered ink annotations on the title-leaf in a hand resembling the author’s, and scattered pencil 
deletions of a number of passages,   $350.

149. Guez Ricord, Christian Gabrielle: MARIE OU LE NOM DÉCLINÉ. [Nice]: Editions Unes, 
[1984]. 32mo. Folded gathering, laid into printed wrappers. Minuscule blemish (inherent in 
paper?) to preliminary blank, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. Original signed ink drawing by Jeanne d’Uick. A hors commerce copy (so 
designated on the justification), in addition to 33 numbered copies, all signed by the poet.
   $85.

150. Guez Ricord, Christian Gabrielle, and Colette Deblé [illustrator]: CARTE D’IDENTITÉ. 
[Nice]: Editions Unes, [1983] 12mo. Folded signatures, laid into printed wrapper with original 
watercolor decorations. Fine in printed pictorial glassine wrapper featuring a portrait of the 
author. 

 

First edition. Illustrations by Colette Deblé.  An hors commerce copy (so designated on the 
justification) from the édition de tête, in addition to 21 numbered copies on pur fil, signed by 
the author and artist, with manuscript annotations/designs by the author and the watercolored 
wrappers.   $125.

151. Halsey, Rosalie V.: FORGOTTEN BOOKS OF THE AMERICAN NURSERY  A HISTORY 
OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN STORY-BOOK. Boston: Charles E. Goodspeed 
& Co., 1911. Large octavo. Cloth and decorated boards. Frontis and plates. Forecorners a 
bit worn, otherwise a very good, largely unopened copy. 

 

First edition of this important treatment of children’s literature from the importation of texts 
and toy books during the colonial era to the flowering of a native children’s book industry in 
the early 19th century. One of 700 copies printed at the Merrymount Press.   $175.

152. [Hammett, Dashiell (source work)]: Malloy, Doris, and Harry Clork [screenwriters]: 
EDMUND LOWE IN “MISTER DYNAMITE” [wrapper title - Dialogue Continuity Script]. [Los 
Angeles: Universal Pictures, 1935]. [1],16,18,19,23,19,24,16 leaves plus two terminal blanks. 
Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Punched and bradbound at top edge. 
Some slight tanning and slight darkening along top edge, small rectangle of tan offsetting to 
lower margin of second leaf, crease to final blank, otherwise very good. 

 

An undated dialogue continuity script for a film based on Dashiell Hammett’s original screen 
story, “On the Make,” with a screenplay written by Doris Malloy and Harry Clork. The 1935 
release was directed by Alan Crosland, and starred Edmund Lowe as “Mr. Dynamite.” Ham-
mett originally wrote the story for hire for Warner Bros. in 1931, but that studio rejected it 
and he was released from his contract. In September of 1934, Universal bought the rights 
to the story, and the film was released in May 1935. The opening credits continue to cite 
the original story’s title, “On the Make.” Script material for any of the early Hammett films or 
adaptations is not particularly abundant.   $1250.

153. Harrington, Alan: LIFE IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE. New York: Knopf, 1959. Cloth. Slightly 
cocked, a bit sunned at edges, but a very good copy in edge-worn, spine-faded dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s second book, warmly inscribed by him to his (then) Old Saybrook 
neighbors, African American novelist Ann Petry and her husband: “To Ann & George Petry 
to let you know how much I’ve appreciated your friendship and understanding over the past 
five years. Alan Harrington.”   $150.

154. Harrison, Jim: SERGEI YESENIN 1895 - 1925 [caption title]. [Fremont, MI]: The Sumac 
Press, [nd. but ca. Dec. 1971]. Octavo broadside (23 x 15 cm). Very near fine. 

 



First separate edition, the slightly more common state printed in black ink. However, this copy 
exhibits a feature the bibliographers identify with the red-ink variety: the period is missing at 
the end of the final line, after “noose.” Harrison inscribed some copies of this broadside with 
an indication that only 33 copies were printed.  However, Orr and Torrey cite Dan Gerber 
-- the printer and Sumac collaborator -- as the authority for likelihood that between 80 and 
100 copies were printed. Although some copies were signed by the author and/or printer, 
many, like the example in hand, were not signed. Still, in any form, one of Harrison’s least 
common publications. 
ORR & TORREY A.8.a.   $750.

155. Harrison, Jim [sourcework & screenwriter]: WOLF .... [Chicago]: Red Wagon Produc-
tions, 16 December 1992. [1],120 leaves. Quarto., Photomechanically reproduced typescript. 
Bradbound. Light use at corners, title hand-lettered across spine, but very good or better. 

 

An unspecified, but revised, draft of Harrison’s own adaptation of his 1971 first novel to the 
screen. The title leaf notes that this draft incorporates revisions by Wesley Strick and Elaine 
May. Strick received co-credit on the final release.  The 1994 release was directed by Mike 
Nichols, and starred Jack Nicholson, Michelle Pfeiffer, James Spader, Christopher Plummer, 
et al. Harrison and Stick received the Saturn Award for the year, from the Academy of Sci-
ence Fiction, Fantasy & Horror Films. Harrison was also billed as Associate Producer of the 
film.   $150.

156. Harte, Bret: THE HERITAGE OF DEDLOW MARSH AND OTHER TALES. London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1889. Two volumes. Medium blue cloth, spines lettered in gilt, boards 
ruled in pale green. Corners a bit bumped, cloth a bit rubbed and darkened, usual tan offset-
ting to endsheets, but a good-very good set. 

 

First British, and first two-volume edition, following the substantially less appealing and much 
more common U.S. edition by about a month. 
BAL 7514. SADLEIR 1150.   $400.

157. Hartley, Marsden: MARSDEN HARTLEY  EXHIBITION OF RECENT PAINTINGS, 1936 
...[wrapper title]. New York: An American Place, April 20 - May 17, 1937. [2],5,[1]pp. Large 
octavo. Printed self wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition. Although functionally an exhibition catalogue (the titles of 21 paintings are listed 
on the rear wrapper), this item is almost exclusively made up of a long essay by Hartley, 
entitled “On the Subject of Nativeness - a Tribute to Maine,” accompanied by a poem, “Sign-
ing family papers.”   $85.

158. [Hearth Taxation - Great Britain]: THE SEVERAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT MADE FOR 
ESTABLISHING, ORDERING AND COLLECTING OF HIS MAJESTIES REVENUE ARISING 
BY HEARTH - MONEY .... [London]: In the Savoy, printed by the Assigns of John Bill and 
Christopher Barker, 1668. [14],63,[7]pp. 12mo. Old calf, rebacked in cloth. Printed in part 
in black letter. A number of corners creased, blank lower forecorner of B10 torn away, old 
tidemark at fore-edges early and late, but a good sound copy. 

 

estc cites two impressions bearing the date 1668, one of them actually printed in 1671. This 
is the earlier impression, with signature mark B3 under ‘nd e’ of “and every.”  B1r bears a 
full title: Anno Regni Caroli II .... also with the imprint, and the imprint is repeated again 
on the recto of the terminal leaf. ESTC locates four copies of this printing: BL, Cambridge, 
Longleat and Yale. 
ESTC R225895. WING H1312. GOLDSMITHS 1876 (1671 impression).   $375.

159. Heissenbüttel, Helmut, and William Turnbull [illustrator]: DER WASSERMALER  DAS 
DILEMMA AUF DEM TROCKENEN ZU SITZENH. Zurich: [Verlag 3], 1976. Small quarto. 
Folded sheets laid into printed wrappers. Fine in very good glassine and lightly handsoiled 
slipcase. 

 



First edition, ordinary issue. Illustrated with three spare color gravures by William Turnbull. 
Copy #59 from an edition of 100 copies (including 25 deluxe and 25 hors commerce), signed 
by the author and the artist. Published as the first of the Verlag 3 series.   $250.

160. Hengstler, Romuald (1930 - 2003): D/79. [Munich: 
Ottenhausen Verlag, July 1980]. Quarto (27 x 20.5 
cm). Hand-lettered white linen. Fine. 
 

A unique album of eleven original colored ink abstract 
drawings (ca. 12 x 9 cm) drawn within blindstamped 
frames on fine, heavy paper, each keyed to an index 
by the particular colors utilized in the drawings. The 
title leaf and the colophon are executed in ink by the 
artist - the title is also signed by the artist. Laid in is 
a paper napkin stained with the colored inks (perhaps 
utilized by the artist to wipe his pen?).   $450.

161. Hockney, David: HOCKNEY’S ALPHABET  
DRAWINGS BY ... WRITTEN CONTRIBUTIONS 
EDITED BY STEPHEN SPENDER. [London]: Faber 
and Faber for the Aids Crisis Trust, [1991]. Small folio. 
Cloth. Illustrations in color. Fine in slipcase. 
 

First edition, “special” issue. One of an unspeci-
fied number of specially printed copies signed by 
Hockney and Spender. A number of significant poets 
and prose-writers served as contributors to the text 
accompanying Hockney’s renderings of the letters 
of the alphabet for this fund-raising effort, including 
Patrick Leigh-Fermor, Seamus Heaney, Julian Barnes, 

Iris Murdoch, Gore Vidal, Norman Mailer, Martin Amis, Ian McEwan, Douglas Adams, Doris 
Lessing, Kazuo Ishiguro, Ted Hughes, William Boyd, Arthur Miller, Craig Raine, John Updike, 
Anthony Burgess, Paul Theroux et al.   $450.

 Signed by Hockney and Spender 
And by Heaney, Oates, A. Miller, Murdoch, Mailer, Sontag, Updike, Lessing, Barnes, 

Pritchett, Golding, et al
 

162. Hockney, David: HOCKNEY’S ALPHABET  DRAWINGS BY ... WRITTEN CONTRIBU-
TIONS EDITED BY STEPHEN SPENDER. [London]: Faber and Faber for the Aids Crisis 
Trust, [1991]. Small folio. Quarter gilt vellum and Fabriano over boards. Illustrations in color. 
Fine in matching slipcase with pictorial label. 

 

First edition, deluxe signed issue. One of two hundred and fifty numbered copies (of three 
hundred), specially printed and bound, and signed by Hockney, Spender, and 22 of the con-
tributors. A number of significant poets and prose-writers served as contributors to the text 
accompanying Hockney’s renderings of the letters of the alphabet for this fund-raising effort, 
including Patrick Leigh-Fermor, Seamus Heaney, Julian Barnes, Iris Murdoch, Gore Vidal, 
Norman Mailer, Martin Amis, Ian McEwan, Douglas Adams, Doris Lessing, Kazuo Ishiguro, 
Ted Hughes, William Boyd, Arthur Miller, Craig Raine, John Updike, Anthony Burgess, Paul 
Theroux et al. Among those contributors signing this copy are Heaney, Oates, A. Miller, Mur-
doch, Mailer, Sontag, Updike, Lessing, Barnes, Pritchett, Golding, et al.  Theroux, Burgess, 
Ted Hughes and Vidal were unavailable to sign these deluxe copies.   $2250.

163. [Holberg, Ludwig]: A JOURNEY TO THE WORLD UNDER-GROUND.  BY NICHOLAS 
KLIMUS. London: Printed for T. Astley ... and B. Collins, 1742. [4],324pp. 12mo. Modern 
half-calf and marbled boards, gilt label, to contemporary style. A few trivial press and finger 
smudges, but a very good, crisp copy, neatly bound. 

 



First edition in English of Holberg’s great utopian novel / imaginary 
voyage, first published anonymously, in Latin, in Leipzig in 1741. 
Holberg, an accomplished playwright, novelist, historian and es-
sayist, is regarded as one of the primary literary figures of 18th 
century Danish and Norwegian letters. Indebted to mythology 
and Halley’s late 17th century speculations, his popular novel 
in many ways established the now classic hollow earth literary 
convention popularized in both fiction and pseudoscience:  Niels 
Klim falls down a shaft while exploring a cave and find himself 
in free space orbiting an inner sun. His travels in the inner world 
take him to a number of strange lands inhabited by intelligent 
animals, disparate cultures and, in one case, by animated musi-
cal instruments. Much in the manner of Swift, Holberg utilizes 
Klim’s encounters to comment upon, or satirize, social, political, 
religious and economic topics in the actual world. Translations into 
German, French, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Russian, Hungarian 
and several other languages followed, with the text’s eventual 
popularity rivaling Defoe and Swift, and at least one imitation 
appeared in 1745. ESTC’s collation does not call for a half-title. 
ESTC T91064. HOWGEGO H26. NEGLEY 576. LEWIS (PENN 
STATE), p.92.                                                                           $2250.

164. [Hollings, Ken]: “Capalula” [pseud]: THEORY  140 STATE-
MENTS. Amsterdam: Kontext Publications, 1979. [30]pp. Sq. octavo. Printed wrappers. White 
wrappers a bit dust smudged, otherwise very good or better. 

 

First edition. One of 500 copies printed. A quite early work by the musician and performance 
artist, later novelist and social historian/critic, Ken Hollings, a manifesto in the form of a list of 
seemingly random but related thoughts about art, experience and language. OCLC locates ten 
copies, without making the authorship linkage. Beneath the photo of the very young London-
based musician and performance artist is the note that he has just completed his first novel. 
OCLC: 9079820.   $125.

165. Homer: INNI OMERICI. Rome: Edizioni Dell’Elefante, [1968]. 178,[6]pp. Folio (53.5 x 
37 cm). Half marbled calf and wooden boards, edges untrimmed. Frontis and plates.  Some 
rubbing to spine extremities and a bit of wear at toe of spine, offsetting to pastedowns from 
the binding, internally fine. 

 

First edition in this format. Translations by Filippo Maria Pontami. With an introductory essay 
by George Seferis (“Diressioni Sugl’Inni Omerica”), and ten original full-page b&w illustra-
tions by Corrado Cagli. One of 500 numbered copies printed on heavy rag paper, signed by 
the artist on the prelim facing the frontispiece. Oversize, requiring additional shipping costs.
   $450.

166. Houplain, Jacques [illustrator]: AMANTE DES FONTAINES. By Paul Leclère. Paris: 
[Chez l’auteur], 1954. Small octavo. Loose signatures laid into pictorial wrappers. Fine, in 
lightly worn birch paper board and cloth chemise and slipcase. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with nine original engravings by Jacques Houplain. From a total edi-
tion of 101 copies (including ten copies hors commerce), this is one of only twelve deluxe 
copies printed on Japon Nacre, with an additional suite of the engravings on China paper 
(before letters, and including an additional three planches refusées), and a second suite of 
the engravings in their final state printed on Japon ancien, one of the original copperplates, 
one of the original drawings preliminary to the same etching as the copperplate, and a 
manuscript poem by the author. Houplain is best known for his masterful illustrations for 
Lautréamont’s Maldoror (1947), but his delightfully sensual engravings in this work result 
in a polished gem of an entirely different nature, particularly in this enhanced deluxe issue. 
Houplain’s work as illustrator comes in for frequent praise by Strachan. 
MONOD 6997.   $2500.



Item 166

167. Housman, Laurence: [Typed Letter, Signed]. Longmeadow, Somerset. 23 September 
1937. One half page, on quarto sheet. Signed in full. Folded for mailing, otherwise very good. 

 

A curt response to a query from a collector: “I have no idea to whom I gave the copy of 
Green Arras with the inscription you quote; and if I did, I should probably not tell you. Why 
should you want to know?  As you will gather from this, though I do not say your question 
was ‘indiscreet’, I should regard an answer as being so . Yours faithfully ....” Accompanied 
by the substantially corrected draft of the collector’s typed letter of response to Housman 
trying to mend fences and make clear why she wanted to know.   $85.

168. [Hughes, Langston; Arna Bontemps; Elmer Rice, and Kurt Weill]: [Six Programs and 
a Promotional Card for  Productions of Plays by or Involving Langston Hughes at The 
Karamu Theatre]. Cleveland: Karamu Theatre, [ca. 1936 to 1961]. Six playbills - each a [4]
pp. leaflet -  and one promotional card (105 x 230 mm). Near fine. 

 

Programs for three of the six Hughes plays produced at Karamu Theatre by the Gilpin Play-
ers between 1936 and 1939 are present: “When The Jack Hollers” (1936), “Troubled Island” 
(1936), and “Joy to My Soul” (1937).  Hughes cowrote the first play with Arna Bontemps 
and these productions marked the plays’ premieres. Karamu House is the oldest African 
American theatre in the US, and the the Gilpin Players (now the Karamu Players), was the 
resident company. They were, according to Hughes, the “nearest thing we have to serious 
Negro dramatic theater.” The players had been known previously as the “Dumas Dramatic 
Club,” but had renamed themselves after the prominent black actor, Charles Sidney Gilpin,  
who had played the lead role of Brutus Jones in the 1920 premier of Eugene O’Neill’s The 
Emperor Jones, among other notable achievements. Karamu Theatre had become known 
for its staging of controversial plays, but it was also a venue for comedy. Three other later 
productions, from the 1958-59 and 1960-1961 seasons, are represented by programs: “Simply 
Heavenly” (1959), Elmer Rice’s “Street Scene,” with music by Kurt Weill and lyrics by Hughes, 
(1961), and “Shakespeare in Harlem” (1961). Finally, the promotional card advertises the 
spring 1961 season at Karamu Theatre, and includes the latter two productions.   $150.



169. Hugo, Ian [pseud. of Hugh Parker Guiler]: TEN ENGRAVINGS ... FOREWORD BY ANAIS 
NIN. New York: Associated American Artists, 1979. Folio (42 x 31.5 cm). Loose signatures, 
laid into cloth folding case. Fine. 

 

First edition. Ten original engravings by Hugo, printed on Arches by M.-C. Jobrack, each 
signed and numbered in pencil in the margin by the artist. This is one of ten sets, denoted 
as “artist’s proofs” and numbered in Roman, from a total printing of the engravings of sixty-
one impressions, after which the plates were cancelled. Although Hugo originally made the 
etchings in the 1940s, this is their first printing other than in proof state.   $1250.

170. Huneker, James: PAINTED VEILS. New York: Boni & Liveright, 1920. Large octavo. 
Vegetable parchment and blue paper boards, gilt spine label. Label rubbed and with sliver 
chips along one edge, toe of spine a bit stained, a few leaves carelessly opened, but a good, 
sound copy, without dust jacket. Gilt half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition of the author’s most significant work of fiction, and an important work in the rari-
fied world of American literature’s manifestations of the influence of European decadence.  
In addition to one thousand numbered copies, this is an [or the] author’s copy, with his ink 
slash in the blank space for a number above his signature on the limitation page, and bear-
ing his ink corrections/insertions in the text (pages 20, [37], 79, 186 , 272, and [298]). There 
are additional pencil underlinings and annotations on pages 56, 60, 61, 102, 130, 154 and 
perhaps elsewhere, drawing attention to typos and word choice which seem less likely to be 
his. As an art, music, and literary critic, Huneker exerted considerable influence and earned 
great respect from many of his contemporaries, including Dreiser and Mencken, during the 
quarter century preceding his death in 1921. He was among the first critics in the US to 
draw attention to such important works as Joyce’s Portrait ....  While his richly decorated 
prose may seem somewhat overheated to a 21st century reader, his exploration of certain 
themes not then even close to the mainstream -- such as private orgiastic revelries among 
the privileged and his still painfully stereotyped portrayal of intimate relations between races 
-- reserves for this, his sole novel, a slot in the shelf in any cabinet of American 20th century 
literary curiosities. 
BAL 9921. SMITH H-1028.   $850.

171. Hunziker, Max [illustrator]: GLEICHNISREDE UND SECHS GLEICHNISSE. Winterthur: 
Gemsberg-Verlag, [1943]. Folio (46 x 37 cm). Loose bifolia, laid into folding board case. Seven 
original zinc plate etchings. Very sight tanning at the folds, otherwise about fine. Enclosed 
in a defective board portfolio. 

 

One of 300 numbered copies (of 312), printed on Zerkall handmade paper, and signed by 
the artist on the colophon. Additionally, each of the etchings is signed in the lower margin in 
pencil by the artist. The illustrations are printed en-face with the text of the parables, which 
have biblical precedents.   $350.

172. Huxley, Aldous: ENDS AND MEANS AN ENQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF IDEALS 
AND INTO THE METHODS EMPLOYED FOR THEIR REALIZATION. London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1937. Cloth and decorated boards, t.e.g. Fore-tips rubbed, small rub-mark on spine, 
otherwise a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 160 numbered copies (150 for sale), specially printed and 
bound, and signed by the author.   $350.

173. Hyde, Douglas [ed & trans]: THE LOVE SONGS OF CONNACHT BEING THE FOURTH 
CHAPTER OF THE SONGS OF CONNACHT, COLLECTED AND TRANSLATED BY ... ‘AN 
CRAOIBHÍN AOIBHINN’ PRESIDENT OF THE GAELIC LEAGUE. [Dundrum: Dun Emer 
Press, 1904]. Linen-backed boards, paper spine label. Trace of faint foxing to spine and 
label, usual offset to endsheets, but near fine in frayed and chipped tissue jacket. 

 

First Dun Emer edition. One of three hundred copies printed. Preface by W. B. Yeats. The 
third Dun Emer Press book, published 4 July 1904. 
WADE 260. MILLER 3.   $750.



174. James, Norah (1896-1979): [File of 3 Autograph Letters, 2 Typed Letters, and One 
Postcard, with Accompaniments]. London, Brighton, etc. April - September 1937. Six 
pages, quarto, octavo and 12mo. Some folds from being mailed and a few edge creases, 
generally very good. 

 

James, the prolific British novelist, is most widely known for the publishing fuss surrounding 
the suppression of the Scholartis Press edition of her first novel, Sleeveless Errand, and 
its reappearance in Paris in 1929 under the imprint of the soon to be significant expatriate 
publisher, Jack Kahane, sporting a generous Preface by Edward Garnett. The most ac-
cessible account of James’s life and circumstance is to be found in the biographical notes 
appended to Neil Pearson’s Obelisk ... (2007).  This sequence of letters, all signed with her 
diminutive “Jimmy” or “J,” is directed to her British-resident, US-born friend, Mary Gordon, 
and touches upon a variety of topics: her writing and efforts at publication, her health, her 
charitable works, and her occasionally distressed circumstance and need for work while 
her books awaited publication. Toward the relief of the latter, she requests of Gordon some 
references/recommendations for work, and three brief contemporary letters to Gordon’s 
husband, Edward, from prospective employers (all advertising agencies and all willing to 
see James on his recommendation) are also present. While James’s fiction in many cases 
tends toward imitative pot-boilers (albeit in the main published by respectable houses), she 
nonetheless was a hard worker, with over 70 titles to her credit. She at various times also 
worked for Jonathan Cape, and as a London agent for William Morrow and Covici-Friede.
   $300.

175. [Janus Press]: Johnson, W. R.: LILAC WIND. Newark, VT: Janus Press, 1983. Quarto. 
Accordion foldout (eight panels) with sculpted top edges (ca. 5’ when extended). Very fine 
in cloth clamshell box, with spine label. 

 

First edition. Johnson’s poems are superimposed on a background “pulp painting” by Claire 
Van Vliet and Kathryn Clark executed at the Twinrocker Handmade Paper Mill, with letterpress 
executed at the Janus Press. In addition to 150 numbered copies signed by the artist, this is 
one of an unknown number of copies marked as “proof A.C.” and signed by Van Vliet. The 
painting depicts a snowy winter landscape, at moonrise, executed in soft blues, green and 
lilac. A beautiful and characteristic work by “one of the most important book designers and 
artists of the last half of the twentieth century” - Library of Congress.   $650.

176. [Jericho Press]: Coakley, J. F. [ed]: O SACRED HEAD  A PASSIONTIDE HYMN .... 
[Oxford]: Jericho Press, 2003. Small quarto. Linen over boards. The spine stamping is af-
fected a bit by the rough texture of the linen, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. With introductory notes by John W. Coakley, Thomas S. Hansen, Carl D.N. 
Klein and J.F. Coakley. One of sixty press-numbered copies printed on Zerkall mould-made 
paper by the editor. Title-page wood engraved vignette by Simon Brett. Publisher’s note: “The 
introduction discusses the famous hymn of Paul Gerhardt ‘O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden’; 
its thirteenth-century Latin original; the musical settings of the German hymn; and its Eng-
lish translations. There follow four different musical settings of the hymn, below which are 
the complete German text and the English translations of James W. Alexander and Robert 
Bridges. These pages are cut horizontally so that any of the musical settings may be paired 
with any of the versions.”   $200.

177. [Johnson, James Weldon]: Van Vechten, Carl, et al.: JAMES WELDON JOHNSON  A 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.... [Nashville]: Department of Publicity Fisk University, [1938]. 
Large octavo. Printed wrappers. Tipped-in photographs. Near fine. 

 

First edition of this memorial tribute, including essays by Arthur Spingarn, Van Vechten and 
Sterling Brown. 
KELLNER C21.   $100.



178. Jones, David: THE ANATHEMATA  FRAGMENTS OF AN ATTEMPTED WRITING. Lon-
don: Faber and Faber, [1952]. Cloth. First edition. Small nick in front inner hinge, otherwise 
very good or better in lightly used dust jacket with tiny closed tear and very shallow loss 
around the crown of the spine.   $200.

179. Jones, Preston: BRADLEYVILLE. [Los Angeles: Barbara’s Place Script Specialists, nd. 
but ca. 1978]. [2],135,[1] leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript, printed 
on rectos only. Bradbound in printed wrappers. Short snag in fore-edge of upper wrapper, 
title hand-lettered on bottom edge, a couple corners creased, very good or better. 

 

Denoted the “second draft” of this unproduced adaptation to the screen by Jones of his own 
plays, “Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander,” and “The Oldest Living Graduate,” two of the 
elements in his collective A Texas Trilogy.  Jones’s untimely death in 1979 at the age of 
43 brought to a close a career that already placed him among the most significant regional 
playwrights of his generation. “The Oldest Living Graduate” was eventually produced for 
NBC television in 1980 in its original form, featuring an ensemble cast that included Henry 
Fonda, Cloris Leachman, Timothy Hutton, George Grizzard, and John Lithgow, under the 
direction of Jack Hofsiss. It won two Emmys and was nominated for a third.   $300.

180. Joyce, James: ULYSSES. Hamburg, Paris & Bologna: The Odyssey Press, [1932]. 
Cream cloth, lettered in red. Printed on India paper. Cloth darkened and rather handsoiled, 
endsheets slightly tanned, a couple corner creases to prelims. A sound copy. 

 

First single volume clothbound printing of this text, revised at Joyce’s request by Stuart Gilbert. 
Somewhat more uncommon than the two volume issue in wrappers, but an ordinary copy. 
SLOCUM & CAHOON A20.   $350.

181. Joyce, James: STORIELLA AS SHE IS SYUNG. [London: Corvinus Press, 1937]. 
Large quarto. Full orange vellum, stamped in gilt. Typical isolated black flecking to paper 
characteristic of this book, otherwise about fine, the binding unbowed. The fragile slipcase 
is present, though tanned and significantly chipped along the fore-edges. 

 

First edition in book form.  One of 150 numbered copies (of 176) printed on Arnold handmade 
paper. Illuminated opening initial by Lucia Joyce. The most beautiful printing of an installment 
from WORK IN PROGRESS. 
SLOCUM & CAHOON A46.   $4500.

182. Joyce, James: LETTERS OF JAMES JOYCE VOLUME I [through] VOLUME III. New 
York: The Viking Press, [1966]. Three volumes. Large, thick octavos. Gilt cloth. A fine set, 
in near fine dust jackets, and lightly rubbed and tanned slipcase. 

 

Corrected edition of the first volume, edited by Stuart Gilbert, and first editions of the second 
and third volumes, edited by Richard Ellmann.  A number of letters by others (including W. 
B. Yeats) are printed herein, as well as biographical references, etc. 
JOCHUM 104.   $375.

183. [Kennerley Imprint]: Swinburne, Algernon Charles: ANACTORIA AND OTHER LYRICAL 
POEMS. New York: Mitchell Kennerley, 1906. 12mo. Quarter cloth and gray boards, t.e.g., 
printed spine label. Tipped-in bookplate, otherwise very good in the uncommon printed dust 
jacket (spine rubbed, two internal tape mends to upper joint, a few small spots). 

 

First Kennerley edition, dating from the first year of the imprint’s life. One of 1000 copies on 
Van Gelder handmade paper, in addition to fifty numbered (and a few o.s.) copies on Japan 
vellum. The dust jacket is no longer a commonplace. 
BOICE 1906.10.b.   $175.

184. Kent, Rockwell [illustrator]: CITY CHILD  POEMS BY SELMA ROBINSON WITH 
DECORATIONS BY.... New York: The Colophon Ltd., 1931. Cloth and decorated paper over 
boards, paper spine label. Fine, in matching slipcase. 

 



First limited edition. One of three hundred numbered copies, printed on Shogun paper at the 
Walpole Printing Office, signed by the author, and by Rockwell Kent with a variant of a finger 
print. This limited edition includes a lithograph not included in the trade edition.
   $300.

185. Kernan, Michael: THE DOLL NAMED SIL-
VIO. [New York]: Didymus Press, 2007. Small 
folio. Brocade over boards, paper label. Frontis 
and illustrations by Robert Andrew Parker. New, 
with a copy of the prospectus laid in. 
 

First separate edition of this ghost-story, win-
ner over Christmas 1974-5 of first place in a 
competition for the best original ghost story 
hosted by The Times of London. One of one 
hundred numbered copies printed by letterpress 
on Hannemuhle Biblio paper, with all of the full-
page illustrations, one of the text illustrations, 
and the colophon illustration handcolored by the 
artist, and with the colophon signed by him. A 
charming production, at publication price.   $500.

186. Keser, Ivana: 2345g. POLITICKIH VIJESTI 
VARIJACIJE NA TREMU/ISTINA ... [Political 
News Variations on the Truth].  [Zagreb: The 
Artist, / Galerija Dante Marino Cettina, 1996]. A 30 
x 23 x 6 cm stack of small folded political news-
papers (approximately 10) gathered by the artist, 
wrapped in layers of clear plastic, and sealed with 
clear tape into an unassailable chunk. Pictorial 
label. Outer film bag a bit used, otherwise about 
fine (though not opened for examination in order 
to preserve the book/object integrity). 
 

Ostensibly, the newspapers were gathered just 
after the end of the war that followed Croatia’s 

independence. With printed label on top, viewable through the plastic, with drawing by the 
artist and text in Serbo-Croatian. On this copy, a typed gallery label affixed to this book-
work’s under-side further identifies it and bears the signature of the artist.  Keser’s work 
also includes composing and printing her own forms of newspapers, often to accompany her 
exhibits/installations. It is also possible that some of same make up this bundle.   $100.

187. Kinnell, Galway: BLACKBERRY EATING [caption title]. [Concord, NH]: Printed for 
William B. Ewart ... by the Rare Avis Press, [c. 1980]. Narrow quarto broadside (33 x 15 
cm). Illustrated. Fine. 

 

First edition in this format. One of 100 press-numbered copies (of 126), signed by the 
poet.   $125.

188. Kipling, Rudyard: COLLECTED VERSE ... WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY W. HEATH ROB-
INSON. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1910. Quarto.  Three quarter vellum and boards, 
gilt leather labels, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Color frontis and sixteen plates. Some minor 
hand-soiling to the boards, usual faint offset from the blank versos of the plates to the facing 
pages (the rectos having no effect due to the presence of the tissue guards), a few trivial 
foxmarks to endsheets. A very good or somewhat better copy, without the board slipcase. 

 

First illustrated US edition, deluxe issue. One of 125 numbered copies printed on untrimmed 
handmade paper, specially bound, and signed by Kipling. 
RICHARDS E1-84.   $1250.



189. Kipling, Rudyard: THE IRISH GUARDS IN THE GREAT WAR  EDITED AND COM-
PILED FROM THEIR DIARIES AND PAPERS. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd, 1923. Two 
volumes. Large octavo. Red cloth, decorated in gilt, t.e.g. Maps. Offsetting to end sheets, 
edges rubbed, but a very good set, lacking the dust jackets. 

 

First edition. Kipling’s son served in the Second Bat. of the Irish Guards and was posted as 
missing after the Battle of Loos, Sept. 1915. This labor of honor and love for his son’s unit 
can occasionally be faulted for errors of fact, but is highly regarded for the fashion in which 
the soldiers’ own accounts give life to the official records. 
RICHARDS A340. FALLS, p.117 (**). STEWART 503. BLUNDEN, et al, p.11.   $125.

190. Knott, Bill: POEMS FOR CANIO’S READING MAY 25, 2002 [wrapper title]. [Np: The 
Author], 2002. [28]pp. Single stapled printed self wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition of this “mix of old and new, of serious and comic,” assembled by the author for 
a reading at the Sag Harbor bookshop. Inscribed and signed by the late author on the upper 
wrapper to another writer. OCLC locates one copy, UC San Diego.   $125.

191. [Koch, Peter (printer)]: ARTFUL DEEDS IN THE LIFE OF THE FELON, GROVENOR 
LAYTON ... A TALE OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH. San Francisco: Book Club of Cali-
fornia, 1998. Small quarto. Cloth and decorated boards, paper spine label. Maps, facsimiles. 
Fine in slipcase, with prospectus laid in. 

 

Introduction by Richard H. Dillon. One of 350 copies designed and printed by Peter Koch, 
with the assistance of Richard Seibert. A well-annotated reprinting of a rare fictional Gold 
Rush era autobiographical criminal confession. 
KURTZ 641(ref).   $150.

192. L’ART BRUT. Paris: Publications de la Compagnie de L’Art Brut, 1964 - 1987. Whole 
numbers one through fifteen. Fifteen volumes. Small quarto. Stiff printed wrappers. Plates 
and photographs, including some color. A few spines a trifle sunned, a few small rubs to first 
wrapper, otherwise a fine set. 

 

Edited by Jean Dubuffet, et al. The official journal of the Compagnie de L’Art Brut, an orga-
nization founded in 1948 by Dubuffet, Andre Breton and others to collect and study artworks 
by artists outside the mainstream of the traditional art world, most particularly work by those 
with mental illnesses. Each profusely illustrated issue features treatment of the life and work 
of one or several artists embraced by the criteria. Extra shipping charges apply.   $750.

193. L’Estrange, Roger [trans]: A FOX & A SICK LION.  NO. 54 IN THE FABLES OF AESOP 
& OTHER EMINENT MYTHOLOGISTS.... [Bloomington, IN]: Corydon Press, 1944. [8]pp. 
Folio. Sewn wrappers, printed label. Fine. 

 

First edition in this format, wrapperbound issue. Illustrated with an original full-page multi-
color woodcut by Joseph Low, who also designed and printed the volume. One of a total 
edition of 180 copies, with the woodcut signed by the artist.   $150.

194. Labadie, Jo: ESSAYS. Detroit: The Labadie Shop, 1911. 60pp. plus inserted 8 panel 
French fold catalogue. 16mo. Gathered, sewn and cloth-taped in stiff card, but never bound 
in cloth, and without the inserted portrait. About fine, untrimmed. 

 

First edition. Signed by Labadie. Issued in the poet/printer/anarchist’s series, “The Labadie 
Booklets,” and with a catalogue of previous titles and gathering of encomiums for them 
inserted in the rear. OCLC/Worldcat locates 8 copies.   $125.

195. Labadie, Jo, and Win[field Lionel] Scott: OFF THE BEATEN TRACK [i.e. VERSES]. 
[Detroit: Labadie Shop, [ca. 1920s ?]. 16mo.  Sewn printed wrappers. Terminal leaf printed 
on tanned paper, offset to facing leaf, otherwise about fine. 

 



First edition. Signed by Labadie. A variant form of the booklet also distributed as Verses, 
here with an additional printed outer wrapper bearing the above title along with the Verses 
wrapper. Scott (1847-1928) was a Detroit artist and poet and the constituent poems by him 
are identified. 
OCLC: 77679450.   $225.

196. Lafebrie, Bernard Gabriel: [A LA RECHERCHE DE TROIS PORTRAITS PERDUS]. 
[Paris: The Artist, 1981]. Three volumes. Sq. octavo (174 x 170 mm). Loose bifolia laid into 
printed Fabriano wrappers. Illustrations. Fine. 

 

First editions. Each one of fifty numbered copies printed on vélin d’Arches, and signed by 
the artist. Two volumes include six color lithographs, the third four. The constituent volumes 
are Portrait de Paquito (green version), Portrait de Paquito (blue version). and Portrait 
de [three typographic renderings of a piece of fruit].   $150.

197. [Lane, John]: Dulau & Co.: BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY OF JOHN LANE PUB-
LISHER ... ALSO FIRST EDITIONS OF THE NINETIES PRIVATELY PURCHASED FROM A 
GENTLEMAN’S LIBRARY ... London: Dulau & Company, nd. 148pp. Printed canary yellow 
wrappers. Toe of spine bumped, small chip at crown of upper joint, a couple of smudges to 
wrappers, but a very good copy. 

 

A landmark catalogue (#165) of over 1300 books and manuscripts, including association 
copies of the first order and a wealth of bibliographic information.   $75.

198. [Lanzi, Luigi, and Felice Nicolas]: ILLUSTRAZIONI DI DUE VASI FITTILI ED ALTRI 
MONUMENTI RECENTEMENTE TROVATI IN PESTO COMUNICATE ALBA INCLIT’ AC-
CADEMIA ITALIANA DI SCIENZE LETTERE ED ARTI. Rome: [Presso Francesco Bourlie], 
1809. [2],xix,[1]pp, [3] leaves of copperplate engravings (1 folding). Folio (50 x 34cm). Original 
or contemporary boards, manuscript label, edges untrimmed. Extremities a bit rubbed, some 
foxing to endleaves, otherwise a very good to near fine, large copy. 

 

First edition of this account of the decorations found on recently excavated pottery. The text 
consists of a presentation to the Academy president by Felice Nicolas, an interpretation of 
the finds by Luigi Lanzi, and an appreciation addressed to D. Felice Nicolas signed Berio. 
Lanzi (1732 - 1810) was a prolific Jesuit art historian and archaeologist, most widely known 
for his Storia Pittorica Dell’ Italia (1792-6). OCLC locates ten copies between two entries, 
two of them potentially large paper copies such as this may be (50 cm rather than 44cm in 
height). Laid in front is a printed French broadside prospectus for the May 1809 commence-
ment of the serial publication of a work entitled Voyage Dans Quelques Villes du Latium .... 
OCLC: 8541024 & 83372080.   $450.

199. Laubiès, René [artist]; Henri Kéa [poet]; and 
Alain Lobstein [binder]: THERMES. Paris: Pierre Jean 
Oswald, [1958]. Quarto. Original pictorial wrappers 
bound up in a handsome art binding by Alain Lobstein 
comprised of quarter black morocco and medium 
brown boards, with onlaid morocco fore-panels and 
an onlaid morocco design in harmony with the book’s 
illustrations. A few small nicks to morocco (most of 
them perhaps consciously a part of the abstract onlay 
design), otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, deluxe issue. Illustrated with four original 
monochrome serigraphs by René Laubiès, including 
one on the upper wrapper. One of seventy-five num-
bered copies printed on straw-colored Chiffon, with 
the serigraphs printed by Frederic Benrath, signed by 
the poet and the artist. 
MONOD 6592.                                                         $1750.



200. Laughlin, James: THE DECONSTRUCTED MAN. Iowa City: Windhover Press, [1985]. 
Quarto. Sewn printed wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 240 copies printed in Spectrum types on Iyo Glazed paper, signed by 
the author. This copy also bears JL’s presentation inscription: “For John with admiration & 
gratitude JL.” The recipient, John Harrison, was the authorized New Directions bibliogra-
pher (posthumously published in 2008, after its completion by Rebecca Newth and Anne 
Candido). Laid in is a 1979 t.l.s. from JL to Harrison concerning an interruption in the work 
on the bibliography, as well as an a.pc.s. (Christmas 1977) from Ann Laughlin to John and 
Rebecca [Newth Harrison] about their pending visit and the Laughlin herd of sheep.   $150.

201. Lavater, Warja (1913 - 2007): LES GENS DROGUÉS. [Locarno, Switzerland: Francois 
Lafranca, April 1972]. [16] panel leporello. Oblong octavo (12 x 16cm). Two minor smudges to 
outer panels, otherwise about fine, in marbled paper over boards slipcase of earlier vintage. 

 

First edition. One of fifty copies printed “sur Presse à Bras” and numbered and signed by 
Lavater and the publisher.  A characteristic work utilizing Lavater’s particular symbology, 
with caption texts and a key. OCLC locates seven copies spread over six records, with only 
one location (UCLA) in North America. Warja Lavater, a Swiss-born illustrator and graphic 
designer, and a pioneer among creators of artist’s books, is best known for creating or in-
terpreting texts (often fables) via graphic symbols, often without accompaniment by anything 
other than an explanatory text at the end. 
OCLC: 246224810 (etc).   $475.

202. Lavater, Warja (1913 - 2007): [Original Watercolor and Ink Prototype for:]  ...... BÂTON 
O ...... ROND ET [symbol] ...... BOUFFON ..... LE VIRGULE. [Zürich: The Artist, 1982. [14] 
panel leporello. Narrow quarto (31 x 11 cm folded). Mounted between handlettered boards. 
About fine, enclosed in folding cloth and board box, titled and dated in manuscript by the 
artist on the spine. 

 

The original watercolor, ink and applied-object leporello by Lavater which served as the 
basis for the printed edition, entitled Bâton Rond et Bouffon Nommé Virgule, published 
by J.C. Müller in Zurich in an edition of 500 copies ca. 1982. The upper board is signed 
and hand-lettered by Lavater with the title and the lower board is dated ‘1982’ and denoted 
‘Original.’ Both recto and verso bear the artist’s work, including on the verso a sequence of 
plastic half-spheres applied as part of the design. Warja Lavater, a Swiss-born illustrator and 
graphic designer, and a pioneer among creators of artist’s books, is best known for creat-
ing or interpreting texts (often fables) via graphic symbols, often without accompaniment by 
anything other than an explanatory text at the end.   $3250.

203. Lavater, Warja (1913 - 2007): [Original Ink and Watercolor Drawing:] “MASCARADE.” 
[Zurich: The Artist 1983]. Oblong quarto (19 x 22.6 cm), on quality wove paper, tipped to a 
slightly larger sheet of chocolate brown matte paper. Fine. 

 



A rather cheerful and characteristic work by Lavater, featuring gatherings of small humanoid 
figures in the process of moving, stacking or carrying half-spheres in pale red and blue. 
Titled, signed and dated by the artist in pencil in the lower margin.  Warja Lavater, a Swiss-
born illustrator and graphic designer, and a pioneer among creators of artist’s books, is best 
known for creating or interpreting texts (often fables) via graphic symbols, often without 
accompaniment by anything other than an explanatory text at the end.   $450.

 Inscribed to the Artist
 

204. Lavater, Warja Honneger- (1913 - 2007) [illustrator]: DIE SELTSAME SPIEGELGASSE 
IN ZURICH. [Basel, Hamburg & Wien: Basilius Presse, 1966]. Narrow quarto (25 x 9 cm). 
Glossy pictorial boards enclosing a 34 panel leporello, with illustrations and text. Modest 
rubbing to boards, otherwise very good or better. 

 

First edition. Published as “Folded Story” #16. An evocation of the Spiegelgasse district, 
a geographic focal point for much of the vibrant artistic and political life in Zurich around 
the turn of the 20th century, and earlier.  Lavater’s distinctive illustrations and symbols ac-
company texts by Tzara, Arp, Ball, Lenin, Büchner, Ball-Hennings, Goethe, Johann Lavater, 
and Marcel Janco, who has inscribed this copy on the front pastedown to Lavater: “Encore 
un hommage a Warja Honneger-Lavater Marcel Janco Nov. 1966 Paris.” An excellent as-
sociation copy. Janco was among those who founded Cabaret Voltaire at #1 Spiegelgasse.  
Warja Lavater, a Swiss-born illustrator and graphic designer, and a pioneer among creators 
of artist’s books, is best known for creating or interpreting texts (often fables) via graphic 
symbols, often without accompaniment by anything other than an explanatory text at the 
end.   $350.

205. Lavater, Warja [Honneger-] (1913 - 2007): SKETCH BOOK  LE NON OBÉISSANT ... 
THE DISOBEDIENT  AN IMAGERY TOLD AND DRAWN BY .... [Basel, Hamburg & Wien: 
Basilius Presse, 1968]. Oblong octavo (21 x 23 cm). Glossy pictorial boards.  Illustrations in 
colors throughout by the author/artist. Tiny crack at crown of upper joint, otherwise bear fine. 

 

First edition, trade issue (another 133 copies were specially bound and signed). Laid into 
this copy is an original three color ink, wash and graphite drawing somewhat in the style of 
the book, on stiff card (20 x 22.5 cm), inscribed and dated by the artist on the verso.  Warja 
Lavater, a Swiss-born illustrator and graphic designer, and a pioneer among creators of art-
ist’s books, is best known for creating or interpreting texts (often fables) via graphic symbols, 
often without accompaniment by anything other than an explanatory text at the end.   $900.

206. Lawrence, D. H.: LOVE POEMS AND OTHERS. London: Duckworth, 1913. Square oc-
tavo. Gilt dark blue cloth. First edition, state with dropped ‘i’ at xlv:16. Attractive bookplate on 
front pastedown, otherwise a nice, bright, near fine copy, without the uncommon dust jacket. 
ROBERTS A3.   $450.

207. Lawrence, D. H.: LOVE AMONG THE HAYSTACKS & OTHER PIECES ... WITH A 
REMINISCENCE BY DAVID GARNETT. London: The Nonesuch Press, 1930. Linen and 
boards, leather spine label. Inevitable tan offsetting to the endsheets, a bit of foxing to the 
cloth, otherwise a nice copy (the text generally not foxed) in fine dust jacket. 

 

 First edition. Copy #898 of 1600 numbered copies. 
ROBERTS A56a.   $200.

208. [Lawrence, D. H.]: Lawrence, Ada, and G. Stuart Gelder: YOUNG LORENZO  EARLY 
LIFE OF D. H. LAWRENCE CONTAINING HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED LETTERS, ARTICLES 
AND REPRODUCTIONS OF PICTURES. Florence: G. Orioli, [1931]. Square octavo. Deco-
rated parchment over boards. Frontis and plates. Fine in  very good, lightly edgeworn dust 
jacket with some dust smudging to blank lower panel. 

 

First edition. One of 740 copies printed (700 for sale), published as Lungarno Series #8.  As 
quite often, this copy is not numbered. 
ROBERTS B34a.   $300.



209. [Lawrence, T. E.]: [Armstrong, T. I. F.]: ANNOTATIONS ON SOME MINOR WRITINGS 
OF “T.E. LAWRENCE.” By “G.” London: Eric Partridge, 1935. Orange cloth, printed in black. 
Portrait. First edition of this early effort by “John Gawsworth.” One of 500 numbered copies. 
A few small pencil checks in margins, else fine in faintly soiled dust jacket. 
O’BRIEN E077.   $125.

210. [Lawrence, T. E.]: Arnold, Julian Biddulph: LAWRENCE OF ARABIA. Los Angeles: 
Thomas Perry Stricker, 1935. Sewn printed wrappers. A few small spots along fore-edge of 
upper wrapper, two nicks at overlap top edge of upper wrapper, else very good. 

 

First edition. One of five hundred copies. A worshipful account of an evening the author’s wife 
spent with “The Sphinx” (i.e. Colonel Lawrence), by the son of Sir Edwin Arnold. Uncommon, 
in spite of the large limitation. 
O’BRIEN EO78.   $250.

211. Lawrence, T. E.: THE MINT NOTES MADE IN THE R.A.F. DEPOT BETWEEN AUGUST 
AND DECEMBER, 1922, AND AT CADET COLLEGE IN 1925 BY T.E. LAWRENCE (352087) 
A/C ROSS.... Garden City: Doubleday, 1955. Gilt cloth.  Bit of rubbing to ‘Mint’ in spine 
stamping, otherwise fine in very good, slightly rubbed and smudged slipcase. 

 

First U.S. public edition. One of one thousand numbered copies. 
O’BRIEN A168.   $250.

212. [Lawrence, T. E.]: TEXAS QUARTERLY  REPRINT [wrapper title]. [Austin: UT], Autumn 
1962. Large octavo. Pictorial wrappers. Plates. Wrappers faintly sunned and lightly rubbed; 
very good. 

 

The special separate issue of the T. E. Lawrence material from V:3, including contributions 
by Burford, Rota, Mills, and Bowden, and facsimiles of TEL manuscript items. 
O’BRIEN G1020-23.   $30.

213. Lawrence, T. E.: T. E. LAWRENCE: LETTERS TO E.T. LEEDS  WITH COMMENTARY 
BY E.T. LEEDS. [Andoversford, Gloucestershire]: The Whittington Press, [1988]. Quarto. 
Linen and boards. Frontis photograph. Illustrated with line drawings by Richard Kennedy 
and with photographs. Fine in slipcase (the latter with a small corner bump). 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 650 numbered copies bound thus, from a total edition of 
750 copies printed in Caslon type on Zerkell mould-made paper. Edited, with an introduction, 
by J. M. Wilson, and with a memoir of Leeds by D.B. Harden.  A sequence of fifty-two letters, 
most previously unpublished, chiefly from the time of Lawrence’s Carchemish expedition.
   $250.

214. [Lee, Bruce]: Clouse, Robert: BRUCE LEE HIS LIFE AND LEGEND. [Burbank]: Warner 
Bros., 26 March - 18 April 1975. [1],100 leaves. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, 
printed on rectos only of white and blue stock. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Many upper 
forecorners turned down, else very good. 

 

A “Final Draft” of this unproduced, original screenplay, but incorporating dated revises over 
a three week period.  Clouse had directed Lee’s commercial breakthrough, and last life-time 
film, Enter the Dragon (1973), yet this early attempt at a biopic went unproduced. Twenty 
years later, he directed Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story, based in part on his published bi-
ography of Lee.   $175.

215. Levertov, Denise: [Autograph Letter, Signed, to Poet Gail (Dusenberry) Chiarrello, 
with Accompaniments]. Berkeley. [nd. but prior to 1970]. Two pages, recto and verso of 
an octavo sheet of UC Berkeley letterhead. Accompanied by 21 leaves of typescript poems 
by Chiarrello, some with annotations by Levertov. Very good. 

 



A warm and personal covering letter from Levertov, opening: “Dear Gail  I read these & was 
all prepared to discuss them when you came back - but you never came back!  Now we’re 
leaving in a few hours & all I can say is that I liked them - and we’re sorry not to have seen 
you again.” She comments on her recent teaching, and on disposition of some house goods 
Chiarello left with them. She passes on a forwarding address in Maine, and closes: “… & 
thanks again for all you did for us. With love, Denise.” The typescript includes some 19 po-
ems, a few with scattered ink corrections, revisions or annotations by Chiarello. Five of the 
poems bear annotations by Levertov in the lower fore-corner, ranging from praise (“this is 
beautiful”), to queries, to suggestions, to criticism: “This one doesn’t work for me; or maybe 
it’s just that it seems too slight.” Some of the poems here were collected in Chiarello’s 1970 
collection, The Bhangra Dance, including the title poem.   $150.

216. [Lewis, Sinclair (sourcework)]: Bellwood, Peter [adaptation]: [Theatrical Window Card 
Poster for:] GANTRY. [New York]: George Abbott Theatre, [1970]. Folio (22 x 14”). Printed 
in red and black on recto of stiff card. Fine. 

 

An original window card promoting Bellwood’s remarkably short-lived musical adaptation to 
the stage of Elmer Gantry.  Stanley Lebowsky wrote the music and Fred Tobias the lyrics.  
After a gestation period of five years, and 31 preview performances, the Broadway musical 
production, directed and choreographed by Onna White, opened on February 14, 1970 at 
the George Abbott Theatre, where it closed after one performance. The cast included Robert 
Shaw, Rita Moreno, Ted Thurston, and Beth Fowler.   $275.

217. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, September 1918. 
I:7. (Whole number 7). Quarto. Decorated wrapper. Textblock inevitably uniformly tanned, 
but not brittle, ink name in top margin of second leaf, one small fore-edge nick, otherwise, 
for this periodical, an excellent copy. 

 

Edited initially by Max and Crystal Eastman and Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, 
et al, with distinguished art and advisory editors. This number includes contributions by John 
Reed, Art Young, Eastman, Giovannitti, Gellert, Dell, et al. In this copy, the advert for the 
Morgan exposé on the first leaf has been canceled with a pasteover, as often.  Published 
monthly from March 1918 through October 1924, LIBERATOR was the direct successor to THE 
MASSES, maintained in much the same spirit, but with a sharpening of concerns based on 
refinements in Marxist principles and practice, most notably in light of developments in Russia. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

218. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, February 1919. 
I:12. (Whole number 12). Quarto. Pictorial wrapper by Boardman Robinson (his portrait of 
Lincoln). Pencil name and a few pencil marginal highlights, textblock inevitably, tanned, with 
some sliver chips along the extreme fore-edges of some of the textblock, but a good. though 
fragile, copy, the wrapper particularly nice for this issue. 

 

This number includes contributions by Art Young, Louis and Jean Untermeyer, Dell, Op-
penheim, Upton Sinclair, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

219. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, June 1919. II:6.  
(Whole number 16). Quarto. Pictorial wrapper.  Early ink ownership signature, inevitable 
tanning to textblock, but apart from a small nick at the fore-edge of the upper wrapper, an 
atypically nice copy, very good or somewhat better. 

 

This number includes contributions by Gorky, Art Young, Eastman, Gropper, Bodenheim, 
Sassoon, Untermeyer,  et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $200.



220. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published 
by Liberator Publishing Co, May 1919. II:5.  
(Whole number 15). Quarto. Pictorial wrap-
per (portrait of Debs).  Early ink ownership 
signature, inevitable tanning to textblock, 
but apart from narrow sliver-like chip at the 
fore-edge of one leaf, an atypically nice copy, 
very good or somewhat better. 

 

This number includes contributions by Art 
Young, Eastman, Sandburg, Boardman Rob-
inson, Giovannitti, Gropper, Minor, Reed, 
Dell et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.
                                                                                                    $200.

221. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published 
by Liberator Publishing Co, April 1919. II:4. 
(Whole number 14). Quarto. Pictorial wrap-
per (by Cornelia Barns).  Inevitable tanning 
to textblock, creased tear at top margin of 
one leaf, 2.5 cm. tear in from lower staple 
in front wrapper and first few leaves; still a 
near very good copy for this fragile issue. 

 

This number includes contributions by 
Giovannitti, McKay, Burrill, Dell, Gropper, 
Bryant, Art Young, Stuart Davis, Boardman 
Robinson, W.E. Leonard, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $125.

222. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, June 1924. VII:6 
(Whole number 74). Quarto. Typographic wrappers with inset pictorial vignette by Julian de 
Miskey.  Very slight tidemark at extreme lower forecorner, otherwise an unusually nice copy, 
with little tanning to the text block. 

 

This number includes contributions by Eastman, Scott Nearing, Edith Summers Kelley (“A 
Day in the Wool Room”), Dell (“Literature and the Machine Age”), Robert Minor, Michael 
Gold, Edwin Seaver, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

223. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, August 1924. VII:8 
(Whole number 76). Quarto. Typographic wrappers with inset pictorial vignette by Peter 
Alma.  Tidemark at extreme lower forecorner, with attending shallow loss at foretip of lower 
wrapper, small corner chip at upper forecorner of lower wrapper, margin of upper wrapper 
slightly darkened, otherwise a very good copy 

 

This number includes contributions by George Grosz, Robert Minor, Floyd Dell, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

224. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, May 1924. V:5 
(Whole number 74). Quarto. Pictorial wrapper by Hugo Gellert. Slight tanning at wrapper 
edges, very shallow tidemark at extreme lower blank forecorners, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

This number includes contributions by Gold, Minor, Nearing, Becker, Shactman, Dell, Dehn, 
et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.



225. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, April 1924. V:4 
(Whole number 72). Quarto. Pictorial wrapper by Barns. Slight tanning at wrapper edges, 
very shallow tidemark at extreme lower blank forecorners, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

This number includes contributions by Minor, Freeman, Wolfe, Dell, Grosz, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

226. [Libra Press]: Morris, Ann A.: WORD DREAMS I. [Al-
tadena, CA]: Libra Press, [1979]. Folio (42.5 x 35 cm). Loose 
sheets laid into suede-like material over boards folding case. 
Some tissue interleaves wrinkled, else fine in publisher’s 
plastic sleeve. 
 

First edition. Comprised of nine color silkscreens, finished 
by hand with color pencil, incorporating image and text, plus 
title and colophon. One of forty-five numbered copies printed 
on BFK Rives, signed by the artist/author on the title and 
colophon, and with each of the prints numbered and signed 
as well.   $500.

227. LILLABULERO  A JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY 
WRITING. Northwood Narrows, NH. Summer / Fall 1969 
through Spring 1974. Whole numbers 7, 8, 9, 10/11, 13 and 
14 (of 14 published). Six (one a double number). Printed and 
pictorial wrappers. Light use around overlap edges, a trace 

of tanning and sunning to a couple of wrapper edges, very good to about fine. 
 

Edited by Russell Banks and William Matthews, initially as a quarterly, and then twice annu-
ally.  Contributors to these numbers include the editors, Ammons, Codrescu, McCord, Simic, 
Kuzma, Berry, Snyder, Bly, Hollo, Knott, Bonazzi, Oppenheimer, Wakoski, Creeley, Merwin, 
Dawson, Benedikt, Harrison, Tate, Hitchcock, Ignatow, Metcalf, Wright, Stafford, Pastan, 
Edson, Levertov, Busch, Grossinger, and many, many more. 
ANDERSON & KINZIE, pp.710-711.   $150.

228. [Linton, William J. (editor & printer)]: GOLDEN APPLES OF HESPERUS POEMS NOT 
IN THE COLLECTIONS. [Hamden, CT: Appledore Press], 1882. xvi,[4],187pp. Large octavo. 
Original printed decorated boards. Wood-engraved title-page and head- and tail-pieces. 
Boards a bit darkened at edges and spine, small chip at toe of spine and thin residue of old 
cellotape mend to chip, occasional faint foxing, otherwise a very good copy of a book often 
seen with the spine perished. 

 

First edition. One of 225 numbered and signed copies, edited, set and printed by hand by 
Linton at his Appledore Press. The selection of poems, from the 16th-19th centuries, includes 
those Linton felt had not seen frequent publication in anthologies. He dedicated it to his 
friend Richard H. Stoddard. 
RANSOM 4. NCBEL III:533.   $225.

 One of 35 on Japan Vellum
 

229. [Linton, William J.]: Brown, Hattie [pseud]: CATONINETALES  A DOMESTIC EPIC BY 
HATTIE BROWN A YOUNG LADY OF COLOUR LATELY DECEASED AT THE AGE OF 14. 
London: Lawrence and Bullen, 1891. Large octavo. Original publisher’s vellum over boards, 
lettered in red and black. Head- and tail- pieces after engravings by Linton. Title-vignette. 
Attractive bookplate (and remains of another) on front pastedown, vellum slightly bowed and 
smudged, but a very good or better copy. 

 

First British edition, limited issue. One of thirty-five numbered copies on Japon vellum, specially 
bound, from a total edition of 330. Linton is credited on the half-title as editor and illustrator, 
but he of course was the composer of the poems as well and the fictional biography of the 



young uneducated daughter-of-field-hands turned poetess. Scarce in this Japan vellum is-
sue. A less limited edition on paper, bound in cloth, as well as a trade edition also appeared. 
NCBEL III:533.   $600.

230. [Liseux Imprint]: Saint-Pierre, Jacques-Henri Bernardin de: PAUL ET VIRGINIE. Paris: 
Isidore Liseux, 1879. xxxvi,218,[2]pp. Small octavo. Handsomely bound in full blue crushed 
levant, raised bands, spine gilt extra with small red morocco inlays, a.e.g., original wrappers 
bound in.  Frontis, plates. Text framed in ornamental and red-ruled border. A couple of minor 
rubs to spine tips, otherwise about fine. 

 

First Liseux edition, with an Introduction by Alexandre Piedagnel, and six engravings by Ad. 
Lalauze. One of 650 numbered copies on Hollande, from a total edition of 775 copies. An 
attractive edition of this 18th century classic, published under the imprint so highly praised 
by Apollinaire and others.   $275.

231. [Longleat House]: Jackson, Rev. J. E.: THE HISTORY OF LONGLEAT. Devizes: Printed 
by H. Bull, 1857. 34pp. plus frontis and two plates. Small quarto. Original printed wrappers, 
neatly bound up in contemporary gilt 3/4 Russia and marbled boards, a.e.g.  Light foxing, a 
bit of rubbing to tips, otherwise a very nice copy. 

 

First edition. With the bookplate of Sir John Neeld (1805-1891) and a note signed “J.N.” in the 
upper corner of the front wrapper. Neeld was MP for Cricklade and Chippenham, Wiltshire, 
in close proximity to Longleat House. The frontis is a view of Longleat House lithographed 
by Bedford, and one of the plates is an unsigned depiction of the murder of Thomas Thynne.
   $150.

232. [Lunow, Robert (binder)]: Plimpton, Calvin Hastings: THE SPOKEN WORD, Amherst: 
Board of Trustees & The Alumni Council of Amherst College, 1971. xii,275,[1]pp.. Large octavo 
(25 x 16.5 cm). Full medium brown oasis morocco, raised bands, ruled and paneled in blind, 
lettered in gilt. Fine in somewhat rubbed matching gilt half morocco and cloth clamshell box. 

 

First edition. Copy #1 of an edition of 750 numbered copies. This copy, as designated explicitly 
in the limitation statement, was specially bound “By the Folger Library, Washington D.C.” for 
presentation to Plimpton, who served as Amherst President from 1960 to 1971. The binding 
is signed on the inner rear doublure “R.L.” signifying the work of Robert Lunow (1893-1971), 
who was resident binder at the Folger beginning in 1948. This restrained, meticulously crafted 
binding was executed in the year of his death.   $350.

233. [Luza, Reynaldo (illus)]: INDÉPENDANCE [wrapper title]. [NP: La Société Anonyme des 
Automobiles Peugeot, Septembre 1933]. [24] leaves (two of them foldouts) plus four loose 
color plates inserted in pocket in rear. Folio (35 x 27.5cm). Plastic comb-bound stiff pictorial 
boards. Profusely illustrated in color. Very near fine. 

 



First edition of this elaborate and beautiful promotional for Peugeot, printed in an edition 
of 1560 numbered copies, of which this is one of 1500 in the ‘Luxe’ issue. Illustrations by 
Pierre Brissaud, Edy Legrand and Reynaldo Luza. The large color folding plate “Conduire 
une Peugeot, c’est ‘Être a la Mode’...” by Luza is a classic of Art Nouveau advertisement il-
lustration. The other illustrative material includes Peugeot posters from 1850, 1900 and 1905, 
a superb four panel panoramic rendering of the Peugeot plant framed by the undercarriage 
of an auto, and the stylized “Le Profile de la Peugeot.”   $600.

234. Lyons, Islay: PHOTOGRAPHS. [Np]: Editions Didier Millet, [1996]. Quarto. Printed 
boards. Plates. Fine in very faintly rubbed dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Introduction by William Warren, edited by Charles Orwin. Lyons (1922-1993) 
lived in Capri, Rome and Cetona in the post-war years, and included herein are portraits of 
his friends and intimates, among whom are found Kenneth Macpherson (with whom he lived 
for many years), Norman Douglas, Nancy Cunard, Bryher, Harold Acton, W. S. Maugham, 
Margo Fontaine, Graham Greene, Noel Coward, Mary McCarthy, Janet Flanner, Peggy Gug-
genheim and others. Also included are photographs thematically related to his work for the 
monumental Gandharan Art in Pakistan.   $50.

235. Macleod, Norman [ed]: MARYLAND QUARTERLY [then, beginning with #4:] BRIAR-
CLIFF QUARTERLY. College Park, MD & Briarcliff Manor, NY. 1944 through January 1947. 
Whole numbers two through five, then seven through twelve. Ten issues (of 12 published). 
Printed wrappers. Occasional plates or illustrations. Wrappers a bit dust soiled, issue 12 
has annotations of interesting provenance, spine of #4 frayed, but a good to very good lot. 

 

Edited by Norman Macleod. Number three is the last issue under the original title. One of 
the several uniformly excellent periodicals shepherded by Macleod over the years, includ-
ing contributions by C. Gordon, Cummings, Fletcher, Bynner, Kees, N. Moore, Woodcock, 
Graham, Villa, Patchen, Rexroth, Savage, Stevens, W. C. Williams (including a special issue, 
#11, devoted to him), Farrell, Laughlin, Zugsmith, P. Tyler, Sarton, Putnam, et al, and special 
issues devoted to French wartime writers, and British writers in the service, Italian literature, 
etc. Macleod’s later Pembroke Magazine was conducted in much the same enlightened spirit. 
HOFFMAN, et al, p. 369.   $225.

236. Mahlmann, Max (1912 - 2000): [Untitled Portfolio]. [Friedberg]: Edition Hoffmann, [1975]. 
Quarto (26.5 x 26.5 cm). Loose sheets and biofolium laid into folding printed board case. 

 

One of 100 copies. Two pages of printed text include a biography, as well as a rationale of 
the accompanying works. Accompanied by three abstract geometric prints printed on trans-
lucent commercial ‘vellum’, and three matted white-on-white screen prints, each numbered 
and signed by the artist in the lower margin. 
BENEZIT IX, p.46.   $250.

 With Two Extra Suites and Ten Proofs
 

237. Maillol, Aristide [illustrator]: LES GÉORGIQVES 
DE VIRGILE  TEXTE LATIN ET VERSION FRANCAISE 
DE L’ABBE JACQUES DELILLE. Paris: Philippe 
Gonin, 1937 & 1943 [i.e. 1950]. Two volumes, plus 
portfolio. Quarto. Loose signatures laid into printed 
wrappers. Some modest foxing early and late (largely 
to the endleaves) of the second text volume, light fox-
ing to verso of one of the proof plates in the portfolio, 
otherwise about fine in lightly soiled and corner worn 
slipcases and vellum-backed chemises. 
 

First edition. The text volumes were printed in editions 
of 750 copies on rag paper watermarked with a special 
device of a seated nude by Maillol. Each volume is il-



lustrated with 61 beautiful woodcuts, including illustrated 
initial letters, executed after Maillol’s drawings. This is 
one of the preferred sets, accompanied by the separate 
portfolio including two extra suites of the woodcuts, each 
suite laid into special printed pictorial wrappers, one suite 
printed in black and one in sanguine, each plate with a 
paraph ‘M’ stamped in the margin, along with ten early 
proof states of woodcuts printed in sanguine on China 
paper contained in a separate folder initialed and franked 
by the publisher. This beautiful and ambitious project saw 
its conception during Maillol’s and Count Kessler’s trip to 
Greece and Italy in 1908 and was intended as something 
of a parallel companion project to the masterful Cranach 
Press Eclogae & Georgica (1929). Maillol made the first 
woodcut from his drawings shortly after their return, and 
a few others in following years, but Kessler was unable 
to proceed further with the project. Philippe Gonin ap-
proached Maillol in 1937, proposing that he resume work 
on the project, “and the last block was delivered to the 
publisher in September, 1944, shortly before the artist’s 
death. Most of the cuts were executed by craftsmen after 
Maillol’s drawings on the block, since at that time his eyes were not strong enough for the 
cutting” - Artist & The Book. The number of copies of the portfolio is not explicitly stated, 
but the edition is frequently reported as being only one hundred copies. 
ARTIST & THE BOOK 175. MONOD 11339. REWALD 156-61.   $5500.

238. Mamet, David: “THE VERDICT” A SCREENPLAY BY .... New York: Fox-Zanuck/Brown 
Productions, 23 November 1981. [1],123 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced 
typescript, printed on rectos only, bradbound in printed studio logo stiff wrappers. About fine. 

 

Denoted a “Final Draft” of Mamet’s original screenplay, although we have handled copies of 
this script with inserted revises dated well into December. Sidney Lumet directed the 1982 
release based on this script, for which Paul Newman received a nomination for a Best Actor 
Oscar.   $400.

239. Mamet, David [screenwriter]: GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS  SCREENPLAY BY .... Los 
Angeles: Zupnik Enterprises, [ca. March 1987]. [1],126 leaves. Quarto. Photoduplicated 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in plain script binder. Title lettered on spine, a 
few mild finger smudges to wrappers, else near fine. 

 

Denoted a “First Draft” of Mamet’s own screen adaptation of his 1984 Pulitzer Prize-winning 
drama. We have handled another copy of this draft explicitly dating it to March of 1987, and 
substantially revised drafts as late as May 1991. The film was released in 1992, featuring 
an ensemble cast of considerable gravity under the direction of James Foley. Mamet was 
nominated for a WGA Award for his script. As a photocopy, without signs of definitive prov-
enance attaching it to an agency, production company, or someone involved in the process, 
this script is offered with the usual caveats, at a price significantly lower than that realized 
for examples with such features.   $150.

240. Mamet, David: AMERICAN BUFFALO. San Francisco: The Arion Press, 1992. Small 
quarto. Gray-green cloth, foil labels, inlaid buffalo nickel. Fine. 

 

First edition in this format, illustrated with wood-engravings by Michael McCurdy, and with a 
prefatory note by Mamet concerning the origins of the play. One of four hundred numbered 
copies (of 426), signed by the author and artist.   $400.

241. Mann, Thomas: “Death in Venice,” serialized in THE DIAL. New York. March through 
May 1924. LXXVI:3 - 5. Three issues. Original printed wrappers. Plates. A very good or bet-



ter set, the issues for March and April near fine, and that for May with some dust soiling to 
the wrappers and a couple creases in the spine. 

 

The first appearance in English of Kenneth Burke’s translation of Mann’s 1912 novella, pre-
ceding its publication by Knopf in book form in 1925, and UK publication of Lowe-Porter’s 
translation by almost four years. Other contributors to these numbers include Cummings, 
Read, Jack Yeats, Morand, E. Wilson, Van Vechten, Picasso, Aiken, Moore, Stephens, Kent, 
Powys, et al.   $175.

 Ten Original Etchings
 

242. Marcoussis, Louis [a.k.a. Ludwig Casimir Ladislas 
Markus]: LE BLANC ET LE NOIR ... 10 EAUX-FORTES 
POUR AURELIA DE GERARD DE NERVAL. Paris: Éditions 
Fourcade, [1931]. Folio (42 x 33cm). Loose sheets and 
bifolia laid into cloth backed printed board portfolio, with 
ribbon ties. Tips of portfolio modestly shelfworn, paper on 
lower board slightly bubbled, internally fine. 
 

First edition. A suite of ten original etchings (plate size 
17.5 x 13.5cm, with full margins) illustrative of Nerval’s 
poem, each in the publisher’s blind-stamped heavy paper 
mount, the whole offering a striking blend of cubist and 
surrealist techniques. One of 128 sets printed on Hollande 
van Gelder, signed by the artist on the justification, from 
a total edition of 150 sets. Each engraving is numbered in 
pencil in the margin.   $5500.

243. Markham, Edwin: THE MAN WITH THE HOE AND 
OTHER POEMS. New York: Doubleday & McClure Com-
pany, 1899. Green cloth, upper board bordered in blind, 

lettered in gilt.  Pictorial frontis.  Edges a trifle rubbed, front inner hinge mended, endsheets 
a bit foxed; very good. 

 

First edition, first state (“fruitless,” p. 35:5), of the author’s first clothbound book.  As almost 
inevitable, inscribed and signed by the author: “With the best wishes of Edwin Markham Aug. 
5, 1899.” With an interesting promotional broadside laid in (folded), issued by the Bay Area 
bookseller, G.B. Benham, promoting the book, then just published, printing the title poem, 
and laudatory comments by notables.   $150.

244. Markham, Edwin: CALIFORNIA THE WONDERFUL. New York: Hearst’s International 
Library Co., [1914]. Gilt pictorial cloth. Frontis map. Numerous black & white plates. Fore-tips 
a bit bumped,  otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed in the year following publication with a quotation from his 
most famous poem:  “Whose was the hand that slanted back this brow?  Edwin Markham  
Feb. 1915.”   $125.

245. Marx, “Groucho” [Julius Henry]; Hal Kanter, and Robert Dwan: GROUCHO ON LAUGH-
TER  A ONE HOUR COMEDOCUMENTARY. Hollywood: Henry Jaffee Enterprises, [nd. but 
1958]. [1],56 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on recto only. Bradbound in 
stencil-printed wrappers. Soft crease to upper fore-corner of last few leaves and rear wrap-
per, otherwise near fine. 

 

An unspecified draft of this unproduced collaborative television production. Dwan was one of 
the principal writers for the television version of You Bet Your Life from 1950 through 1961, 
and Kanter was a seasoned veteran of screen writing and television writing, direction and 
production - he shared the 1955 Emmy for Best Comedy Writing for the GEORGE GOBEL 
SHOW. Scarce - no copies are reported in OCLC/Worldcat.   $1250.



246. Matthiessen, Peter: [Typed Letter and Autograph lettercard, Signed “Peter”]. 
[Sagaponeck, NY]. 4 March and (postmarked) 18 November 1976. The typed letter: three-
quarter page, on octavo sheet. Folded for mailing, otherwise fine. Lettercard: recto and verso 
of small filing card, ca. 55 words in ink, with original mailing envelope, addressed in ink. 

 

In the letter, Matthiessen writes, in part: “Many thanks indeed for following up on our con-
versation and taking so much trouble -- it’s most appreciated.  The titles look fascinating, 
and I’m sure I’ll get some help. And I agree that a very good documentary could be made 
of this ....” Signed “Peter” above his typed full name. The autograph lettercard, to the same 
recipient, indicates that he has “started thinking about disposing of my mss. copies of past 
books, marked galleys, etc. Would Yale be interested, by any chance? ....Perhaps burning 
would be best - Regards, Peter.” The recipient, the late John Harrison (brother of novelist 
John Harrison and husband of poet Rebecca Newth) was for many years a Librarian at Yale, 
and Matthiessen was a Yale graduate.   $100.

 The Hoe Copy
 

247. [Maubert de Gouvest, Jean Henri (1721 - 1767)]: LETTRES IROQUOISES. Irocoplois [i.e. 
Lausanne or Leyden]: Chez Les Venerables, 1752. Two volumes bound in one. 166[2];164pp. 
16mo. Full crimson French morocco, gilt extra, a.e.g., blue pastepaper endsheets. Title printed 
in red and black. Binding somewhat rubbed, with shallow nick at crown of upper joint, light 
foxing, very good. With the bookplate of Robert Hoe. 

 

First edition of this somewhat early and popular anonymously published work by the ad-
venturer/rogue/journalist/pamphleteer, and later Secretary to the King of Poland. The text 
is represented as a sequence of letters composed by a native American Iroquois, named 
Igli, traveling in Europe, critiquing European mores and foibles -- which inevitably fall short 
of his own native wisdom. Identification of the fictitious imprint varies between Lausanne 
and Leyden, depending on the reference. Reprints and somewhat abbreviated and revised 
editions followed soon after. 
SABIN 46922. BARBIER II:1278.   $850.

248. [Mazarinade]: LE COMBAT DE DEVX AVTHEVRS, SVR LE SVBIET DE LEVRS PIECES 
DV TEMPS.  EN VERS BVRLESQVE. A Paris: [no imprint], 1649 8pp Small quarto (signed 
in 2s). Extracted. A bit of light foxing, but very good. 

 

First edition of this extended verse Mazarinade. Worldcat locates a dozen copies over many 
records, with variant transliteration of the title (i.e. ‘Devx or ‘Deux’, etc). 
MOREAU 708. OCLC: 17795731.   $185.

249. [Mazarinade]: [Beaudeau, Jean , Marquis de Clanleu]: LETTRE D’AVIS A MESSIEURS 
DU PARLEMENT DE PARIS ESCRITE PAR UN PROVINCIAL. A Paris: [no imprint], 1649. 
[2],34pp. Quarto (signed in 2s). Extracted from nonce volume, otherwise very good. 

 

First (?) edition. The letter opposed the peace then under consideration at the Rueil negotia-
tions. It elicited a number of responses, and is considered among the more significant of the 
Mazarinades. OCLC locates ten copies (including some variants) spread over several records. 
MOREAU 1837. OCLC: 849746806 (etc). BARBIER II:1136.   $375.

250. [Mazarinade]: François de Bourbon Beaufort, duc de [fictitious attribution]: LETTRE DE 
MONSIEUR LEDUC DE BEAUFORT A MOMSIEUR [sic] LE DUC DE MERCOEUR SON 
FRERE. [Paris: no imprint], 1649. [2],1, 4-7pp (with ‘6’ duplicated) Small quarto (signed in 
‘2’s). Extracted from nonce volume and sewn in slightly later wrappers, ink foliation in upper 
fore-corners, very good. Horizontal crease and light foxing, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. In spite of the eccentric pagination, complete. “Plus insolente que spirituelle. 
Le duc de Beaufort n’a rien écrit de semblable” - Moreau. “Principally discusses betrothal 
with Mazarin’s niece” - OCLC. 
MOREAU 2021 OCLC: 38285820.   $175.



251. [Mazarinade]: LE TOUT EN TOUT DU TEMPS. [Paris: no imprint, ca. 1649]. 4pp. Small 
quarto. Extracted, sewn into later stiff wrapper. Early ink annotation in upper corner of cover 
title, a bit of foxing, lower corner of rear wrapper torn away 

 

One of three editions in this configuration Moreau reports, differing in the type utilized for the 
cover title; a fourth included additional verses on the final page. An anonymously published 
verse Mazarinade, taking as its model the earlier poem, “Tout en tout de la cour” (1625). 
This copy conforms to the details included in one of the two records in OCLC: 3:6 begins 
‘Les Courtisans’, 3:24 begins ‘Les Fanfarrons’, and page four does not include the line ‘Les 
putains sont cul bas par tout,’. Moreau describes the title as “Rare”; OCLC in the record 
referenced locates 7 copies. 
MOREAU 3789. OCLC: 18234181.   $225.

252. [McCoy, Horace (sourcework)]: Brown, Harry [screenwriter]: [Original Studio One Sheet 
for:] KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE. [Burbank]: Warner Bros., 1950. Folio lithographed picto-
rial one sheet (41 x 27”; 102 x 69 cm). Folded as issued. Annotations, screen service stamp 
and some modest soiling on blank verso, a couple of tiny closed breaks at folds, National 
Screen Service blindstamp in lower blank margin, otherwise an unusually nice copy, very 
good or better. 

 

An atmospheric, highly visual vintage studio one sheet promoting the 1950 film adaptation 
of McCoy’s hard-boiled third novel (1948), based on a screenplay by Brown, directed by 
Gordon Douglas, and starring James Cagney as a “Thug with a Heart of Ice,” Barbara Pay-
ton, Helena Carter, Ward Bond, Luther Adler, et al. The film was banned in Ohio, for among 
other things, “an extreme presentation of crime with explicit steps in commission.”   $250.

253. McCrae, John: IN FLANDERS FIELDS AND OTHER POEMS ... WITH AN ESSAY IN 
CHARACTER BY SIR ANDREW MACPHAIL. New York: Putnam, 1919. Gilt cloth, t.e.g. 
Portrait. Manuscript facsimiles, plate.  Light rubbing at tips, spine gilding a trace oxidized, 
a few stray marks to cloth, otherwise a very good copy, without dust jacket. Half morocco 
slipcase and chemise. 

 

First U.S. edition of this posthumously published collection, including two of the most fre-
quently reprinted of all WWI poems. The Toronto edition was published by Briggs in the same 
year. McCrae’s widely reprinted, memorized and quoted poem, “In Flanders Fields,” was 
first published anonymously in Punch in December 1915. McCrae wrote the poem shortly 
after the Battle of Ypres, and died in France of pneumonia in 1918.  The poem’s first book 
appearance was in In the Day of Battle, published in Toronto in October 1916.   $185.

254. McMurtry, Larry: THE LAST PICTURE SHOW. New York: Dial Press, 1966. Trimmed, 
loose printed sheets, punched and plastic spiralbound between stiff green card sheets. Fine 
in near fine, lightly nicked and smudged pictorial dust jacket. 

 

Advance reading copy, bound up from printed sheets, of the first edition of the author’s third 
novel, source for the multiple award-winning and nominated 1971 film adaptation, based 
on McMurtry’s collaborative screenplay with director Bogdanovich.  Preceded by a minute 
handful of sets of actual uncorrected page proofs, a wholly different animal than this state, 
although this format is sometimes confused with the other.   $2000.

255. McNeill, George E.: UNFREQUENTED PATHS  SONGS OF NATURE, LABOR AND 
MEN. Boston: James H. West Company, 1903. 115pp. Sq. octavo. Gilt decorated forest green 
cloth. Portrait, plates and photographs. Old string marks to lower board, a few faint smudges 
to endsheets, otherwise very good and bright. 

 

First edition of this collection of poems by the Massachusetts progressive activist and labor 
leader, a strong advocate of the 8 hour day and cofounder of the American Federation of 
Labor. Although Worldcat/OCLC locates 21 copies, this original edition is uncommon in com-
merce.   $85.



256. [Melville, Herman (sourcework)]: Leicester, James, et al [screenwriters]: [Studio Half 
Sheet Poster for:] ENCHANTED ISLAND. [Culver City]: RKO/Warner Bros., 1958. Vintage 
original 22 x 28” (56 x 71 cm) color pictorial half sheet poster. Tiny tears along extreme left 
margin, not approaching text, some dustiness, crayon numerals on verso, Quebec censor 
stamp on recto, else very good. 

 

Issued to promote the 1958 film very, very loosely adapted from Melville’s Typee, based on a 
script by James Leicester, Harold Smith and Albert Stillman (uncredited). Allan Dwan directed, 
and Dana Andres, Jane Powell and Don Dubbins starred in this Technicolor venture into South 
Pacific exoticism. Herman Melville’s novel is credited as “The Mightiest of Adventures by the 
Author of Mighty ‘Moby Dick!’” The sensationalized promotional text screams: “Captured by 
Cannibals!” “Slave to the blue-eyed princess of the dread ‘Typee’ headhunters ... and to her 
savage code of love and taboo!” One is also invited to hear the hit song, “Enchanted Island.” 
RKO was on its last legs at the time, and Warner Bros. took over distribution.   $125.

257. Menán, Manuel (Spanish, b. 1946-1994): IDENTIKIT 32. Amsterdam: Galerie Da Costa, 
1979. Suite of 8 original color etchings (incorporating text), plus title leaf and justification. 
Oblong quarto (25 x 32.5 cm). Laid into printed wrappers with pictorial vignette, the whole 
laid into a pictorial cloth folder with linen strapping. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of fifty numbered cop-
ies, signed by the artist, in addition to six 
copies hors commerce and the prototype 
set of the etchings. The eight etchings 
collectively present the late artist’s self-
portrait, with the comment: “Of course 
this book, if you are willing to forget what 
a book looks like, is that kind of exhibi-
tionism Andre Breton should have called 
‘un livre à la porte battante’.”           $300.

258. [Merrymount Press]: Doubleday, 
Page & Co.: CATALOGUE OF BOOKS 
PUBLISHED BY MESSRS. DOUBLE-
DAY PAGE AND CO. AT 34 UNION 
SQUARE, IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 
New York. 1900-1901. 154pp. Decorated 

wrappers, bound up in publisher’s gilt stamped flexible crimson cloth. Some vertical bubbles 
to cloth, endsheets slightly tanned, else very good and bright, internally fine. 

 

With the publisher’s compliments slip affixed to the front free endsheet. A specially bound 
publisher’s presentation issue of this major catalogue, designed at the Merrymount Press. Each 
author claims a full page, and in the case of the majors, like Kipling and Norris, two or more. 
SMITH & BIANCHI 78 (noting the special cloth issue).   $125.

259. Meynell, Katharine, and Susan Johanknecht: EMISSIONS BOOK. [London: Gefn Press, 
1992]. [20]pp. Small quarto (22 x 15 cm). Open sewn vellum-strip backed archival plastic 
sheets and sleeves. One of the three threads is broken (but present), otherwise fine. Enclosed 
in original drafting paper sleeve. 

 

First edition. Copy #48 of 150 copies signed by the collaborators. A novel artist’s book, involv-
ing three screen print images (two translucent white and one red-brown), five encapsulated 
plastic bags containing hair, wax and other emissions, and four photographic transparencies. 
The text is in 12 point Times screen printed in red-brown with colophon and 72pt Times 
Outline title on cover in white.   $125.

260. Miller, Henry, and Michael Fraenkel: HAMLET [I & II]. [Puerto Rico] & New York [i.e. 
Mexico]: Carrefour, [1939 & 1941]. Two volumes. Original printed wrappers. Spines darkened 
and wrappers a bit hand-soiled, but very good. 

 



First editions of both portions of this extended correspondence, printing Miller’s and Fraen-
kel’s letters from November to October 1938. The first volume here bears Frankel’s 1939 
presentation inscription to critic V. F. Calverton. Copies of the second volume were also is-
sued bound in Mexican calf, and in the case of the twenty-five signed copies on rag paper, 
in full “morocco.” These days, the second volume of Hamlet is less frequently seen than the 
first.   $350.

261. [Miniature Book]: Utley, Robert M.: FORT UNION IN MINIATURE. [Santa Fe: Stagecoach 
Press, 1953]. Miniature (2.5 x 3cm). Bound in full deer-skin, with hot-stamped title, marbled 
endsheets. Fine, in plastic box with printed label. 

 

First edition. One of an unspecified number of regular copies, in addition to ninety-nine 
numbered copies, signed by the author. Printed and bound by hand by Jack Rittenhouse, 
with illustrations by Stephi.   $125.

262. Miyashita Tokio [illustrator], and Seisyu Maeda: NOCTURNE. ORNÉ DE CINQ EUX 
FORTES .... [Tokyo]: Presse Bibliomane, 1959. Large octavo. Three-quarter polished tan calf 
and boards, spine lettered in gilt, t.e.g. A bit of tanning to boards and endsheets along the 
calf turn-ins and edges, very shallow bleed at top edge in the gutter early and late, otherwise 
very near fine. The printed board slipcase shows some light staining. 

 

First edition in this format. Copy #73 of 75 numbered copies, from a total edition of two 
hundred numbered copies. Text in Japanese, with alternate title-page in French [as above]. 
Each of the five original etchings (plate size 9 x 6 cm) is signed in the margin, in pencil, by 
the artist, and another signature, in ink, appears opposite the limitation statement. An early 
illustrative work by Miyashita Tokio (1930 - 2011) whose widely known later printmaking is 
marked by a melding of woodblock and metal plate techniques, and characterized by superb 
use of color. No locations for this work appear in OCLC/Worldcat.   $450.

263. [Molière]: Artuad, Jean Baptiste: LA CENTENAIRE DE MOLIÈRE, COMÉDIE EN 
UN ACTE, EN VERS ET EN PROSE; SUIVIE D’UN DIVERTISSEMENT RELATIF À 
L’APOTHÉOSE DE MOLIERE.... Paris: Chez la Veuve Duchesne, 1773. viii,70pp. Octavo. 
Early paper boards, title in manuscript on upper board. Four pp. of music.  A very good, 
crisp copy. 

 

First Paris printing of this centenary production, noted as performed by the Comédiens 
Francois Ordinaries du Roi in Paris on 18 February, and on 2 March at Versailles. Another 
edition, bearing an Avignon imprint, appeared the same year.   $125.

264. Molnár, Ferenc (sourcework), and Sidney Howard [adaptation]: [Script for:] OLYMPIA. 
ADAPTED BY .... Hollywood: Paul Kohner, Inc., [nd but post 1938]. [1],95 leaves. Quarto. 
Original typescript, on onionskin paper. Bradbound in agency binder, with label, and manu-
script denotation “Original.”  Upper wrapper somewhat smudged and soiled, title written on 
lower edge, otherwise very good or better. 

 

An agency typescript of Howard’s adaptation/translation of Molnár’s play, first produced in 
New York in October of 1928. The typescript, though original, is obviously later - reference 
is made to the 1928 production on the title leaf, and Kohner established his agency in 1938, 
the year prior to Howard’s death. The agency address on the binder is in the Berman Bldg 
(9169 Sunset Blvd, sans zip code), which may help slightly to date the typescript, although 
their offices were there for decades.   $125.

265. Moore, Brian [sourcework], and [John Huston (probable screenwriter?)]: THE LONELY 
PASSION OF JUDITH HEARNE  FIRST DRAFT SCREENPLAY .... [Np]. 18 December 
1961. [1],140 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound 
in title-printed wrappers. Title hand-lettered on bottom edge, upper wrapper with some cof-
fee splashmarks and light hand-soiling, a couple of small splashmarks to fore-edge at top 
corner, otherwise very good or better. 

 



A first draft of an unattributed adaptation to the screen of Brian Moore’s 1955 novel, here 
under the extended title attached to the US edition. The complex trail of options, good inten-
tions, treatments and screenplays associated with Moore’s novel is a matter of record -- to 
say nothing of the several serious efforts to adapt it to the stage.  It was not until 1987 that 
a film version actually saw release, starring Maggie Smith and Bob Hoskins, directed by 
Jack Clayton and based on a screenplay by Peter Nelson.  This script predates that film by 
a quarter century, and although uncredited, clearly dates from the period when John Huston 
held the option on the novel.  According to a number of sources, Huston read “his screenplay” 
to Katharine Hepburn on a transatlantic flight, and she agreed to play the lead. The film was 
announced in 1962, in tandem with Huston’s The Man Who Would Be King, with produc-
tion set to begin in the summer of 1963. Instead, Huston got caught up in the complexities 
of his concurrent (re)writing and directing work on Freud...., and like The Man Who Would 
Be King, this project was tabled. Huston did keep his hand in on the Kipling adaptation (a 
labor of love for him, finally released in 1975), but his option on Judith Hearne lapsed. In 
1966 Jerome Hellman took out a two year option, and asked Moore to undertake the script.  
Although Moore completed a script, and Waldo Salt was called in to work on revises, “Hol-
lywood happened” to that undertaking, and several more efforts (involving names such as 
Alan Sharp, Mike Nichols, Shirley MacLaine, Joanne Woodward, Paul Newman and others) 
came to nothing in the succeeding decades. It therefore seems almost inevitable that the 
1961 first draft screenplay in hand is associated with Huston’s project, and thus is likely 
substantially, if not entirely, John Huston’s work. An historically important script, associated 
with the adaptation of Moore’s most widely known novel.   $750.

266. Moskowitz, Ira [artist], and Waldemar George: IRA MOSKOWITZ ET LE MYTHE DE 
PYGMALION. Paris: Mourlot, [1967]. [8]pp. plus colophon and twelve lithographs. Folio (44 
x 32.8 cm). Loose sheets laid into cloth folding portfolio with printed label. Light offset from 
portfolio to title leaf, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of fifty numbered sets, signed by the artist, illustrated with twelve original 
lithographs in black by Moskowitz.  Each of the lithographs is numbered and signed as well. 
The edition was originally to have consisted of one hundred sets, but the colophon is cor-
rected and initialed in pencil by the artist, who is best known for his collaborations with Isaac 
B. Singer and John Collier.   $500.

267. Muller, Jan Harmensz [engraved after Lucas Van Leyden]: [Passion of Christ Series]. 
[Amsterdam]: C. de Jonghe [nd. but ca. 1640s - 1670]. Thirteen (of fourteen) loose copper 
plate engravings (4 1/8 x 3 5/8”; 118 x 80 cm or slightly larger). Condition details below. 

 



A suite of the later impressions of this sequence of copperplate engravings by Jan Harmansz 
Muller, based on Lucas Van Leyden’s original series published in 1521. Such series of engraved 
or woodcut cards were quite popular during the late and post-Medieval eras, and the Passion 
of Christ, rendered in a form closely approximating the fourteen Stations of the Cross in the 
Catholic Church, was a common subject.  Muller’s work so closely mimics Leyden’s that the 
original date ‘1521’ and the large monogram ‘L’ remain in each of the engravings. The origin 
of this suite is indicated by the presence in the lower portion of the first engraving (only), of 
Muller’s name along with C. de Jonghe’s imprint. Clement de Jonghe (fl. 1634/5 - 77) was 
a successful Amsterdam print seller, publisher and dealer, best remembered for his having 
salvaged the original plates of Rembrandt’s etchings, from which he produced restrike edi-
tions. Jan Muller (1571-1628) was a gifted engraver who apprenticed under master printer 
Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617). His own work was not limited to skillful reinterpretations of 
the work of his predecessors, but his attraction to the work of Leyden extended as well to a 
version of Leyden’s engraved portrait of Emperor Maximilian I (after the woodcut by Durer).  
Of course, impressions of this series were published during his lifetime, and the later editions 
such as this, with de Jonghe’s imprint, evidence the further utilization of the plates. This set 
lacks the final plate, the 14th in the series, which depicts the Resurrection. The first plate, 
which depicts the Last Supper and bears the imprint, exhibits a 4mm tear in the top edge, 
and two small smudges, along with a small early ink annotation on the verso. The 2nd plate 
bears an old colored pencil name on the verso and has a narrow discoloration in the left 
margin which penetrates only slightly into the plate area.  The 7th and 9th plates exhibit 
significant old tidemarks on the versos, with the 7th mirroring the discoloration on the recto. 
All exhibit a small patch of thinning at the top edge on the verso from having been mounted 
at some point.  Otherwise, the remaining plates are in very good condition.   $2250.

268. NEW-STORY. Paris & New York: Gargoyle Press, March 1951 through February 1953. 
Whole numbers 1,4,5,7,8,10 & 13. Seven issues. Large octavo. Printed wrappers. Usual 
tanning to text stock of several numbers, three numbers have old discolorations on the fore-
edges, #13 a bit rubbed and nicked; still a good to very good lot. 

 

Edited by Jean-Francois Bergery, et al.  Includes contributions by Ray Bradbury, Robert Lax, 
William Goyen, Genet in translation by Frechtman, et al.   $125.

269. Nichols, Dudley, and [William Faulkner] [screenwriters]: [Studio Synopsis for:] AIR FORCE. 
[Burbank]: Warner Bros., [1943]. [6] leaves. Legal format. Mimeographed typescript, printed on 
rectos only. Filing initials, punch at lower left margin of first two leaves, otherwise very good. 

 

A studio synopsis, accompanied by a copy of the continuity script for the trailer, here utilized 
for translation purposes into Portuguese for the Brazilian release as Águias Americanas 
-- the interlinear translation is typed in red.  Dudley Nichols wrote the original script, with 
uncredited contributions by William Faulkner, and Howard Hawks directed this star-laden 
contribution to the American film info-war effort, which garnered several Oscar nominations 
(including for the screenplay), and an Oscar win, for editing. An uncommon, ephemeral 
item.   $200.

270. [Nichols, John (sourcework], and David S. Ward [screenwriter]: THE MILAGRO BEAN-
FIELD WAR  SCREENPLAY ... BASED ON THE NOVEL BY .... [Np: The Author, 21 April 
1986. [1],129 leaves. Quarto. Photoduplicated typescript, bradbound. A few spots and an-
notations on title leaf, title hand lettered on bottom edge; otherwise a good copy. 

 

A “rough draft” of this adaptation to film of Nichols’ 1974 novel, supplanting the preliminary 
adaptation by Leonard Gardner. The final screenplay is credited to Nichols and Ward. The 
1988 release, directed by Robert Redford, starred Rubén Blades, Richard Bradford, Sonia 
Braga, et al.  The present example of the script is an early photomechanical reproduction of 
copy #6 of this draft, which bears the annotation “Please Return 24 Hours” -- most like an 
early reader needed more than 24 hours, so ran this copy and returned the original.   $125.



271. Niedecker, Lorine: NORTH CENTRAL. London: Fulcrum Press, [1968]. Quarto. Polished 
buckram. Very slight offset from the orange endsheets to the facing leaves, otherwise about 
fine in dust jacket with light use along the top edge. 

 

First edition, limited issue. In addition to one hundred numbered copies, specially bound, 
and signed by the author, this is one of an unstated number of signed copies denoted for 
“Presentation” rather than being numbered.   $500.

272. Niles, Blair: MARTHA’S HUSBAND  AN INFORMAL PORTRAIT OF GEORGE WASH-
INGTON. New York: McGraw-Hill, [1951]. Large octavo. Boards. Portrait and plates. Very 
good in lightly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by the author in the year of publication to Dr. Nöel J. Cortes, with his 
bookplate, and accompanied by correspondence from Blair and Roma Niles to Cortes, and 
an autograph manuscript. Niles (former wife of explorer William Beebe) cowrote a number 
of works with Beebe, and after their separation and divorce, and her prompt remarriage to 
Robert Niles, Jr., she continued writing as Blair Niles, publishing such works as the best-
selling Condemned To Devil’s Island, and her novel, Strange Brother (see Slide, Lost Gay 
Novels, pp. 137-40). Dr. Cortes was evidently caring for Niles’ mother-in-law, Roma, and 
this copy is accompanied by several pieces of correspondence, including an autograph letter 
and an autograph postcard from Blair to Cortes, the former relating in part to this book, then 
forthcoming, and Cortes having loaned her research materials; an a.l.s. from Blair to another 
party (“Nancy”) commenting confidentially on a circumstance involving Roma; an a.l.s. from 
Roma Niles to Cortes indicating that she has begun, at his suggestion, writing an account 
of her life as a child in Rome; and finally, the autograph manuscript (30 leaves, octavo, on 
rectos only in bound commercial tablet) of her “Roman Memories.” As a diversion from his 
medical practice, Dr. Cortes was an active book and art collector, and close friend of fellow 
collector Herbert B. Satcher, and their libraries intermingled to some extent.   $250.

273. O’Flaherty, Liam: THE FAIRY GOOSE AND TWO OTHER STORIES. New York & London: 
Crosby Gaige / Faber & Gwyer, 1927. 12mo. Cloth and decorated boards, paper spine label.  
Very shallow loss along one edge of the spine label, otherwise near fine, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. In addition to 1190 numbered copies, signed by the author, this is one of an 
unknown number of out-of-series copies, in this case denoted a/the “publisher’s copy.”
   $150.

274. [O’Neill, Eugene]: Swope, Martha [photographer]: [Six Theatrical Publicity Stills for:] 
THE ICEMAN COMETH. [New York: Martha Swope, 1985]. Five approximately 8 x 10 border-
less b&w semi-glossy stills (two slightly smaller) with photographer’s stamp, filing notations, 
manuscript captions and/or printed squibs on versos. One image has a diagonal crease at 
the right corner, another has three faint surface blemishes, otherwise about fine. 

 

Five representative stills from this revival directed by José Quintero at the Lunt-Fontanne 
Theatre. The production opened on 29 September 1985, and starred, once again, Jason 
Robards as “Hickey,” and other cast members included in the photographs are Donald Moffat, 
Paul McCrane, Natalia Nogulich, John Pankow, Caroline Aaron, Harris Laskany, and many 
others. Swope is regarded as among the very best theatrical photographers of her (or any 
other) generation.   $200.

275. Oakley, Violet: THE HOLY EXPERIMENT [cover title] A MESSAGE TO THE WORLD 
FROM PENNSYLVANIA. [Philadelphia: Privately Printed, 1922]. Folio (58 x 39.5 cm). Twenty-
two loose mounted color plates, accompanied by folded gatherings of text, laid into full 
brown calf portfolio, the latter decorated in gilt and blind, lettered in gilt. and with two brass 
fore-clasps. Accompanied by a separately printed book of text translations (see below). Tiny 
receipt date stamped in upper corners of colophon leaf of the main work and the half-title 
of the separate text, wrappers of separate text volume a trace hand-soiled, spine ends a bit 
rubbed, otherwise very near fine. 

 



First edition, “International issue.” One of 250 numbered copies thus, from a total edition of 
500 numbered copies, signed by the author/artist. With a list of subscribers and a biographical 
note. This “International” issue is accompanied by a separate folio book, 79,[33]pp., printing 
the text in French, German, Spanish, Italian and Japanese.  Like the contents of the main 
work, it is elegantly printed in red and black on Italian handmade paper. Violet Oakley (June 
10, 1874 – February 25, 1961) was a transformative force in the field of American mural 
painting and a principal affiliate of the Brandywine school of painting and illustration. After 
studying abroad and a term as a student of Howard Pyle at the Drexel Institute, she was 
commissioned to undertake the murals and stained glass for the Church of All Angels in 
New York, earning her distinction as America’s first professional woman artist.  Her political 
beliefs were shaped by the Quaker William Penn whose ideals she represented in her mu-
rals at the Pennsylvania State Capitol, the subject of the present work. She was committed 
to the principles of pacifism, equality of the races and sexes, economic and social justice, 
and international government.  She lived with two other women artists, and the three were 
known professionally as the “Red Rose Girls.” They were joined by a fourth woman, Henrietta 
Cozzens, with whom Oakley had a long-term committed relationship, and they collectively 
adopted a common surname: the ‘Cogs’ family. When the United States refused to join the 
League of Nations after the Great War, Oakley went to Geneva, Switzerland, as an informal 
self-appointed Ambassador and spent three years drawing portraits of the League’s del-
egates, some of which are included here, in company with reproductions of her murals at 
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court building.  After World War II, Oakley was an early advocate 
of nuclear disarmament. In terms of format, this work is similar to her 1932 portfolio, Law 
Triumphant.   $2000.

276. [Omlette Press]: Major, Mary Jo, and Faith Gillespie: POEMPRINTS. London: Omlette 
Press, 1980. Quarto (33 x 26.2 cm). Loose signatures laid into printed wrappers. Fine in 
cloth chemise and slipcase. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with ten original etchings (two colored) and a title-page decoration 
by Major. One of a total edition of forty-two numbered copies printed on French handmade 
paper in Centaur types, and signed by the poet and the artist. The first publication of the 



press, combining the talents of a Canadian artist and an American poet working in London.  
The press later relocated to Calgary.   $500.

277. Orwell, George [pseud. of Eric Blair]: DOWN AND OUT IN PARIS AND LONDON. 
New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1933. Pale purple cloth, spine lettered in black with 
horizontal bands in darker black. Pictorial endsheets. Spine faintly darkened, a few stray 
marks to cloth, but a very good, tight copy, without the dust jacket. 

 

First U.S. edition of Blair/Orwell’s scarce first book.  One of 1750 copies in the first printing, 
of which 383 copies were remaindered. The endsheets replicate the artwork utilized for the 
dust jacket. 
FENWICK A.1d.   $1250.

278. Orwell, George [pseud of Eric Blair]: THE ROAD TO WIGAN PIER. London: Victor 
Gollancz, 1937. Large octavo. Medium blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Spine darkened and a bit 
dull, some foxing early and late, shallow piece torn away from bottom edge of half-title; just 
a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition, public trade issue, preceded by the Left Book Club issue. This issue has the 
altered title leaf and does not (except for 150 special copies) include the foreword by Victor 
Gollancz that appears in the LBC issue.  The LBC issue consisted of 44,150 copies; this 
issue consisted of a paltry 2150 copies, according to Fenwick. 
FENWICK A.5.b.   $450.

279. Otway, Thomas: TITUS AND BERENICE, A TRAGEDY, ACTED AT THE DUKE’S THE-
ATRE WITH A FARCE CALLED THE CHEATS OF SCAPIN. London: Printed for Richard 
Tonson, 1677. [8],1,[7],17-32,43-50,33-62,[2]pp. Quarto. Unsigned early 20th century three 
quarter calf, gilt labels, a.e.g. Foretips and spine extremities a bit rubbed, some faint old 
damp spotting and discoloration in the fore-margin, modest tanning and occasional smudges; 
a good copy. 

 

First edition. In this copy, C1 is in the can-
celed state, with the reading “Paul, I ne’re 
expected....” The first work is an adaptation of 
Racine’s Bérénice, and the latter of Molière’s 
Les Fourberies de Scapin.  A relatively early 
publication in Otway’s brief career: “Both 
tragedy and farce were acted on the same 
night in February 1676-7, and were published 
shortly afterwards in a single volume, which 
was dedicated to Lord Rochester. A reprint 
appeared in 1701. Mrs. Barry played in both 
pieces; Betterton only in the tragedy, where 
he took the role of Titus. The farce kept the 
stage till the present century. The approval be-
stowed on his version of ‘Scapin’ encouraged 
Otway to try his fortune in comedy...” - DNB 
NCBEL II:748. ESTC R9537. WING O566.
                                                                  $1250.

280. PAGANY A NATIVE QUARTERLY. Bos-
ton & Redding. Winter 1930 through Fall / 
Winter 1932/3 (i.e. Jan/March 1933). Volume 
one number one through volume three, num-
ber four. Twelve issues. Printed wrappers. 
Wrappers of I:1 affected by old damp causing 
color bleed to prelims and terminal leaves 
(somewhat offset by a brief inscription from 



Johns above the copyright notice); small nick in spine of I:3; II:4 sunned at edges; wrappers 
of III:4 a bit damp marked at edges resulting in some color bleed to extreme margins of 
facing leaves, otherwise a very good set. 

 

Edited by Richard Johns. A complete run of this distinctive American periodical, among the 
very best of its era. In launching Pagany, Johns sought the support and editorial assistance 
of William Carlos Williams, inviting him to become a co-editor and contributor, and although 
Williams declined the former official function, he granted permission for Johns to use “Pagany” 
as the title of the magazine (derived from Williams’s 1928 novel, A Voyage to Pagany) and 
contributed mightily, including the “manifesto” that opens the first issue. Johns provided an 
explanation of the magazine’s title in the first issue: “Pagus is a broad term, meaning any 
sort of collection of peoples from the smallest district or village to the country as an inclu-
sive whole. Taking America as pagus, any one of us as the paganus, the inhabitant, and 
our conceptions, our agreements and disagreements, our ideas, ideals, whatever we have 
to articulate is pagany, our expression.” (A Return to Pagany, p.50). The roster of authors 
is remarkable: Williams (substantial sections of White Mule appear herein), McAlmon, 
Rexroth, Macleod, Tyler, Ford, Zukofsky, Winters, Crosby, Butts, Munson, Caldwell, Stein, 
Seaver, Bynner, Imbs, Scott, J.Lewis, Blackmur, Hugnet, Halper, Carnevali, Roditi, Burke, 
Reznikoff, Atget, Dahlberg, Pound, Thoma, Aiken, Bunting, Cummings, Dos Passos, Loy, 
Abbott, Cheever, Cocteau, Fitts, Herbst, Porter, Rolfe, Toomer, Conroy, Farrell, Neagoe, et al. 
HOFFMAN, et al, p. 297.   $750.

281. [Paget, Violet]: Lee, Vernon [pseud]: MISS BROWN  A NOVEL. Edinburgh & London: 
William Blackwood and Sons, 1884. Three volumes. Medium brown cloth, ruled and decorated 
in black, spines lettered in gilt. An unfortunately somewhat shabby set, with Smith & Sons 
plates on each pastedown and lacking the half-titles, cloth rather soiled and worn, with some 
dark ink marks to the spines, a bit shaken, with some careful mends to the inner hinges and 
between a few gatherings in the first volume; a sound set of a scarce novel. 

 

First edition of the author’s “first attempt at a novel,” dedicated by her - much to his dismay 
- to Henry James. James disliked it, and eventually denounced it as “overheated and too 
erotic &c” - Wolff. Paget included characters identifiable, in whole or in part, with Swinburne, 
William Morris, Oscar Wilde, and other contemporaries. At the time, MISS BROWN proved 
rather a failure, but Paget honed her fiction-writing skills to some greater degree of success 
in the genre of supernatural fiction. While not uncommon institutionally (OCLC locates over 
twenty sets), Miss Brown is uncommon in the trade in any semblance of the original binding. 
NCBEL III:1445. WOLFF 5376.   $850.

282. [Paget, Violet]: Lee, Vernon [pseud]: SISTER BENVENUTA AND THE CHRIST CHILD  
AN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LEGEND. New York: Mitchell Kennerley, [1907]. 12mo. Salmon 
cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Ink quotation from Emerson on front free endsheet, cloth 
very slightly darkened at edges, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition, U.S. issue. One of ca. 1100 copies bound up from the 1906 Grant Richards 
sheets, with a cancel title leaf, for publication in the “Little Classics” series. This edition 
precedes the Mosher piracy. 
BOICE 1907.8. NCBEL III:1445.   $75.

 With An Original Collage and Two Planches Refusée
 

283. Papart, Max [illustrator], and André Verdet: LUBÉRON. [Paris]: Aux Dépens d’un Ama-
teur, [1967]. Small folio (38 x 29cm). Loose sheets laid into folding cloth portfolio. Fine, with 
minor wear to tips of portfolio. 

 

First edition. A collection of twelve poems by Verdet, accompanied by seven original etchings 
with aquatint (six in color) by Papart.  One of one hundred numbered copies on Grand Vélin 
de Rives, from a total edition of 113 numbered copies and fifteen hors commerce copies, 
all signed by the author and artist. Although not called for in the justification, this copy is 



accompanied by an extra folio, enclosing an original watercolor and paper collage (24.5 x 
16.5 cm), signed by Papart, two planches refusée, each captioned and signed by Papart, 
and a broadside printing of a considerably longer version of the poem, “Pour une belle aprés 
Mort.”   $3250.

284. [Paper Sample Book]: Dexter, C.H., & Sons: PRINCESS COVER PAPERS ... [cover 
title]. Windsor Locks, CT: C. H. Dexter & Sons, [nd. but ca. 1910s]. [21] leaves all but the rear 
cover being denoted as specimens. Quarto. Stapled and string tied. Rear cover chipped at 
edges with some soiling on verso, a couple of creases, otherwise a bright, very good copy. 

 

A beautiful specimen book from this venerable firm, among the first papermaking firms in the 
US to issue paper sample books. This is an unusually nice example, showcasing one of their 
most famous paper stocks, richly embellished with art nouveau decorations and artwork, as 
well as die-cuts and suggested applications.   $125.

285. Parker, Robert Andrew: YIDDISH LEXICON  VOLUME ONE  WORDS THAT HAVE 
PRACTICALLY ENTERED THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. [New York]: Ink, Inc., 2013. Quarto. 
(298 x 210 mm). Thirty-six handcolored prints from drawings, laid into printed stiff wrapper. Fine 

 

Second state (of three) of the first edition of this always charming and frequently hilarious 
portfolio of hand water-colored prints by Parker illustrating a selection of Yiddish words which 
have become largely assimilated into common usage.  From a total edition of 100 numbered 
copies, signed by the artist on the justification, this is one of an unspecified number of cop-
ies in the published state of the exterior binding, with the upper panel purely typographical, 
and with the extra hand colored image on the back wrapper panel, but with an earlier state 
of the text and illustrations. The glossary of terms printed on the inner rear wrapper panel 
differs from the list in the published state (“Shikse” is not present), a number of the drawings 
have been modified/revised from the versions in the first state, and the “Shikse” plate has 
not replaced the “Shemozzle” plate as it did in the published state.   $375.

286. Parrish, Lydia: SLAVE SONGS OF THE GEORGIA SEA ISLANDS. New York: Creative 
Age Press, 1942. Quarto. Cloth, pictorial onlay. Frontis portrait. Photographs. Ink ownership 
signature on pastedown, binding a trifle bowed, with small abrasion at toe of lower joint; a 
good, sound copy, in worn dust jacket with several chips and a long, creased tear mended 
on the verso. 

 

First edition. Signed by Parrish on the half-title. Introduction by Olin Downes.  Music tran-
scribed by Creighton Churchill and Robert MacGimsey. “A field collection of unique material 
gathered in the anachronistic community of the Sea Islands by an amateur enthusiast over 
a 25-year period from 1912” - Horn. The photographs, many of them credited to Foresta 
Hodgson Wood, are of significant interest. 
HORN 751.   $200.

287. [Paton, Joseph Noel]: POEMS BY A PAINTER. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood 
& Son, 1861. viii,159,[1]pp. Small octavo. Gilt cream cloth. Some light spots and handsoiling 
to cloth, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition of this anonymously published collection, the painter’s first collection (of two).  
This copy is in the second state of the binding, with the gilt ornament in the lower right fore-
corner of the upper board. Inscribed, most likely by one of the author’s several sons, nine 
years after his father’s death: “To J.G.F. from R.N.P. 1910” 
NCBEL III:546.   $125.

288. [Penmaen Press]: FACE TO FACE  TWELVE CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN ARTISTS 
INTERPRET THEMSELVES .... [Great Barrington, MA]: Penmaen - Busyhaus Publications, 
[1985]. Folio (38 x 28 cm). Loose sheets and bifolia laid into cloth clamshell box (42 x 35 
cm) with carved wood-grained spine panel. Fine. 

 



First edition, deluxe boxed issue. Copy #5 
of 250 numbered sets (200 for sale). Intro-
duction by Leonard Baskin. Dedicatory print 
by Lynd Ward. Twelve artists contributed 
original wood-engraved self-portraits and 
autobiographical texts: Fred Becker, Jack 
Coughlin, John DePol, Fritz Eichenberg, 
Raymond Gloeckler, James Grashow, Judith 
Jaidinger, Stefan Martin, Michael McCurdy, 
Barry Moser, Gillian Tyler and Herbert Walker. 
The main illustrative component consists 
of the twelve original self-portrait wood en-
gravings, each numbered and signed by the 
artist, plus Ward’s previously unpublished 
wood engraving (unsigned due to his death), 
plus an additional suite of the engravings, 
with the twelve self-portraits signed (but not 
numbered), plus a another impression of 
Ward’s print. The engravings were printed 
by Harold McGrath on two different weights 
of Mohawk Superfine, after which the blocks 
were cancelled. The original subscriber has 
lightly noted in pencil a typo in the colophon, 
and it is accompanied by several letters and 
prospectus/announcements documenting 
the long gestation period of the project. The 

original retail suggested price was $1600 (less to subscribers), and eventually a number of 
copies were offered (without the special box) at a substantially reduced price.   $1250.

289. [Pennsylvania Station]: THE NEW YORK IMPROVEMENT AND TUNNEL EXTENSION 
OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD. Philadelphia. August 1910. 34pp. plus 22 photographs, 
a folding frontis and folding map. Small octavo. Printed stiff boards.  Offset tanning from the 
frontis to the title and the preliminary blank, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. A portrait in text and photograph of the then just completed pinnacle of railroad 
station construction, including a birds-eye view and a folding panorama of the 7th Avenue 
facade. A capsule view of a North American architectural treasure, now gone and widely 
mourned.   $150.

290. THE PHOENIX  A QUARTERLY. Woodstock, NY: The Maverick Press, Spring 1938 
through Autumn 1938. Volume one, numbers one through three. Bound up in roughly con-
temporary gilt blue buckram, original wrappers bound in. Spine quite bleached from humidity, 
internally fine. Although unmarked, from the library of poet/publisher James Laughlin, Miller’s, 
and some of the contributors’ principal U.S. publisher of the time, with a pencil comment in 
his hand on the upper wrapper of the first number. 

 

Edited by J.P. Cooney, with Henry Miller serving as the European editor for the first two issues. 
An interesting periodical, for the interrelations of some of its contributors, its strong opposi-
tion to WWII, and for its devotion to the world-view of D. H. Lawrence. Contributors to these 
numbers include Lawrence (posthumously), Miller, Fraenkel, Nin, Everson, Kay Boyle, et al. 
HOFFMAN, et al, p.342.   $150.

291. Plath, Sylvia [sourcework], and Marjorie Kellogg [screenwriter]: THE BELL JAR  
SCREENPLAY BY ... BASED ON A NOVEL BY .... New York: Mike Todd / Jerry Brandt / 
Franklin & Weinrib / Milt Felsen Affiliates, 25 July 1974. [1],104 leaves. Quarto. Photome-
chanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Triple-punched and bound with two 
brads. Very good. 

 



Denoted a “first revised draft” of Kellogg’s adaptation to the screen of Plath’s semi-autobio-
graphical novel.  The final film, released in 1979, was directed by Larry Peerce, and starred 
Marilyn Hassett, Julie Harris, Robert Klein, et al.   $225.

292. [Playing Cards]: Da Silva, Henriques: TRATADO DO JÔGO DO BOSTON ... COM A 
HISTÓRIA DAS CARTAS JOGAR. Lisbon: Editorial Ática, 1942. 324,[1]pp. plus errata slip. 
Quarto. Three quarter smooth calf, spine gilt extra, original wrappers bound in. Profusely 
illustrated, including color. Wrappers somewhat soiled, some occasional light foxing or 
smudges in margins, but a good copy. 

 

First edition. Preface by Egas Moniz. Published in an unspecified limited edition (“tiragem 
Limatada”). With the bookplate of bridge-master and collector, Jaime Ortiz Patino. A good 
topical association copy   $275.

294. Pound, Ezra: PATRIA MIA. Chicago: Ralph Fletcher Seymour, [1950]. Cloth. First edi-
tion in book form. Fine in dust jacket. 
GALLUP A63a.   $150.

295. [Pound, Ezra]: McWhirter, Cameron, and Randall L. Ericson [comp]: A SELECTED 
CATALOG OF THE EZRA POUND COLLECTION AT HAMILTON COLLEGE. [Clinton, NY]: 
Hamilton College Library, [2005]. xxix,[1],299,[5]pp. plus errata slip. Stiff printed wrappers. 
Heavily illustrated with photographs, facsimiles, plates (including many in color). New. 

 

First edition of this extensive descriptive catalogue of Hamilton’s remarkable holdings of 
Pound manuscripts, correspondence, printed books, ephemera and other archival material. 
One of five hundred copies. The introduction traces Pound’s long-time association with 
Hamilton, the origin of the collection, and the history of various substantive bequests by 
alumni of material.  Cataloguing of portions of the archival material was undertaken with the 
assistance of Bernard Dew. Recommended.   $20.

296. Powell, Lawrence Clark: THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LAWRENCE [caption title]. 
[Tucson: Saltbush Studio], 1991. Quarto broadside (32 x 21 cm). About fine. 

 

First printing in this format, designed by Ward Ritchie and printed at Saltbush Studio for the 
occasion of Powell’s 85 birthday celebration. An excellent association copy, inscribed by 
Powell for his occasional publisher of later years, Noel Young of the Capra Press. This copy 
has also been signed by Ritchie.   $125.

297. [Pye, Henry James]: THE DEMOCRAT; OR INTRIGUES AND ADVENTURES OF JEAN 
LE NOIR, FROM HIS INLISTMENT AS A DRUMMER IN GENERAL ROCHAMBEAU’S 
ARMY, AND ARRIVAL AT BOSTON, TO HIS HAVING BEEN DRIVEN FROM ENGLAND IN 
1795, AFTER HAVING BORNE A CONSPICUOUS PART IN THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 
.... New York: Printed for James Rivington, 1795. Two volumes in one. xii,136;[4],162pp. 
12mo. Contemporary calf, gilt red label. Surface crack in upper joint, a bit of occasional 
foxing or spotting, 2 x 1 cm tear-drop shaped burn hole in II:107 affecting several words, 
bound without the first half-title; still a good, sound copy. Early ownership signature of John 
Ingraham Jr. of Saybrook. 

 

First U.S. edition of the Poet Laureate’s satirical/picaresque novel, first published in London 
in the same year by the Minerva Press under a considerably briefer title.  A second London 
edition followed in 1796. 
ESTC W37902. EVANS 29375. BLOCK, p.201. SABIN 66861. NCBEL II:679.   $350.

298. Racz, Andre: REIGN OF CLAWS. New York: [Published by the Artist], 1945. [4]pp. plus 
eight copper plate engravings and interleaves. Folio (53.5 x 37 cm). Loose sheets laid into 
wrappers, enclosed in a folding cloth portfolio, stamped in black. Small spot in lower corner 
of upper portfolio board, some creases to tissue interleaves, else about fine. 

 



One of only fifty numbered 
sets, signed by the artist on 
the just i f icat ion,  and wi th 
each individual print signed 
and numbered as well.  The 
upper wrapper incorporates 
yet another engraving (not 
signed). A sequence of strik-
ing engravings (one in color),  
ranging from 4 x 16 to 14 x 10 
inches, printed by the artist 
on Chatham handmade pa-
per, with the prelims printed on 
Japanese handmade paper. A 
fine, early work by the Ruma-
nian-born artist, published con-
temporary with his studies at 
Atelier 17 and the New School 

under Stanley Hayter. The images are strong and angular depictions of crustaceans and 
shells, and were engraved while Racz summered at Vinalhaven, off the coast of Maine.  The 
somewhat literal depictions of the some of the subjects are none the less made captivating 
by the style and techniques characteristic of Racz’s early influences by Hayter, Picasso and 
the surrealists, while others are far less literal and assume an almost monstrous appear-
ance.   $2250.

299. [Raffé, W. G.]: Furst, Herbert: [Publisher’s Maquette, with Original Woodcuts, for:] 
MODERN WOODCUTTERS 8  W.G. RAFFÉ. London: Published at The Little Rooms, [nd. 
but ca. 1920-1]. 16 leaves. Quarto (27 x 21 cm). Sewn in heavy brown paper wrapper, titled 
in manuscript. Some modest hand soiling and darkening to wrapper, glue used to affix the 
woodcuts darkened; still very good. 

 

An original author/publisher’s maquette for this unpublished contribution to the series Furst 
edited 1920-1921. This maquette includes a blocked out area for the preface, followed by 
fourteen leaves, each bearing a tipped-in original black ink woodcut by Raffé, various di-
mensions. Five of the woodcuts are signed by the artist in pencil in the blank margin, two of 
them also being titled by him. Inserted in a fold inside the front wrapper is a manuscript list, 
in pencil, of the titles of the woodcuts, possibly in the hand of the artist. Only the first four 
titles in the projected series were published, all printed at the Morland Press: 1, Gwendolen 
Raverat; 2, Frank Brangwyn, R.A.; 3, T. Sturge Moore; and 4, Edward Wadwsorth.   $450.

300. Rand, William: [Untitled Catalogue of Works and Reviews]. [Madrid: Cuatro Diecisiete 
Galeria or the Artist, 1999]. [37] leaves. Quarto. Printed on rectos only. Plastic comb-bound 
with heavy clear plastic coversheet. About fine. 

 

A curious assemblage, comprised wholly of high quality color photocopies, printed on rectos 
only, including 30 captioned leaves of plates of Rand’s paintings and drawings, plus seven 
leaves of publicity material and a biographical chronology. This copy bear’s Rand’s presenta-
tion inscription on the verso of the first leaf: “for Charles Henri Ford with Love and Affection 
William Rand 1999 Sept. NYC.” An excellent association copy of this overview of work by 
the expatriate American artist.   $125.

301. Ratcliffe, Dorothy Una: NATHANIEL BADDELEY, BOOKMAN  A PLAY FOR THE FIRE-
SIDE IN ONE ACT. Leeds: At the Swan Press, 1924. Quarto. Publisher’s gilt soft greenish-
blue calf, t.e.g. Illustrations by Fred Lawson. Lower tips slightly bumped, otherwise fine in 
chipped plain shipping wrapper. 

 

First edition. One of one hundred numbered copies, printed for private circulation. An en-
tertainment predicated, in part, on the issues associated with the flow of antiquarian books 
from the UK to the U.S. At least a portion of the edition appeared in stiff wrappers.   $150.



302. Ratner, Rochelle: [Typescript of:] “ADOLESCENT ROMANCE.” [New York]. [ca. 1987]. 
225 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript. Punched and bound in plain 
plastic binder, accompanied by a t.l.s. and a t.m., with long signed manuscript postscript. 
Very good. 

 

A very early draft of the novel which was eventually published in 1991 by Coffee House Press 
under the title, The Lion’s Share. The typescript is heavily marked up and annotated through-
out by Ratner’s friend, poet/editor Susan Mernit, in the course of a close reading at Ratner’s 
request.  Ratner’s typed summary of Mernit’s suggestions is present, and is supplemented 
by a later (11/21/92) autograph summary of the reading / critiquing / revising process at work 
here.  The present typescript represents the 8th or 9th draft; Ratner indicates the novel went 
through a total of eighteen drafts before publication. Comparison of the present draft with 
a portion of the published text clearly indicates a substantial evolution of the text between 
this stage and the final text. Accompanied by a brief t.l.s. (NY, 22 Nov. 1992) forwarding the 
lot to be an element in a fundraiser for the National Book Critics’ Circle.
   $550.

303. Rattray, David: A RED-FRAMED PRINT OF THE SUMMER PALACE. New York: Vincent 
Fitz Gerald & Company, 1983. Cloth, paper label. About fine, without printed dust jacket, 
as issued. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with drawings by Peter Thomson. One of 150 numbered copies printed 
on Hosho paper at Wild Carrot Letterpress, with the illustrations on Moriki paper printed by 
Meriden Gravure. Calligraphy by Jerry Kelly. Signed by the author and artist; this copy ad-
ditionally bears the publisher’s presentation inscription.   $385.

304. [Reed Pale Press]: Lamb, Charles: THE CHILD ANGEL  A DREAM. London. 1928. 
12mo. Publisher’s full medium-brown niger morocco, stamped in gilt, t.e.g. by Sangorski & 
Sutcliffe. Color initials. A bit of darkening to edges and endsheets, bookplate, otherwise a 
very good copy. 

 

First printing in this format. One of a total edition of 160 copies printed at the Reed Pale 
Press, of which forty copies were on handmade paper and twelve on “special antique paper,” 
of which this copy is likely one of the latter. An inscribed presentation copy from Edmund W. 
Brooks, the publisher. Brooks farmed out more ambitious subsequent projects to commercial 
printers, but the implication of the colophon is that this was printed by the proprietor. Ordinary 
copies were bound in linen and boards. Not in Ridler or Tomkinson.   $275.

305. Reiner, Imre [artist], and Francois Marie Arouet 
de Voltaire: LA PRINCESSE DE BABILONE. Berne-
Bümpliz: Éditions Les Belles Feuilles, 1942. Small 
folio. Loose signatures, laid into pictorial wrappers. 
Near fine in good quarter vellum chemise and slip-
case, the latter a bit worn, with cracks and bumps 
at a few corners. 

 

First edition thus, illustrated with ten large wood 
engravings, a number of decorated initials, and two 
decorations by Imre Reiner. From a total edition of 220 
copies, this is one of 170 copies on Rives, signed by 
the artist, with an extra suite of the woodcuts on Rives. 
An interesting production by the artist/designer/typog-
rapher.                                                                      $900.

306. [Rexroth, Kenneth]: [WPA]: CALIFORNIA  A 
GUIDE TO THE GOLDEN STATE. New York: Hast-
ings House, 1939. xxxi,713pp. Thick octavo. Cloth. 
Plates and photographs. Bookplate, otherwise near 



fine in lightly sunned and shelfworn, very good pictorial dust jacket with small scrape to the 
front panel. 

 

First edition of this contribution to the WPA American Guide series. The folding map is pres-
ent in the pocket affixed to the rear pastedown. Poet/critic Kenneth Rexroth is credited as 
part of the editorial staff, a publication that precedes his first book. Out of step with many of 
the other volumes in the series, none of the photographs published in this work bear credit-
lines.   $150.

307. [Rexroth, Kenneth]: [WPA]: SAN FRANCISCO  THE BAY AND ITS CITIES. New York: 
Hastings House, 1940. xvii,[2],531pp. Thick octavo. Cloth. Plates and photographs. Some 
slight tanning to pastedowns, otherwise very good to near fine, in good, somewhat shelfworn 
dust jacket with small nicks and two internally mended edge-tears. 

 

First edition of this contribution to the WPA American Guide series. Poet/critic Kenneth Rexroth 
is credited as part of the editorial staff of the Northern California Chapter of the Writers’ 
Project, and in the Preface is acknowledged as one of the chief authors of this volume. His 
first book appeared the same year.   $85.

308. [Rexroth, Kenneth]: ELECTRIC REXROTH [#2]. Nada-Ku, Kobe: TB Design Inst., 1994. 
Whole number two (of 2 published). 12mo. Pictorial wrappers. Illustrated. Usual slight tanning 
to text stock, but very good, though wanting the errata and inserted postcard. 

 

Edited by Tetsuya Taguchi, bound dos-a-dos with a special section guest edited by Doren 
Robbins. In part, a tribute to Rexroth, with contributions by Ginsberg, Rick Jay, Solt, C. H. 
Ford, Ira Cohen, Corman, Laughlin, Malanga and many more, in English and Japanese. 
Contributors to the special section include Bly, Stern, Levine, Eshleman, Bell, et al. The first 
number, a small leaflet, is scarce, and apart from contributors’ copies, such as the one in 
hand, the second number is uncommon in the US.   $125.

309. [Rhodes, Eugene Manlove]: Hutchinson, W. H.: A BAR CROSS MAN  THE LIFE AND 
PERSONAL WRITINGS OF EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES. Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 
[1956]. Large octavo. Cloth. A very good copy in somewhat tanned and soiled dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by Hutchinson on the half-title, based on appearances at 
some point later than publication to an unidentifiable party. However, laid in is a full-page 
friendly t.l.s. from Hutchinson addressed to “Senor, Muy Estimado,” Chico, 7 January 1956, 
about the book, about Rhodes (“fighting Pat Garrett and H.L. Mencken is a trick performed 
by few...”), and asking that the recipient do his best to get the word out about the book. He 
closes: “Forgot to write you, I guess, that I have sold The Proud Sherriff to Gary Cooper, 
thus giving May [Rhodes] some of the long green, but God knows when he will make the 
picture ...” - it was never produced. The identity of the letter’s recipient is potentially deducible 
from the presence of another letter, from the publisher, to Rhodes’ old friend and fellow Book 
Fellow, Vincent Starrett, sending on a publicity photo of Starrett. The photo is present. Also 
present is a chatty half-page t.l. (unsigned) to Rhodes, Denver, 26 December 1927, perhaps 
a retained copy, about the appearance of an article about Rhodes, based on an interview, 
Christmas wishes and other matters. Also present is an undated but relatively early clean 
carbon typescript, single spaced on 31 8.5 x 13” sheets, of Rhodes’s most frequently lauded 
work, “Paso Por Aqui.” If all the material can be traced to Starrett’s former ownership, it is 
just possible that this typescript was sent by Rhodes to Starrett prior to the story’s publica-
tion in the Saturday Evening Post in February 1926.   $250.

310. Rimbaud, Arthur: LE BATEAU IVRE. [West Stockbridge & New York]: Thornwillow Press, 
1992. Folio (47 x 31.5 cm). Loose folded signatures and sheets, laid into half morocco folding 
cloth case. Cloth portions of slipcase lightly shelf-rubbed, otherwise fine. 

 

First printing in this luxurious format, illustrated with twenty-eight drawings by Thierry W. 
Despont, reproduced via offset lithography. The French text is printed in parallel with the 
Louise Varese translation. One of 250 numbered copies printed on rag paper by Michael 
and Winifred Bixler, signed by the artist.   $1800.



311. [Rivera, Diego]: Debroise, Olivier: DIEGO RIVERA  PINTURA DE CABALLETE Y DIBU-
JOS. Mexico City: Fondo Editorial de la Plástica Mexicana, fideicomiso en el Banco Nacional 
del Comercio Exterior, 1986. Folio (45.5 x 37 cm). Cloth. Plates and illustrations (including 
color). Two minute pin tip size spots on free endsheet offset to pastedown, otherwise fine in 
near fine dust jacket with a trace of sunning at edges. 

 

First edition. One of 5000 copies printed. Photographs by Enrique Franco Torrijos. Includes 
excellent reproductions of 112 drawings and paintings. A brilliant survey of the entire breadth 
of Rivera’s career.   $200.

312. [Rivera, Diego (ed)]: MEXICAN FOLK-WAYS VOLUME VI, NUM. 2. Mexico City. 1930. 
Quarto. Pictorial wrapper (after a design by Rivera). Photographs. Wrappers a bit sunned 
and a trace soiled at edges, a couple of small nicks, otherwise very good. 

 

Edited by Frances Toor, with Diego Rivera serv-
ing as Art Editor and in this number, contributor, 
with his article on Mardonio Magaña. A bi-lingual, 
somewhat irregular bimonthly, then quarterly, 
with publication in eight scattered volumes 
spanning  1925-37. One of the most significant 
Mexican periodicals relating, in part, to art from 
the pre-WWII years. 
OCLC: 1757236.                                             $300.

313. [Riverside Press]: Aldrich, Thomas B.: 
FRIAR JEROME’S BEAUTIFUL BOOK A.D. 
1200. [Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1896]. Narrow 
octavo. Full publisher’s medium brown calf, 
stamped pictorially in darker brown, ribbon ties. 
Printed in black and red. Endsheets darkened, 
slight cracking between two gatherings, other-
wise an unusually nice copy, in an imperfect 
pictorial dust jacket missing much of the spine, 
part of the blank lower panel, and the upper 
fore-most corner of the upper panel. 

 

First trade edition in this format, featuring Il-
lustrations and decorations by W.D. Hadaway. 
There were also 275 copies on large paper. 
A popular example of certain tendencies in 
1890s American book arts. This work has been 
tentatively recognized as one of the first books designed by Bruce Rogers after his arrival 
at the Riverside Press. 
FINLAY 31.   $150.

314. Roberts, Verne L., and Ivy Trent: BIBLIOTHECA MECHANICA. New York: Jonathan 
A. Hill, [1991]. xiv,[2],pp. Quarto. Cloth-backed decorated boards. Frontispiece. Illustrations.  
Fine, in modestly tanned original white paper shipping jacket. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 1000 copies (of 1100) designed and set by W. Thomas 
Taylor. Preface by Verne L. Roberts. The Roberts collection presented here features well-
annotated entries for books in the fields of mechanics and biomechanics, material strength, 
and the history of technology, and is among the best references in the field.   $250.

315. [Rogers, Bruce]: Prime, Alfred Coxe [editor]: THE ARTS & CRAFTS IN PHILADELPHIA 
MARYLAND AND SOUTH CAROLINA 1721 - 1785. GLEANINGS FROM NEWSPAPERS. 
Topsfield, MA: The Walpole Society, 1929. xii,323,[5]pp. Large octavo. Brown paper spine 
and light tan boards, paper label, t.e.g..  Frontis and plates. Some light dust smudging to 



the boards and slight tanning to the spine label, small faint spot to spine, slight offset from 
the portrait to the title, otherwise very good and partially unopened. This copy wants the 
slipcase, but bears ownership inscription of Rhode Island architect and historian Norman 
M. Isham, one of the then 26 listed members of the Society, dated upon publication, on the 
front free endsheet. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of a total of 600 copies printed after a design by Bruce Rog-
ers at the Wayside Press, of which 100 copies were specially printed on BR All Rag Paper. A 
pencil note in an unknown hand denotes this as one of the “1/40 NFS,” and the prospectus is 
laid in (somewhat creased). A good association copy of this invaluable reference to decorative 
arts and trades in the Southern colonies and early federal states.  A second series appeared 
in 1932.   $150.

316. Roosevelt, Theodore: AFRICAN GAME TRAILS  AN ACCOUNT OF THE AFRICAN 
WANDERINGS OF AN AMERICAN HUNTER-NATURALIST. New York: Charles Scribner’s 
Sons, 1910. Large, thick octavo. Gilt lettered brown cloth, t.e.g., others rough-trimmed. 
Frontis, plates, maps and illustrations. Spine sunned, slight bumps to spine ends, otherwise 
a very good copy. 

 

First edition, first printing, with the Scribner Press imprint on the verso of the title. One of 
an edition of 20,200 copies. The ‘Subscriber’s Edition’ of 500 copies, bearing the Conkey 
imprint on the verso of the title, appeared two months later. 
SCRIBNER FIRSTS 260.   $275.

317. Rossetti, Christina, and Laurence Housman [illus]: GOBLIN MARKET. London: Macmil-
lan & Co., 1893. Quarto (27 x 18 cm). Pale olive cloth, paper spine label. Illustrations and 
plates. Cloth somewhat tanned and spotted, crown of spine and spine label worn, internally 
(apart from the almost inevitable faint foxing early and late and at edges), a very good copy. 

 

First edition with Housman’s illustrations, the uncommon large paper issue. One of 160 
copies printed in this large format, edges untrimmed. Housman’s contribution consists of 
thirty-three text illustrations and decorations, and four full-page and four double-page plates. 
In both this issue, and in the much smaller format trade issue, one of the most celebrated 
illustrated British trade publications of its decade. 
ENGEN, p.152.   $450.

318. Rossetti, Dante Gabriel [ed & trans]: THE EARLY ITALIAN POETS FROM CIULLO 
D’ALCAMO TO DANTE ALIGHIERI (1100-1200-1300) IN THE ORIGINAL METRES  TO-
GETHER WITH DANTE’S VITA NUOVA. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1861. xxxvi,464,[2]
pp. Original black vertically ribbed cloth, ruled and lettered in gilt, edges rough-trimmed. 
Cloth lightly rubbed, a few very minor nicks at the spine ends, a bit of offset to the coated 
brown endsheets, but a quite nice copy, very good or better. 

 

First edition of this early work by Rossetti, his first regularly published book, preceded by 
his contributions to The Germ, and the privately printed Sir Hugh the Heron. Published in 
an edition of about 600 copies. This copy exhibits the uncorrected state of p.352 (i.e. ‘252’); 
the normal array of cancels appear. A prototype for a wood engraved frontis/title is inserted 
in a handful of copies (Tinker’s second copy, etc) but was not included in the formally pub-
lished book. 
ROSSETTI 9. ASHLEY LIBRARY IV:113-4. NCBEL III:491. FREDEMAN 23.3. TINKER 
1810.   $500.

319. Rossetti, Dante Gabriel: POEMS. Boston: Roberts Bros., 1870. viii,280pp. plus 4pp. of 
reviews of the UK edition inserted in front. Terracotta cloth, lettered and decorated in gilt. 
A few corner creases, uniform tanning to the margins of the textblock consistent with the 
quality of paper, spine end slightly worn, otherwise very good. 

 

First US edition of Rossetti’s first trade collection. A careful hand has dated in pencil each 
of the various reviews of the UK edition that are collected in the 4pp. preliminary insert.
   $125.



320. Rossetti, William Michael: SWINBURNE’S POEMS AND BALLADS.  A CRITICISM. 
London: John Camden Hotten, 1866. vi,[7]-80,10,6pp. Small octavo. Fine-grained plum cloth, 
side panels ruled in blind with central blindstamped frame, spine lettered in gilt with gilt orna-
ment and rules, coated brown endsheets. Cloth very slightly rubbed and darkened, extreme 
edges of the endsheets a bit faded, bookplate, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, in the variant binding exhibiting a slightly higher level 
of finish than the more common binding of green cloth, but without gilt top edges. 
WISE (SWINBURNE) IV:1. COLBECK II:703.   $100.

321. [Rydal Press]: Curtin, L. S. M.: BY THE PROPHET OF THE EARTH. Santa Fe: San 
Vincente Foundation, Inc., [1949]. 158,[2]pp. plus original color serigraph plate and eight 
photographs. Large octavo. Decorated printed wrapper over boards. Illustrations. The vul-
nerable and impractical spine is a bit sunned and rubbed, but a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition. Designed by Merle Armitage and printed at the Rydal Press, with text illustra-
tions by Gerri Chandler. The serigraph was hand-printed by Louie Ewing. Foreword by Odd 
S. Halseth. A relatively late Rydal imprint, but an early and important production associated 
with the Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe, under the directorship of Willard Hougland.
   $225.

322. Sackville-West, V.: ANDREW MARVELL. London: Faber & Faber, [1929]. Octavo. Yel-
low cloth, lettered in gilt, t.e.g. Cloth a trifle hand/dust soiled, internally fine. Issued without 
printed dust jacket. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 75 numbered copies, specially printed on handmade paper 
and specially bound, signed by the author. The first volume in “The Poets on the Poets” 
series. By virtue of the limitation, somewhat uncommon in this signed issue. 
CROSS & RAVENSCROFT-HULME A18.b.   $600.

323. Salt, Waldo [screenwriter]: BEAU BRUMMEL [wrapper title]. Culver City: Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer / Loew’s Inc., 11 November 1939. [1],128 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, 
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in printed and variously stamped studio wrappers, printed 
label. Some small chips and tears to label and wrapper extremities, otherwise very good, 
internally near fine. 

 

An unspecified draft of this unproduced, original (though drawing on precedents) screenplay 
by Salt, undertaken rather early in his career, at a point when IMDB records he had only 
one credited and two uncredited produced films under his belt. In April 1951 Salt was called 
before the HUAC, and then placed on the Black List.  After struggling for a decade and a 
half with often-pseudonymous television writing and commercial work, in 1969 he wrote the 
award-winning screenplay for Midnight Cowboy. Subsequent credits included Serpico, 
The Day of the Locust, and Coming Home. In 1987, just prior to his death, he received 
the WGA Laurel Award in recognition of his achievements. The upper wrapper is stamped 
in succession, noting the transition of this copy from “Temporary Complete” to “Vault Copy.”
   $750.

324. Sanford, John [pseud. of Julian Shapiro]: A KEEPSAKE FOR JOHN SANFORD ON 
THE OCCASION OF HIS EIGHTY-SECOND BIRTHDAY - MAY 31, 1986 [caption title]. [Np: 
Privately Printed], 1986. Quarto broadside (34 x 25.5 cm). Printed in plum-red on pale gray 
stock. Faint crease in one margin, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition in this format, limited issue. Copy #1 of fifteen numbered copies, signed by the 
author. A fitting presentation of Sanford’s remarks the previous month on the occasion of 
his receipt of a PEN Award for THE COLOR OF THE AIR. Uncommon in this signed issue.
   $150.

325. Santiago, Daniel: ALFABETO NO PLURAL [caption title]. [Brazil? ca. 1979?]. Folio 
typographic broadside (65 x 47 cm). Folded for mailing, with canceled Brazilian ordinary 
postage stamps on verso, otherwise very good. 

Exemplar 109 of 500 numbered copies, signed with initials by the artist.   $175.



326. [Sassoon, Siegfried]: THE DAFFODIL MURDERER  BEING THE CHANTREY PRIZE 
POEM.  By “Saul Kain” [pseud]. London: John Richmond Ltd., 1913. Stiff orange wrapper, 
printed in red. Slight tanning to wrapper edges, split at top of upper joint, tiny chip at toe of 
spine, a marginal finger smudge or two, otherwise a very good copy, without the foxing often 
encountered in copies of this title. 

 

First edition of Sassoon’s anonymous parody of Masefield, published in an edition of one 
thousand copies, with a pseudonymous prefatory note, signed “William Butler,” by the pub-
lisher, poet T. W. H. Crosland. Though Sassoon underwrote the publication expenses, this 
was the first of his books not to be privately printed. 
KEYNES A10.   $400.

 Inscribed to Nellie Burton
 

327. Sassoon, Siegfried: THE OLD HUNTSMAN AND OTHER POEMS. London: Heinemann, 
[1917]. Paper over boards, printed spine label. An unusually nice, near fine copy, in the 
uncommon printed dust jacket which is very slightly chipped around the crown of the spine. 

 

First edition, being one of 740 copies for 
distribution in the UK from a total printing of 
1000 copies. Sassoon’s second formal trade 
collection, including, of course, many of his key 
war poems appearing in book form for the first 
time. This is a good association copy, inscribed 
by Sassoon on the free endsheet: “For ‘Burton’ 
with all good wishes from Siegfried Sassoon 
May 1917.” The recipient was Nellie Burton, 
Robert Ross’ landlady, and close friend of 
Sassoon, Graves, et al. Formal publication 
took place on 3 May. The tipped-in errata is 

present, but this copy does not bear Sassoon’s manuscript corrections to those errata as 
was his occasional practice in presentation copies of this book. 
KEYNES A15a. REILLY (WWI), p. 285.   $3750.

 Inscribed to J.M. Barrie
 

328. Sassoon, Siegfried: COUNTER-ATTACK AND OTHER POEMS. London: William 
Heinemann, 1918. Original red and orange wrappers, neatly and sympathetically rebacked 
in light tan paper with spine lettering, Usual slight tanning to text block, small chip from lower 
corner of rear wrapper, but a good copy. Folding cloth clamshell box with gilt lettered label. 

 

First edition (1500 copies printed) of the first public printing in book form of many of Sas-
soon’s most significant war poems. Inscribed by Sassoon on the half-title: “To J.M. Barrie 
with admiration from Siegfried Sassoon May 1919.” Additionally, Sassoon has made seven 
corrections in the text in pencil. The circumstances of the presentation can be fairly confi-
dently nailed down: Sassoon had assisted in various ways with the preparation of the first 
number of The Owl, the lavish literary periodical edited by his close friend Robert Graves. 
There was a deluxe issue of 24 copies to be signed by the contributors, and in Siegfried’s 
Journey (1945, pp.147-8), Sassoon relates how he took 24 copies of the newly minted May 
publication to Thomas Hardy for his signature. Hardy had contributed and was then staying 
with Sir James Barrie.  It seems possible, if not probable, that Sassoon presented this gift 
to Barrie on that occasion, or, if not that day, immediately thereafter. 
KEYNES A17a. REILLY, p.285. BLUNDEN, et al, p.9.   $2750.

329. [Sassoon, Siegfried]: Waley, Arthur [trans]: A HUNDRED AND SEVENTY CHINESE 
POEMS. London: Constable and Co., 1918. Linen and boards. Spine a bit dull otherwise a 
good, sound copy. 

 



First edition. A very interesting association copy, from the library of Siegfried Sassoon (the 
posthumous library dispersal monogram label appears on the pastedown). The free endsheet 
bears an inscription recording Sassoon’s receipt of this book: “SS [monogram] d.d. RSM  
August 1918.” The date is auspicious, as it is the month following Sassoon’s return to the 
Front and his receipt of a head wound as the consequence of friendly fire while holding the 
trenches at St. Venant on 13 July. The donor was Roderick Sinclair Meiklejohn, Sassoon’s 
friend and his occasional visitor during his recovery at the American Red Cross hospital at 
Lancaster Gate -- he comes in for mention in the text of Sassoon’s August letter to Robert 
Graves, which Graves made public in Good-Bye To All That, and that circulated after the 
text’s suppression in the form of the infamous “Suppressed Poem.” On 15 August, after 
Sassoon began to be allowed out on day release from the hospital, he dined with Wilfred 
Owen and Meiklejohn at the Reform Club, another potential occasion for the gift being made. 
Sassoon affixed to the verso of the half-title the clipped front panel pictorial design from 
the dust jacket of Firbank’s Inclinations (1916) by Albert Rutherston. One poem, “Business 
Men,” on page 95 bears a marginal highlight, and a periodical clipping of Osbert Sitwell’s 
“The Eternal Club” is laid in -- it appeared for the first time in The Nation in August 1918.
   $450.

330. [Sassoon, Siegfried]: LINGUAL EXERCISES FOR ADVANCED VOCABULARIANS. By 
the Author of “Recreations.” Cambridge: Privately printed at the University Press, 1925. 
Polished tan buckram. About fine, in good board slipcase with loss to one end panel and a 
patch of soiling. 

 

First edition. One of ninety-nine copies printed (the entire edition), signed by Sassoon with 
his monogram.  As is customary with this book, the recipient’s name is written in by Sassoon 
above the limitation statement; this copy bears his presentation inscription: “Nellie Burton, 
with love from SS [monogram].”  The recipient was Nellie Burton, Robert Ross’ landlady, 
and close friend of Sassoon, Graves, et al. The pencil note “affectionate” (not in Sassoon’s 
hand) appears somewhat cryptically on the free endsheet. 
KEYNES A23.   $1500.

 Fine Association Copy.
 

331. Sassoon, Siegfried: THE HEART’S JOURNEY. New York & London: Crosby Gaige / 
Heinemann, 1927. Large octavo. Cloth and blue boards, gilt label. Near fine, in good printed 
dust jacket which shows some spotting and soiling along the fore-portions of the top and 
lower panels. 

 

First edition.  One of 590 (of 599) copies, designed by Bruce Rogers, and signed by the 
author. A very good association copy, with a humorous inscription by Sassoon to Sacheverell 
Sitwell and his wife: “Georgia & Sachie with love from Methusaleh [sic] Sâchem  May 14th 
1928.” Below the inscription Sassoon affixed a gold foil fish, and on pp. 14 and 25, he made 
ink revisions, the former a deletion of a single word, the later a revision amounting to three 
words in “The Power and the Glory.”  Sassoon met the Sitwells through Robert Ross in 1917, 
and though his relations with Osbert were somewhat strained in later years, resulting in a 
period of distance (eventually reconciled) between Sassoon, Edith and Sacheverell, they 
played important parts in both his literary and his personal life.  Georgiana and Sacheverell 
were instrumental in connecting up Sassoon with Stephen Tennant on the occasion of their 
son’s christening at Lambeth. 
KEYNES A28a. REILLY, p.285.   $1850.

332. Sassoon, Siegfried: VIGILS. [Np]. 1934. Small quarto. Full publisher’s Niger morocco, 
t.e.g., by Gray & Son. Usual offset to edges of endsheets from binding turn-ins and some tan-
ning to endsheet gutters, bookplate removal shadow on front pastedown, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. One of 272 copies, from a total edition of 303 copies printed from copperplates 
engraved by Charles Sigrist, with an engraved title-page design by Stephen Gooden, num-
bered and signed by Sassoon.   $500.



 Inscribed to Its Subject
 

333. [Sassoon, Siegfried]: Pinto V. de Sola: SIEGFRIED SASSOON [caption title]. [Oxford]: 
Reprinted from English The Magazine of the English Association II:10, [nd. but 1939]. pp. 
215 - 224. Quarto. Printed wrappers. Near fine. 

 

First separate issue, as an author’s offprint. Inscribed by the author in the upper margin of 
the first leaf: “Siegfried Sassoon from his one time second-in-command. V. de. S. P. 25 April, 
1939.” There is a one word insertion in the text in his hand as well.   Pinto was Sassoon’s 
second-in-command with the Royal Welch Fusiliers in France, and turns up in Sherston’s 
Progress as Velmore. This consideration of Sassoon’s career to date was precipitated by 
the publication of The Old Century. 
NCBEL IV:339.   $375.

334. Sauvage, Sylvain [illus], and Pierre Louys: CONTES ANTIQUES. Paris: Éditions du 
Bois Sacré, 1929. clxxxiii,[1]pp. Small folio.  (225 x 255 mm). Printed wrappers. Frontis. Il-
lustrated with original colored engravings, ornamental initials, and with decorative head and 
tail-pieces in color. Two leaves show minor marginal foxmarks, Fine, but without the slipcase. 

 

First edition with these illustrations From an edition of 237 copies, this is one of 185 num-
bered copies on vélin de Montval Spécial. Sauvage’s thirty-two highly stylized copperplate 
engravings were executed in collaboration with D.-A. Maillart, and printed by P. Haasen. A 
luxurious example of Sauvage’s art nouveau style at its very best. 
MONOD 7389. TALVART & PLACE (Louys) 34.   $2000.

335. Sauvage, Sylvain [illustrator], and Albert Samain: CONTES  XANTHIS DIVINE BON-
TEMPS HYALIS ROVÈRE AT ANGISÈLE. Paris: [The Artist], 1926. Large octavo. Pictorial 
stiff wrappers. Illustrations and plates. Tasteful collector’s bookplate on front free endsheet, 
occasional slight offset from plates to facing pages, otherwise fine in slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition in this format, illustrated with delicately colored copperplate engravings (five of 
them hors-texte) by Sylvain Sauvage. From a total edition of 256 copies, this is one of 180 
numbered copies on vergé d’Arches. 
MONOD 10117.   $850.



336. [Schamberg, Morton Livingston]: Wolf, Ben: MORTON LIVINGSTON SCHAMBERG  A 
MONOGRAPH. Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, [1963]. Quarto. Cloth. Plates and 
photographs. Ink name, else a very good copy, in price-clipped, nicked and lightly soiled 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this pioneering study, inscribed and signed by the author. Schamberg was a 
Philadelphia modernist painter who died, age 37, in the flu epidemic of 1918. He was a close 
friend of Charles Sheeler, with whom he shared a studio, and exhibited at the Armory Show 
of 1913. He work was admired by Duchamp, Quinn, McBride, Arensberg, among others.
   $50.

337. Schiller, Lawrence: [Original Still Photograph of James Earl Jones]. [Np. 1970]. 
Original b & w silver print on double-weight stock, portrait orientation, 34 x 23 cm (13.5 x 9 
inches) with extended left border. Minor use to tips, not approaching image, else about fine. 

 

A superb portrait of Jones in his role as Jack Jefferson in the 1970 film, The Great White 
Hope, by the photographer / author / film director. The film was directed by Martin Ritt, 
based on Howard Sackler’s adaptation of his own play. Among Schiller’s several significant 
accomplishments are his well-known portraits of the icons of the 1960s - the Kennedys, 
Marilyn Monroe, Robert Redford, Paul Newman, Timothy Leary, et al. With Schiller’s credit/
agency stamp on the verso, along with the stamp of Transworld Feature Syndicate.   $250.

338. Schuman, Robert [composer], and Joan Busing [illustrator]: A WOMAN’S LOVE AND 
LIFE  SONG CYCLE ... ON EIGHT POEMS BY ADELBERT VON CHAMISSO. New York: 
Vincent Fitzgerald & Company, 1989. Folio (39 x 30 cm). Loose bifolia laid into decorated 
paper over boards clamshell box. Fine. 

 

First edition in this format. Illustrated with original color etchings and collages by Joan Bus-
ing. One of fifty numbered copies, printed at Wild Carrot Letterpress and Allethaire Press on 
Dieu Donné paper, with calligraphy by Jerry Kelly. Original German text printed parallel with 
a translation and introduction by Michael Feingold. Musical interpretation by Judith Busing; 
a live performance of same - with Joan Morris and William Bolcom - is enclosed on an audio 
cassette specially fitted into the clamshell box. Signed on the justification by Feingold and 
Busing.   $2000.

339. [Schwitters, Kurt]: Heimbach, Paul: ZIGARREN  IN ERINNERUNG AN KURT SCHWIT-
TERS  CIGARREN (ELEMENTAR). Köln: [The Artist], 1992. Loose sheets, leaflets, and an 
accordion-fold, enclosed in a Biddies Cigar box (9 x 8.5 cm). Fine. 

 

First edition of this multi-element artist’s book. One of 100 numbered copies, signed by 
Heimbach. Includes an excerpt from Nina Kandinsky’s “Kandinsky und ich” about Schwitters; 
“Cigarren [elementar]”, a concrete poem by Schwitters; repeated variations of the word “zigar-
ren”, printed on commercial vellum tracing paper, and other concrete poetry by Heimbach. 
  $125.

340. [Science Fiction Theatre]: Nibley, Sloan [screenwriter]: SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE 
#31B “POSTCARD FROM BARCELONA” [caption title]. [Los Angeles: ZIV Television Pro-
ductions, 1955]. [2],36 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. 
Punched for binding. Some occasional marginal discolorations, a couple of margins slightly 
frayed; very good. 

 

Aired on 25 November 1955 as episode 31 of the first season of this pioneering television 
anthology series (1955-1957) hosted by Truman Bradley. This episode was directed by Alvin 
Ganzer, and the script based on a story by Tom Gries and co-producer Ivan Tors.   $225.

341. Seligmann, Kurt, and Pierre Courthion: MÉTIERS DES HOMMES. [Paris]: GLM, [1936]. 
Quarto. Printed wrappers, bolt bound. Wraps a bit dust soiled, toe of spine bumped, but a 
good copy. 

 



First edition, ordinary issue. One of five hundred numbered copies on vélin, from a total 
edition of 530. Illustrated with fifteen engravings, reproduced via phototype, by Seligmann.
   $250.

342. [Senior, Nassau William (his copy)]: Garnier, Joseph [intro and notes]: Lamartine, Alphonse 
de; Victor Considerant; A. de Tocqueville, et al: LE DROIT AU TRAVAIL  A L’ASSEMBLÉE 
NATIONALE, RECUEIL COMPLET DE TOUS LES DISCOURS PRONONCÉS DANS CETTE 
MÉMORABLE DISCUSSION .... Paris: Chez Guillaumin et Cie, 1848. xxiv,455,[1]pp. Con-
temporary three-quarter calf, spine elaborately gilt extra. Extremities worn, but sound, light 
foxing, fore-edges of two leaves left only partially trimmed when bound, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition of this edited and annotated record of the proceedings of the Assemblée Natio-
nale, convened during the closing months of 1848, in the wake of the February Revolution, 
to draw up a new constitution. The addresses of the prominent members of the Assembly 
are printed, among them those of Lamartine, A. de Tocqueville, Victor Considerant, Thiers, 
Proudhon, and many, many others. This copy bears the contemporary ink ownership signature 
in the top margin of the title of prominent British political economist and attorney, N[assau] 
W[illiam Senior (1790-1864), Alexis de Tocqueville’s good friend and correspondent. 
GOLDSMITHS 36071.   $850.

343. Sergent, Jean Jacques (a.k.a. “Sergent 
Fulbert”) [printer], and [Francois Rabelais] Al-
cofrybas Nasier, Roy des Dipsodes [text]: IN-
SCRIPTION MISE SUR LA GRANDE PORTE 
DE THÉLÈME. [Cléry: Sergent Fulbert, 1995]. 
Square small octavo. Printed wrapper over stiff 
handmade paper wrappers. Printed in red and 
black. Fine in publisher’s box with pastepaper 
onlays on upper panel. 
 

Copy #62 of an unspecified number of copies 
of this typographic jeu d’esprit in tribute to 
Rabelais. The OCLC/Worldcat entry, based 
on the copy at the Bib. Sainte-Genevieve, 
calls for an edition of 59 copies on vélin de 
Rives, plus an unspecified number of copies 
hors commerce, and attributes the case to 
Marie-Christine Kréziak. A characteristic work 
by one of the most respected non-traditional 
French typographers/designers of his genera-

tion.  According to some references, Sergent (1945 - 2011) produced well over 300 different 
titles from his press, including works by Beckett, Michaux, Aragon, Satie, etc, 
OCLC: 868886006.   $250.

344. Shahn, Ben: [Vintage World War II Poster Captioned:] THIS IS NAZI BRUTALITY .... 
Washington, DC: GPO / Office of War Information, 1942. Folio broadside (38 x 28”; 97 x 72 
cm scant). Printed by offset lithography in colors, with OWI/GPO imprint and date in extreme 
lower margin. Professionally linen mounted, lower margin with imprint retained, top and side 
margins trimmed. With signs of minor color fill at apexes of top folds, but otherwise a very 
good to fine, bright example. Rolled. 

 

An exceptionally powerful image, prepared by Shahn in response to the massacre at Lidice, 
depicting a shackled and hooded man against a brick wall, with the dated newswire report 
of the Lidice massacre superimposed over the figure, and the brilliant red caption: “This is 
Nazi Brutality.” Shahn worked for the OWI from the Autumn of 1942 until the Summer of the 
following year, and although he produced a number of images for the agency, only two were 
actually utilized -- the others were dismissed as too violent, or as not sufficiently appropri-
ate to the topic of the home front.  Shortly thereafter, he began his work with the CIO-PAC.
   $950.



345. Shakespeare, William: SHAKESPEARE’S THE MERCHANT OF VENICE PRINTED 
FROM THE FOLIO OF 1623. London: [Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press for Ernest 
Benn Limited], 1923. xxxviii,[2],97[2]pp. Small folio (32.5 x 25 cm). Richly bound in full dark 
brown morocco by Zaehnsdorf (with their extra gilt signet on the rear pastedown), raised 
bands, elaborately gilt side panels within blindstamped rules, t.e.g., others untrimmed.  A 
few trivial rubs to joints, spine a trace sunned, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition in this format, deluxe issue, published as an element in the “Player’s Shake-
speare,” edited and introduced by Harley-Granville Barker. This volume includes color collotype 
plates by Thomas Lowinsky and line blocks by Emery Walker. This is one of one hundred 
numbered deluxe copies printed on Batchelor’s Kelmscott handmade paper, specially bound, 
and signed by Lowinsky, Albert Rutherston (the series art editor) and Barker. Zaehnsdorf 
bound the one hundred copies in one of two fashions, in morocco, gilt extra, as here, and 
in gilt vellum.   $850.

346. Shakespeare, William: SHAKESPEARE’S THE TRAGEDY OF CYMBELINE PRINTED 
FROM THE FOLIO OF 1623. London: [Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press for Ernest 
Benn Limited], 1923. lvii,[3],134,[1]pp. Small folio (32.5 x 25 cm). Richly bound in full dark 
brown morocco by Zaehnsdorf (with their extra gilt signet on the rear pastedown), raised 
bands, elaborately gilt side panels within blindstamped rules, t.e.g., others untrimmed.  A 
few trivial rubs to joints, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition in this format, deluxe issue, published as an element in the “Player’s Shake-
speare,” edited and introduced by Harley-Granville Barker. This volume includes five color 
collotypes by Albert Rutherston (who was art editor of the series) as well as a number of 
line blocks by Emery Walker. This is one of one hundred numbered deluxe copies printed 
on Batchelor’s Kelmscott handmade paper, specially bound, and signed by Rutherston and 
Barker. Zaehnsdorf bound the one hundred copies in one of two fashions: in morocco, gilt 
extra, and full vellum.   $850.

347. Shakespeare, William: THE NORTON FACSIMILE  THE FIRST FOLIO OF SHAKE-
SPEARE. New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1968. Large, thick quarto. Half publisher’s red 
leather, gilt extra, t.e.g. Pencil gift note on front blank, otherwise about fine in slightly sunned 
slipcase. Prospectus laid in. 

 

First edition thus. Edited by Charles Hinman. An “ideal” photo-facsimile, drawing on a field 
of thirty copies as source copies for the facsimile plates.   $250.

348. [Shaw, George Bernard]: Henderson, Archibald: IS BERNARD SHAW A DRAMATIST?  
A SCIENTIFIC, BUT IMAGINARY SYMPOSIUM IN THE NEO-SOCRATIC MANNER .... New 
York & London: Mitchell Kennerley, 1929. Cloth, paper spine label. Photogravure frontispiece. 
Fine in glassine wrapper and very faintly hand smudged slipcase. 

 

First edition. One of 1000 numbered copies printed at the Georgian Press. One of the very 
last Mitchell Kennerley imprints from the original incarnation of the firm (two other titles ap-
peared in 1929). 
BOICE 1929.2.   $75.

 Inscribed to One of the “Immortals”
 

349. [Shaw, George Bernard]: Henderson, Archibald: CONTEMPORARY IMMORTALS. New 
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1930. Gilt red cloth. Frontis and portraits. Spine gilding a 
bit dull, light handsoiling to cloth, else a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition. A fine association copy, inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “For 
George Bernard Shaw -- one of these Contemporary Immortals Himself -- In Person -- with 
cordial regards from a friend of long standing.  Archibald Henderson  Fordere [?] -- 1930.”  
An essay on Shaw, subtitled “The World’s Greatest Living Writer,” appears on pp. 83-96 of 
this book.  Other subjects include Einstein (to whom the book is dedicated), Gandhi, Edison, 



Curie, Kipling, Mussolini and Marconi. Henderson (1877 - 1963), was an ardent American 
admirer of Shaw, which evolved into friendship, and a sequence of critical and biographical 
works.   $450.

350. Shields, Alan: TAILS OF BRAVE ULYSS-
ES [cover title]. [Madison, WI: Shenanigan 
Press Ltd and the Omar Space Corp, Ltd., 
1972]. Portfolio of ten mixed media prints (20 
x 16cm), enclosed in screen-printed fiber paper 
over stiff card portfolio. One internal plain card 
fold-in flap in portfolio torn, portfolio paper 
covering (perhaps naturally) a bit frayed with a 
couple small chips; the prints are in fine state. 
 

A scarce, early portfolio of Shields’s work, 
limited to ten copies, with each print signed 
and dated on the verso by the artist. Shields 
(1944 - 2006) was widely known for his col-
orful prints and collages, which often involve 
multiple processes such as stitching, dyeing, 
application of fabrics or other materials, and 
screen-printing. This is a very uncommon 
portfolio exhibiting an early approach to his 
characteristic methods. 
Acton, Jones Road Print Shop And Stable 
1971 - 1982: A Catalogue Raisonné, 78.
   $3000.

351. Simic, Charles: WHAT THE GRASS SAYS. POEMS ... WITH 12 PRINTS BY JOAN 
ABELSON. Santa Cruz: Kayak, [1967]. Large octavo. Printed pictorial wrappers.  Fore-tips 
slightly bumped, usual tanning, but very good or somewhat better. 

 

First edition of the poet’s first book. One of 1000 copies published as an offshoot from George 
Hitchcock’s important periodical.   $175.

 Inscribed to Sassoon
 

352. Sitwell, Edith: BATH. London: Faber & Faber, [1932]. Large octavo. Gilt cloth, t.e.g. 
Frontis and dust jacket design by Rex Whistler. Portrait and plates. Some foxing to fore-edges, 
otherwise near fine and largely unopened, in very good, lightly smudged and used dust jacket. 

 

First edition, UK issue (one of ca. 1500 copies thus). Inscribed on the front free endsheet: 
“Siegfried Sassoon from Edith Sitwell.” Sassoon and Edith Sitwell connected as early as 
1917, when through Robert Ross, she wrote to him at Craiglockhart to commend him on his 
anti-war statement. There ensued a long acquaintance, made difficult by Sassoon’s animos-
ity toward Osbert. In 1930, she wrote him in the wake of a lapse in their friendship: “...you 
were one of my most intimate friends, and I have missed you more than I can say....” The 
following year she dedicated Jane Barston, one of her poems in the original Ariel Poems 
series, to him. The posthumous library dispersal monogram label appears on the pastedown. 
Surprisingly uncommon in decent condition these days, wholly apart from the particular as-
sociation value of this copy. 
FIFOOT EA24A.   $850.

 Sort of A Dedication Copy
 

353. Sitwell, Osbert: WRACK AT TIDESEND. A BOOK OF BALNEARICS.... London: Mac-
millan & Co., 1952. Cloth.  Light sunning to cloth, but a very good copy in lightly used dust 
jacket with foxing and tears to rear panel. 

 



First edition. Inscribed by the author: “For Alice, to whom page 65 is dedicated from Osbert. 
May 5:1952.” The poem on page 65, “Summer Idyll,” is dedicated “For Alice Hunt.” 
FIFOOT OA50.   $150.

354. Skira, Albert [pub]: MINOTAURE  REVUE ARTISTIQUE ET LITTERAIRE [Whole Num-
ber 1]. Paris: Editions Albert Skira, 1933. Whole number one (of 13 published in 11 issues). 
Quarto. Pictorial wrappers (after a design by Picasso). Heavily illustrated with photographs 
and drawings. Wrappers chipped at spine and loose, with clean long tear in upper wrapper, 
a bit dusty, still a good candidate for binding. Prospectus laid in. 

 

Edited by Albert Skira and E. Teriade.  The premiere number of one of the most lavish art and 
literary periodicals of its era, over its life including strong representation of surrealism and 
other movements. Contributions to this number include works by Picasso, Reverdy, Eluard, 
Breton, Crevel, Masson, Dali, Weil, De Sade, Raynal, et al.   Sold.

355. Skira, Albert [pub]: MINOTAURE  REVUE ARTISTIQUE ET LITTERAIRE [Whole Num-
ber 2]. Paris: Editions Albert Skira, 1933. Whole number two (of 13 published in 11 issues). 
Quarto. Pictorial wrappers (after a design by G. - L. Roux). Heavily illustrated with photographs. 
Wrappers modestly dust-soiled and foxed toward edges, slight, narrow discoloration along 
lower joint, shallow chips at crown and toe of spine, otherwise very good. 

 

Edited by Albert Skira and E. Teriade.  One of the most lavish art and literary periodicals of 
its era, over its life including strong representation of surrealism and other movements. This 
is a special issue, devoted to “Mission Dakar-Djibouti 1931-1933.”   $200.

356. Skira, Albert [pub]: MINOTAURE  RE-
VUE ARTISTIQUE ET LITTERAIRE [Whole 
Number 7]. Paris: Editions Albert Skira, 1935 
Whole number seven (of 13 published in 11 
issues). Quarto. Pictorial wrappers (after a 
design by Miro). Heavily illustrated with pho-
tographs. Crown of lower joint snagged (ca. 
25 mm) with surface scrape around snag, 
otherwise very good. 

 

Edited by Albert Skira and E. Teriade.  One of 
the most lavish art and literary periodicals of 
its era, over its life including strong represen-
tation of surrealism and other movements. 
Contributors to this number include Miro, 
Man Ray, Michaux, Eluard, Raynal, Caillois, 
Breton, Dali, Balthus, Read et al.   
$400.

357. Skira, Albert [ed & pub]: ANTHOLO-
GIE DU LIVRE ILLUSTRÉ PAR LES PEIN-
TRES ET SCULPTEURS DE L’ÉCOLE DE 
PARIS.... Genève: Éditions Albert Skira, 
[1944]. xxiii,[1],[4],119,[2]pp. plus ninety 
plates. Pictorial wrappers. Slight signs of 
tanning at wrapper edges, otherwise very 
good or better. 

 

First edition. With a Foreword by Claude 
Roger-Marx, and an essay, “Comment J’ai Fait Mes Livres,” by Henri Matisse. The catalogue 
includes bibliographic descriptions of 370 illustrated books.   $100.



358. Smith, Harry B.: STAGE LYRICS. New York: R.H. Russell, Publisher, 1900. Full plum 
crushed levant, spine elaborately gilt extra, a.e.g., by Bennett, original covers bound in the 
rear. About fine. 

 

First edition. Illustrations by Archie Gunn, Ray Brown and E.W. Kemble. Although without 
physical evidence establishing the fact, this was a copy bound for and retained by the author’s 
family.   $275.

359. Smith, Harry B. [lyrics], and Victor Herbert [music]: VERSES OF THE IDOL’S EYE  A 
COMIC OPERA IN THREE ACTS. [New York: Printed by William Green], 1897. 33,[1]pp. 
Printed wrappers. Small chips at tips of upper wrapper and one small nick to spine, else 
very good or better. 

 

First edition of this libretto by the popular lyricist, book collector and (briefly) bookseller. It 
was an early collaboration with Herbert, and was first produced by the Frank Daniels Opera 
Company.  It opened at the Broadway Theatre in October 1897, and ran for fifty-six perfor-
mances. This printing, without any sort of formal publisher’s imprint, is scarce: OCLC locates 
4 copies: Yale, HRC, Brown and San Francisco Public. 
OCLC: 10152788.   $125.

360. Somerville, E. Œ., and “Martin Ross” [pseud. of Violet F. Martin]: SOME EXPERIENCES 
OF AN IRISH R. M.. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1899. Olive green cloth, lettered 
in gilt and red, with pictorial stamping in black. Plates and illustrations by E.Œ. Somerville. 
Bookplate shadow on pastedown, typical foxing (heavier early and late in the textblock), 
pencil name on half-title, trace of rubbing at edges, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition of the first in the sequence of collections of short stories featuring Major Yeates 
that quickly became the authors’ most widely read fictions. The stories in this volume origi-
nally appeared in The Badminton Magazine. 
NCBEL IV:740. BROWN 1526.   $300.

361. Soupault, Philippe: CORPS PERDU. Paris: Au Sans Pareil, 1926. Printed wrappers. 
Illustrated with two original etchings, and a number of textual decorations, by Jean Lurcat. 
Wrappers a bit sunned at edges, a few minor foxmarks, else near fine. 

 

First edition.  One of eight hundred numbered copies on vélin Montgolfier, from a total edi-
tion of nine hundred copies (plus some hors commerce copies).  Published in the year of 
Soupault’s breach with the surrealists over politics, Corps Perdu is not as widely known as 
the work it is most often compared to, Breton’s Nadja, which it anticipated by a year. 
MONOD 10380.   $225.

 Heavily Extra-Illustrated and Annotated
 

362. [South African Wars]: Johnson, Henry: WITH OUR SOLDIERS AT THE FRONT OR 
CONFLICT AND VICTORY IN SOUTH AFRICA. London: Religious Tract Society, [c. 1900]. 
Thick octavo. Pictorial blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Well-read and worked over, but generally 
sound (see below). 

 

A copy of the 6th impression of this detailed account to date of the South African War (i.e. 
Second Boer War), with the bookplate of Lt. Col. George Blakemore Robbins (1850-1920) 
of the 91st Highlanders. Robbins served from 1872-1890, including service in the Zulu War 
of 1879, the battle of Gingindlovu, the relief of Ekowe, and subsequent operations. His 
continued interest in the following years of the South African wars is amply demonstrated 
by his remarkable attention to this copy of Johnson’s book. Leaving aside the occasionally 
quite substantive and interesting annotations in the actual text, this copy has been inflated 
to substantial extra bulk by the insertion of photographs (with at least two of them original 
prints), illustrations, and periodical and press clippings; six original manuscript maps of 
battles and battlefields in ink and colored pencil, five of them folding; manuscript rosters of 
command at various battles, as well as occasionally of casualties, and of the body-count of 



the enemy; manuscript transcriptions of documents, telegrams and dispatches; and a variety 
of other such material. A three page manuscript chronology of principle events and battles 
is inserted in front, as well as a manuscript key to references to specific battles in the text. 
Manuscript insertions in the “List of Illustrations” barely begin to account for the added mate-
rial. Due to the bulk of the insertions, several gatherings and leaves are loose, but remain 
in place. A unique record of Robbins’s passionate interest in the events following his own 
service in the region.   $1250.

363. Sparrow, John [ed]: ROBERT BRIDGES POETRY & PROSE WITH APPRECIATIONS 
BY G. M. HOPKINS COVENTRY PATMORE LIONEL JOHNSON LAURENCE BINYON AND 
OTHERS. Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1955. Gilt cloth. Portrait. Usual slight offset to 
endsheets, otherwise about fine and bright, without printed dust jacket, as issued. 

 

First edition. Siegfried Sassoon’s copy, denoted in his alternate looser hand on the front 
free endsheet: “S. S. d. d. J. S.” and with the posthumous library dispersal sale label on the 
pastedown. Prints excerpts from two letters by Yeats to Bridges, as well as a quotation from 
Yeats’s note on Bridges for the Oxford Book of Modern Verse. Not in Wade or Jochum, 
and a bit uncommon, at least on this side of the pond.   $85.

364. Sparrow, John: ASSOCIATION COPIES  AN ESSAY WITH EXAMPLES DRAWN FROM 
THE AUTHOR’S OWN COLLECTION. Los Angeles: Jonathan A. Hill, 1978. Marbled wrap-
pers, paper label. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of two hundred numbered copies printed at the Bird & Bull Press on hand-
made paper, signed by the author. Among other notable items in his collection, Sparrow here 
writes affectionately of his copy of Yeats’ Responsibilities (Cuala Press 1914) inscribed to 
Maud Gonne; he does not mention the copy of Discoveries (Cuala Press 1907) inscribed 
to her he also (instead?) owned.   $200.

365. Spengler, Oswald: DER UNTERGANG DES ABENDLANDES UMRISSE EINER MOR-
PHOLOGIE DER WELTGESCHICHTE .... Münich: C.H. Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung / 
Oskar Beck 1923, 1922 & 1923. Three volumes. First two uniform cloth backed printed boards, 
third printed wrappers. Light hand soiling to bindings, with patch of surface rubbing to upper 
board of second volume, uniform tanning to text stock, otherwise very good. 

 

Uniform later printings, with the separately printed index volume. Signed by Spengler on the 
half-title of the first volume, and thus uncommon.  “The outlook for western civilization, to 
Spengler, is gloomy. The end is at hand. Democracy, the typical product of western civiliza-
tion, will be wiped out by caesaren autocracy. The tremendous success of the book among 



the semi-literate, especially in Germany and America, during the period after the First World 
War, is a politico-sociological phenomenon that has nothing to do with the intrinsic merits or 
demerits of this ‘new outlook on history and the philosophy of destiny’, as the author himself 
described the aim of his book ...  It was the major prophet, Toynbee, who took up the mantle 
that fell from the minor prophet, Spengler” - Printing and the Mind of Man. The first vol-
ume (first published under another imprint in 1918), is here denoted the “dreiunddreissigste 
bis siebenundvierzigste völlig umgestaltete auflage,” and the second “einundreissigste bis 
siebzigstes auflage einundfünfzigstes bis siebzigstes tausend.” 
PRINTING & THE MIND OF MAN 410.   $650.

 One of Twenty-Five Copies
 

366. Staritsky, Ania: LE DIT DU MALHEUR DE 
LA TERRE RUSSE ..... [Nice or Paris (?): The 
Artist, 1967]. Folio (37 x 27 cm). Loose bifolia 
laid into collage handmade paper wrapper. 
Some speckling inherent in the paper stock, 
but fine, laid between two wooden boards with 
a single remaining jute tie. 
 

First edition of this artist’s book. Only the title, 
the introductory paragraph and the justification 
are letterpress (in French).  The remainder 
of the text (in Cyrillic) was hand lettered in 
multi-colors by the artist, accompanied by 11 
original woodcuts and linocuts in colors. One 
of 25 numbered copies, each with variations, 
executed on rustic Brut d’Annonay paper, and 
signed by the artist. The text is attributed to 
a solder in the 18th century army of Prince 
Alexandre Nevsky. Staritsky (1908 - 1981) 
was born in Poltava in the Ukraine, and after 
formal training in Russia from the early 1920s 
through 1931, emigrated first to Belgium, 
where she worked in the advertising depart-
ment of L’École de la Cambre in Brussels 
(1932–46). She relocated to Nice in 1946 
and died in Paris. She is considered one of 
the leading representatives of the second 
generation of Russian émigré abstract artists.
 $3250.

367. Starrett, Vincent: PERSONS FROM PORLOCK. Chicago: The Bookfellows, 1923. Large 
octavo. Sewn printed wrappers. First edition in book form. One of three hundred copies printed 
on French handmade paper at the Torch Press, and signed by the author. Light offset from 
wrappers to facing leaves, otherwise fine. 

 

  $100.

368. Steiger, Dominik (1940 - 2014): AMATEURPROBLEME DER LEBENSÜBERLEGUNG. 
Zürich & Wien: Buchdienst Fesch / Seedorn Verlag, 1980. Small octavo. Pictorial boards. 
Modest tanning to boards, with a bit of rubbing to fore-tips. Very good, internally fine. 

 

First edition, deluxe issue. One of 19 copies with a signed and numbered etching by Steiger 
laid in, from a total edition of 300 copies signed and numbered on the upper board. The 
binding and text are printed in facsimile of the author’s manuscript and heavily worked-over 
typescript.   $175.



369. Stein, Gertrude: [A Baker’s Dozen of Ephemeral Items]. Various places. 1940s-1950s. 
Quarto, octavo and 12mo. Broadsides, leaflets and programs. Very good to fine. 

 

An eclectic mix of Stein-related paper, including: a) five programs for different early perfor-
mances of Yes is for a Very Young Man 1948 -51, including the NY premiere; b) the issue 
of Playbill for the 1952 Broadway Theatre production of Four Saints in Three Acts; c) a 
program for the 1947 Columbia Theatre Associates production of The Mother of Us All; d) 
the prospectus for the limited and trade editions of The Mother of Us All; e) a handbill for a 
1952 performance of Bauman and Martin’s dance opera adaptation of The World Ii Round; 
f) an undated single sheet reprint of the 21 March 1915 New York Sun review of Stein’s “Aux 
Galerie Lafayette” and its appearance in the first issue of Rogue, incorporating a portion of 
the text (see Wilson C7); g) two promotional items for Stein exhibitions at the Booth Library 
and at Coe college; and h) Hommage A Basket (New Haven 1950).   $175.

370. Stein, Gertrude, and Virgil Thomson: PICASSO. [New York]: JHW Editions, [nd. but ca. 
1997]. Loose small folio sheets, and oblong quarto book in printed wrappers, accompanied 
by an audio CD, enclosed in gilt cloth folding clamshell box. Fine (but see note below). 

 

The text consists of three previously printed pieces by Gertrude Stein on Pablo Picasso: 
“Picasso” (1909); “If I Told Him: A Completed Portrait of Picasso” (1923); and Picasso (1938). 
These pieces are printed in an oblong quarto booklet which sits in a fitted slot in the box. 
Virgil Thomson’s piece, including his music, is entitled “Bugles & Birds: A Portrait of Pablo 
Picasso” (30 April 1940), and the score is reproduced in facsimile from the original manuscript. 
The CD of the performance by Suzzan Craig, pianist, was recorded at Steinway Hall, New 
York City, 1992. The CD is fitted into a specially designed compartment within the box, but 
the execution of the compartment, involving Velcro tabs to hold the CD, was flawed: at least 
one of the tabs does not adhere well to the cloth board, and consequently the adhesive side 
comes into contact with the CD, leaving a residue on the data side of the CD, rendering it 
unplayable.  Consequently, offered at less than publication price:   $400.

371. [Stein, Gertrude, et al]: Ford, Ford Madox [ed]: THE TRANSATLANTIC REVIEW [II:1-
4]. New York, Paris & London: Thomas Seltzer, August - November 1924. Four sequential 
issues. Large octavo. Printed wrappers. Usual modest tanning to text stock, wrappers of 
issues 1 and 4 soiled, the former with a clean tear in the rear wrapper (no losses), typical 
use and nicks at overlap edges, otherwise good copies, numbers 2 & 3 very good or better. 

 

Four numbers of Ford’s distinguished expatriate journal, edited and printed in Paris, but 
here in the wrappers for those distributed in the US by Seltzer. Contributors to these issues 
include Stein (four installments of the serialization of The Making of Americans), Valery, 
W. C. Williams. Gris, Ford, Salmon, Lardner, Butts, Conrad, Cocteau, Bryher, Freytag-
Loringhoven, Richardson, Asch, Dos Passos, Pound, Antheil, Krebs Friend, Loy (on Stein), 
Tzara, McAlmon, Hemingway, Barney, Cunard, et al. 
WILSON C40 - 43.   $375.

372. Steinbeck, John: A LETTER WRITTEN IN REPLY TO A REQUEST FOR A STATEMENT 
ABOUT HIS ANCESTRY .... Stamford: The Overbrook Press, 1940. Paper over boards, 
printed label. Tiny nicks at two fore-tips, small, faint spot on upper board, otherwise near fine. 

 

First boardbound edition, preceded by a four page leaflet printing. One of three hundred and 
fifty copies printed. Steinbeck’s reply to issues pertaining to Grapes of Wrath and accusa-
tions of it being “Jewish propaganda.” Uncommon. 
GOLDSTONE & PAYNE A13b. CAHOON, p.27.   $750.

373. [Steinlen, Theophile-Alexandre]: PREMIÈRE EXPOSITION DE L’OEUVRE DESSINÉ 
ET PEINT DE TH. A. STEINLEN. Paris: Galerie Bodinier 1894. [2],39,[3]pp. 12mo. Deco-
rated wrappers. Illustrations. Light crease to lower fore-edge, four tape shadows from old 
wraparound, small ownership stamp at lower edge of upper wrapper, still a good to very 
good copy of this fragile item. 

 



First edition of the first major exhibition of Steinlen’s work, listing some 300 items, with a 
facsimile of a letter by him and incidental decorations.   $425.

374. Stephenson, John: MEDICAL ZOOLOGY, AND MINERALOGY; OR ILLUSTRATIONS 
AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ANIMALS AND MINERALS EMPLOYED IN MEDICINE, AND 
OF THE PREPARATIONS DERIVED FROM THEM:  INCLUDING ALSO AN ACCOUNT OF 
ANIMAL AND MINERAL POISONS .... London: John Churchill, 1838. vi,350pp. plus 46 plates, 
numbered 1-29, 29a, 30-”42” (i.e. 45), all but three finished in colored. Large octavo. Original 
olive green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, ornately decorated in blind. Bookplate, recased at 
some point in the last century, with new endsheets, small snagged tear in terminal leaf of 
index (affecting a couple of words), a few plates with some marginal tanning or discolorations 
at edges, but generally a very good copy. 

 

Second edition, following the first edition of 1832. Intended as a companion to Stephenson’s 
and Churchill’s work, Medical Botany: or, Illustrations and Descriptions of the Medical 
Plants of the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Pharmacopoeias (London 1831, 4 volumes), 
the present work focuses on both animal and mineral poisons, as well as beneficial com-
pounds derived from both. The color plates are based in part on specimens from the British 
Museum, as well as on specimens of poisonous snakes provided by Thomas Bell. The first 
edition was published originally in monthly parts.   $950.

 One of Twenty Deluxe Copies
 

375. [Stone House Press]: Bertin, Charles: 
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. [Providence & 
Roslyn]: John Carter Brown Library / The Stone 
House Press, 1992. Quarter morocco and silk 
over boards, stamped in gilt, t.e.g. Illustrated 
with wood-engravings by John de Pol, as well 
as illustrations from historical sources. Fine, 
with folding portfolio, the whole enclosed in 
folding clamshell box. 
 

First illustrated edition of William Jay Smith’s 
translation of Bertin’s play, here present in 
the deluxe issue of twenty numbered copies, 
specially bound, and signed by the illustrator, 
the printer/publisher and the binder, Deborah 
Evetts, and accompanied by an extra suite of 
the six original wood-engravings, each signed 
by the artist. The regular issue consisted of two 
hundred copies.  Laid in is a t.l.s. about the 
book from the printer/publisher, Morris Gelfand, 
to the original subscriber for this copy.   $850.

376. Symonds, John Addington: ANIMI FIGU-
RA. London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1882. 12mo. 
Black cloth, decorated in gilt, ruled in red. 
Spine considerably chipped, offset from (pos-
sibly) a floral specimen to title and facing blank, 
internally very good. 
 

First edition. A presentation copy to Symonds’ friend and correspondent Henry Graham Da-
kyns, recorded in the recipient’s hand: “H.G.D. [/] J.A.S.” Dakyns (1838 - 1911) served as 
tutor to Tennyson’s children following his graduation from Cambridge. From 1881-3, he took 
a sabbatical from his post as Assistant Master of Classics at Clifton College in order to work 
on his edition of the works of Xenophon. He was among the circle of Symonds’ friends who on 



occasion received copies of JAS’s privately printed works: his copies of A Problem in Greek 
Ethics and Rhaetica sold at Sotheby’s London in 2004, £8,500 and £3,800 respectively. 
d’Arch Smith, Love In Earnest, p.252. BABINGTON 30.   $150.

377. Tate, Allen: SELECTED POEMS. New York & London: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1937. 
Cloth and boards. Endsheets darkened at gutters, top edge dusty, else very good in chipped 
and worn dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Although not signed by her, poet Babette Deutsch’s copy, with her occasionally 
extensive pencil notes and commentary in the text.   $150.

378. Taylor, Bayard: XIMENA; OR THE BATTLE OF SIERRA MORENA, AND OTHER POEMS. 
Philadelphia: Herman Hooker, 1844. 84pp. 12mo. Original drab tan boards, printed spine 
label. Upper joint cracked but sound, some foxing, foretips a trace worn, neat ownership 
signature of an early female reader, but otherwise an unusually good copy. 

 

First edition of the then youthful author’s first book, published under the name “James Ba-
yard Taylor.” This collection was published with the encouragement of Rufus Griswold, to 
whom it is dedicated. 
BAL 19625.   $450.

379. Tennyson, Alfred: POEMS. London: Edward Moxon, 1857. xiii,[3],375,[1]pp. Small 
quarto. Portrait and 54 woodcut vignettes. Contemporary full red morocco, raised bands, 
side panels stamped in blind with decorative rules and corner and central devices, marbled 
endsheets, all edges gilt and gauffered with a decorative basket-weave pattern. Moderate 
foxing early and late, and scattered very lightly elsewhere, some modest rubbing at tips, 
but a very good copy. 

 

First edition thus. The now celebrated illustrated edition published by Moxon to some con-
troversy and only marginal economic success, commingling work by traditional illustrators 
with work by members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, including Millais, Rossetti, Hunt 
and Stanfield, engraved by the Dalziel Bros., William Linton, and others. 
Ray (Illustrator and the Book in England), 148. TINKER 2076. ASHLEY VII:114. FREDE-
MAN 90.3.   $1400.

380. Thoreau, Henry D.: EXCURSIONS. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1863. 319, [1] pp Origi-
nal green cloth, stamped in blind spine lettered and decorated in gilt. Portrait frontispiece 
engraving of the author after Rowse’s crayon sketch, with tissue guard.  Small nick and some 
fraying at the crown of the spine,  aint old spot and tide mark at top edge near the gutter 
(faintly beginning at p. 207, then to end); still, a very good, bright, tight copy. 

 

First edition of Thoreau’s third book, published posthumously and equipped with a preliminary 
33 page biographical sketch by Ralph Waldo Emerson. BAL records the edition consisted 
of 1558 copies. 
BORST A3.1.a. BAL 5236 and 20111.   $2750.

381. [Tobacco & Opium]: [Bell, J. and D.F. Condie (eds)]: THE JOURNAL OF HEALTH.  
CONDUCTED BY AN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS. Philadelphia: Published at No. 108 
Chestnut Street, 1830. [385]-390,384pp. Octavo. Old calf. Volume index bound in front. Usual 
foxing and tanning, and some occasional light water staining, binding rubbed, one label 
chipped, but a sound copy, with a pencil sketch of a soldier in uniform on the rear endsheet. 

 

The first volume of this periodical - consisting of 24 numbers dated 9 Sept. 1829 - 25 Aug. 
1830. Published by John Bell. It would appear a total of four volumes were published, with 
eventual participation of D.F. Condie. OCLC/Worldcat locates volumes one through four at 
the British Library. Apart from that, only two other locations appear there (NYPL and Penn-
sylvania Historical), and like the present example, the entry of record for those locations 
bears the denotation “4th improved edition.”  A substantial number of the articles refer to 
tobacco use, others to intoxicants, and one to opium use: “A hint to snuff-takers,” p. 14. 



“Tobacco consumption in France and England,” p. 27. “Tobacco,” p. 36-38. “Mentorian, or 
mnemosynean snuff,” p. 62-63. “Snuff-taking,” p. 153-155. “Tobacco smoking,” p. 219-220. 
“Opium-eaters and snuff-chewers,” p. 297-299. E. Hitchcock “On the effect of alcohol and 
tobacco on the national constitution,” p. 313. “M’Allister’s dissertation on snuffing,” p. 329-
331. “Confessions of a Drunkard,” p.113. etc.   $225.

382. [Tocqueville, Alexis de]: Mignet, M. [Francois Auguste Marie Alexis]: NOTICE HISTO-
RIQUE SUR LA VIE ET LES TRAVAUX DE M. ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE .... Paris: Firmin 
Didot Frères, Fils et Cie, 1866. [2],31,[1]pp. Large octavo (27.5 x 18cm). Original printed 
wrappers. Some creasing at corners and at crown of spine, some intermittent browning, but 
a very good, untrimmed copy., 

 

First edition. Published under the auspices of the Institut Impérial de France. Minet, then 
permanent Secretary of the Académie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, presented this 
paper at the 14 July 1866 annual Lectures. OCLC locates seven copies spread over several 
entries, only two of them in North America: NYPL and Mass Historical. 
OCLC: 34836249.   $225.

383. Tomlinson, H.M.: ALL OUR YESTERDAYS. London: William Heinemann, [1930]. Large 
octavo. Gilt black cloth. Foxing to edges and endleaves, two small tipped in bookplates, but 
a very good copy, in tanned and moderately frayed dust jacket. 

 

First UK edition, trade issue, of Tomlinson’s standout war novel, inscribed by him: “To W. G. 
Nerard [?] H.M. Tomlinson 10.1.30.”   It “is a very fine book ... Certain of its scenes, as that 
when the principal character drives from G.H.Q. to revisit his old comrades in the trenches, 
are perfection itself” - Falls. The US edition preceded by a short span.  The error in the run-
ning head on p. 67 occurs in all copies of the first UK trade impression. 
FALLS, p.299.   $125.

384. Tomlinson, H.M.: THE DAY BEFORE  A ROMANTIC CHRONICLE. New York: G. P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1939. Large octavo. Black cloth. Spine gilding a bit rubbed, top edge a bit 
faded, otherwise a very good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition (preceding the UK edition of 1940). Inscribed by the author on the half-title to 
Siegfried Sassoon: “For Siegfried from Tommy  Tuck’s Hill, Abbottsbury, 7.xii.29.” Laid in is 
a periodical clipping of an article by Tomlinson. Early on, Sassoon became and remained 
Tomlinson’s friend and enthusiast for the remainder of the elder writer’s life; he dedicated 
Sequences to Tomlinson in 1956. With the posthumous monogram library dispersal label 
on the pastedown.   $250.

385. Towne, Robert, and Paul Schrader [screenwriters]. THE YAKUZA. New York, Los Angeles 
[etc]: IFA, 14 August 1973. [1],141 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically duplicated typescript, 
printed on rectos only of white and blue stock. Bradbound in agency wrappers. Title lettered 
on spine, some use, but very good. 

 

An unspecified but heavily revised draft of this collaborative screenplay, based on a story 
by Leonard Schrader. This example of the script is shot through with revises on blue paper, 
some dated as above, others undated. The unrevised white pages were clearly somewhat 
hastily copied from an original of an earlier draft. The film premiered in Japan on 28 Decem-
ber 1974 but did not see US release until March 1975. It was directed by Paul Schrader and 
starred Robert Mitchum, Ben Takakura, and Brian Keith, and was a joint Toei Company / 
Warner Bros. production. According to IMDB, the rights to the script were sold for $300,000, a 
record up to that point, and this script appears to date from a period prior to it having landed 
with the studios.  It was Paul Schrader’s first major undertaking as a director, based on his 
brother’s story/treatment, and was cowritten with Robert Towne, then fresh from his work 
on Chinatown.  It is one of the key neo-noir films of the 1970s, and marks a screenwriting 
collaboration of the first order.   $450.



386. Turbyfill, Mark, and Samuel Putnam: EVAPORATION. A SYMPOSIUM. Winchester, 
Ma.: Modern Review, 1923. Black boards, stamped in gilt. Very good, with prospectus laid 
in, but without the dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Turbyfill contributes nine related poems, and Putnam a sequence of poems 
entitled “Scala Santa.” This was Samuel Putnam’s first book, albeit a joint appearance.
   $125.

387. Tyson, Matthew: MOUNT. [London]: Spot Press, [1984]. [8] leaves. Narrow octavo (225 
x 115 mm). Loose sheets laid into stiff paper folder. Fine. 

 

First edition. Copy ‘a’ of 26 lettered copies (and 6 a.p.s.), printed on delicate oriental paper. 
A poem, accompanied by 3 lineblocks and a monoprint, each initialed by the artist in the 
lower right corner. A realtively early and uncommon work by the poet/printer/print-maker. 
OCLC locates two copies: BL and NYPL.   $125.

388. Tzara, Tristan: TERRE SUR TERRE. Geneva & Paris: Trois Collines, [1946]. Small 
quarto. Printed wrappers. Illustrated by André Masson. First edition, ordinary issue. One of 
three thousand numbered copies on vergé crème. Two minor spots on spine, else fine, with 
publisher’s compliments card laid in. 

 

  $125.

389. Van Dyke, Henry: “Ruth’s Story,” contained in THE TRANSATLANTIC REVIEW 6. Lon-
don & New York. Spring 1961. Printed wrappers. Wrappers lightly rubbed, very good or better. 

 

An early appearance, preceding his first published novel by four years. This copy bears 
Van Dyke’s Sept. 1961 presentation inscription to Carl Van Vechten on the first page of his 
contribution, and Van Vechten’s typographic bookplate on the title. Van Vechten has placed 
two checks beside the story in the table of contents.   $125.

390. Vassos, John, and Ruth Vassos: ULTIMO  AN IMAGINATIVE NARRATION OF LIFE 
UNDER THE EARTH WITH PROJECTIONS.... New York: Dutton, 1930. Quarto. Crimson 
cloth, decorated in gilt, black and white. Light rubbing at crown and toe of spine, a few 
faint finger smidges to cloth, otherwise an unusually nice, bright copy, very good or better, 
without dust jacket. 

 

First edition, trade issue.  Illustrated with twenty-two of Vassos’s plates depicting a highly Art 
Deco influenced vision of the future attending Ruth Vassos’s text. One of the artist’s most 
significant works. Laid in is a panel of descriptive text on laid paper with a former owner’s note 
describing it as a prospectus; it is just as likely the text from the rear panel of the dust jacket. 
BLEILER, p. 198. NEGLEY 1130. SARGENT, p.190.   $300.

391. Verdet, André, and [Julius] Baltazar [illus]: ELLE SE MÉRITE. [Nice: Éditions Jacques 
Matarasso, 1987]. Octavo.  Ten panel leporello, printed on recto only, laid into printed wrap-
per. Fine. 

 

First edition in this format, with Verdet’s poem printed across the leporello above Baltazar’s 
etching. One of 75 numbered copies on Japon Sekisbu (plus 10 hors commerce), signed by 
the author and the artist.   $300.

392. [Vonnegut, Kurt, Jr. (sourcework)]: Ashman, Howard [adaptation]: [Theatre Window Card 
Poster for:] GOD BLESS YOU, MR. ROSEWATER. New York: Entermedia Theatre, [1978]. 
Folio (22 x 14”) pictorial color window card, printed on recto only of stiff board. Surface 
abrasion to verso at corner, otherwise near fine. 

 

A promotional window card for this 1978 production at Entermedia Theatre - following up on 
the premiere at the WPA Theatre - of Howard Ashman’s musical adaptation of Vonnegut’s 
novel, with additional lyrics by Dennis Green, and music by Alan Menken. This production 
counted among its cast Frederick Coffin, Jonathan Hadary, Pierre Epstein, among others. It 
was Menken and Ashman’s first collaboration.   $125.



393. Wall, Bernhardt [etcher]: WHY FIRST EDITIONS? [with:] JAMES F. DRAKE, ESQ. [New 
York: Bernhardt Wall, ca. March 1921]. Two original etchings (platemarks 17.5 x 12.5 cm ap-
prox), in sienna and brown, with large margins. Matted. About fine (a couple scuffs to mat). 

 

The first etching is the text of Drake’s justification of collecting first editions (both economic 
and intellectual), and the second is Wall’s etched portrait of Drake.  These appeared as two of 
the sixteen original etchings prepared for I:3 of Wall’s Etched Monthly (March 1921, limited 
to 125 copies). Drake served as the distributor and promoter at the time of Wall’s periodicals 
and publications. He also sold single prints of the etchings (see Weber, p.53), but the two 
examples in hand have clean stabholes in the extreme left margins from once having been 
part of a copy of the issue. Weber also notes that Drake’s selling price for individual prints 
was the same as for complete issues (containing 16 etchings in this case).   $100.

394. [Wall, Bernhardt (etcher)]: Wood, Clement: THE LAUGHER. New York: Published by 
Bernhardt Wall, 1922. [5],8,[1] leaves.  Small quarto (21 x 16.2 cm). Cloth tape backed 
boards, etched pictorial label. Fore-tips of boards worn, with chips to the extended crown 
and toe of the spine tape, small chip to fore-edge of front free endsheet, two leaves show a 
bit of marginal foxing, but a good, internally very good copy. 

 

First edition. Copy #1 of fifty numbered copies, signed by the author and artist/printer/pub-
lisher. Comprised of fourteen original copper-plate etchings by Wall, plus the label, printed 
in various colors. In his monograph on Wall’s work, F.J. Weber reports the edition consisted 
of one hundred copies. Given the nature of the production, at some point after this copy 
was printed, Wall could easily have elected to enlarge the edition to accommodate a greater 
number of orders than expected. 
WEBER, p.33.   $375.

395. Walser, Robert: GEDICHTE ... ILLUSTRIERT VON KARL WALSER. Berlin: Bruno 
Cassirer, [nd. but ca. 1919]. Square octavo. Original semi-glossy blue boards, decorated 
in red and white, t.e.g. Illustrations.  Spine ends a bit worn, pencil ownership inscription 
in upper corner of free endsheet, otherwise a very good copy, the fragile backstrip intact. 
Folding cloth slipcase. 

 

Second (i.e. first trade) edition. The original 16 etchings by the author’s brother, Karl Walser, 
are reproductions in this edition. The first edition was published in 1909 in a limited edition 
of 300 numbered and signed copies, with the etchings printed from the plates.   $300.

396. [Warhol, Andy]: Morrisey, Paul [screenwriter & director]: [Original German Language A1 
Poster for:] ANDY WARHOL’S WOMEN [a.k.a. WOMEN IN REVOLT]. [Berlin]: Constantin 
Film, [1973]. Original A1 pictorial poster 23 x 33” (38 x 84 cm). Folded, with minor use at 
folds, otherwise near fine. 

 

A striking poster for the Dec.1971 / Jan. 1972 satirical comedy scripted and directed by Paul 
Morrissey, produced (and filmed in part) by Warhol, starring Candy Darling, Holly Woodlawn, 
Jackie Curtis, Jonathan Kramer, and Michael Sklar. The film was released in West Germany 
in September of 1973 under the above variant of one of its U.S. working titles.   $75.

397. Warren, Robert Penn: [Typed Letter, Signed]. New Haven. 20 March 1952. One-half 
page, on quarto lettersheet. Old folds from having been mailed and trace of paperclip rust 
in left margin, otherwise very good. 

 

To “Dear Mrs. [Carl P.] Rollins,” following up on some local organizational matters: “I’m sorry 
that you took my weak little joke about the minutes hard enough to go to this trouble.  But I 
couldn’t see how my wandering loquacity about the sadistic Lewises could get into minutes.  
But it looks very tidy in minutes -- much shorter than the poem will be ....” He closes with 
social banter, and signs, in ink, in full. Docketed by the recipient in pencil. The recipient’s 
husband was the prominent book designer and typographer, long associated with Yale Uni-
versity Press; the reference to the “sadistic Lewises” is best left without comment.   $150.



398. Waterloo, Stanley: THE STORY OF AB  A TALE OF THE TIME OF THE CAVE MAN. 
Chicago: Way & Williams 1897. Black cloth, with the binding typographically decorated in 
yellow and red, with saber-tooth in yellow, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Frontis map and plates. 
Spine ends and fore-tips a bit frayed, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition, probable second impression (or issue) of this popular novel of prehistoric life 
by the Chicago editor/novelist, illustrated with plates by Simon Harmon Vedder, and with the 
frontispiece integral. The binding design is by Will Bradley. Kraus indicates that the plates 
first appeared in the November 1897 London edition published by A. and C. Black, and were 
included only in the later printings in the U.S. The colophon imprint on p.[352] of this copy 
indicates it was printed in August 1897; publication took place in late October. 
BAMBACE A31. BLEILER, p. 203 KRAUS 44. WRIGHT III:5819.   $125.

399. Watts, Isaac: A SERMON PREACH’D AT SALTERS-HALL, TO THE SOCIETIES FOR 
REFORMATION OF MANNERS, IN THE CITIES OF LONDON AND WESTMINSTER, OC-
TOBER 6TH, 1707. London: Printed by J. Humfreys, 1707. [4],[5]-56pp. Octavo. Extracted 
from bound pamphlet volume. Residue of old spine, somewhat foxed, title trimmed a bit close 
at fore-margin, just touching a portion of the inner frame, but a good copy, with the half-title. 

 

First edition. A relatively early publication by Watts, a sermon delivered before the influential 
activist association pursuing the suppression and prosecution of what they perceived as public 
and private immorality in behaviour, commerce and the arts. ESTC locates only three copies in 
Britain, and six in the U.S. OCLC locates a total of ten original printed copies. Not in NCBEL. 
ESTC N22787.   $600.

 Inscrbed to an Important Advocate
 

400. West, Nathanael: MISS LONELYHEARTS. New York: Liveright Inc., [1933]. Medium 
brown cloth, lettered in silver. Cloth somewhat soiled and spotted around the lower edges 
and much of the spine, some occasional foxing and mild spotting; just a sound, tight copy, 
cloth in a facsimile dust jacket by a former owner. 

 

First edition, first printing, of the author’s second novel. Only 800 copies of the initial printing 
of slightly in excess of 2000 copies had been released to the publisher by the printer when 
the Liveright firm went bankrupt. Publication was taken over by Harcourt, and the second and 
third issues from the first edition 
plates appeared under the imprint 
of Harcourt, and later, under the 
imprint of Greenberg. In point of 
fact, apart from the deluxe signed 
issue of The Dream Life Of Balso 
Snell, the primary form of this 
novel is West’s scarcest published 
book.  This is an interesting asso-
ciation, inscribed by West on the 
front free endsheet utilizing the 
nickname he used among friends: 
“For Bob Brown affectionately Pep West.” The recipient was almost certainly novelist, poet, 
hack and miscellaneous writer  Robert Carlton Brown, who had just returned to the US after 
his stint in Paris and unsuccessful effort to gain public interest in his Reading Machine. 
Brown was among the several distinguished contributors who wrote essays in praise (“Go 
West, Young Writer”) of the novel for publication in the special issue of Contempo published 
in July of 1933. West’s prior acquaintance with and confidence in Brown is underlined by 
the fact that West had suggested Brown to Contempo’s editor as one of several potential 
contributors to the issue. 
MODERN MOVEMENT 76. WHITE 3.   $12,500.



401. [West, Nathanael (sourcework)]: [Original Publicity Still for:] ADVICE TO THE LOVE-
LORN. [Hollywood]: 20th Century Pictures - United Artists, [1933]. Original 8X10” glossy 
b&w still. A few pencil notes on verso, otherwise near fine. 

 

A studio publicity still for the first attempt at translating West’s Miss Lonelyhearts to the 
screen, based on a script by Leonard Praskins, directed by Alfred Werker, and starring Lee 
Tracy and Sally Blane, who are both featured in this image. The fact that the adaptation was 
far from faithful is a matter of record; nonetheless, publicity material for the film is uncom-
mon.   $125.

402. Whittier, John G.: MOGG MEGONE  A POEM. Boston: Light & Sterns, 1836. 16mo. 
Original gilt cloth. Very neatly rebacked, with a portion of the original backstrip laid down 
and new endsheets, a couple of small spots on the upper board, else a very good copy, with 
the bookplate of John A. Spoor. Morocco pull-off case (worn at corners). 

 

First edition. Laid in is a brief a.n., signed with initials, from Whittier, 1868, submitting a 
poem. An early and relatively uncommon Whittier title. 
BAL 21697.   $700.

403. [Whittington Press]: Craig, Edward [ed]: EDWARD GORDON CRAIG:  THE LAST 
EIGHT YEARS 1958 - 1966  LETTERS FROM ELLEN GORDON CRAIG. [Andoversford]: 
The Whittington Press, [1983]. Cloth and marbled boards, paper spine label. Portrait. Two 
wood engravings by John Craig and two by Edward Gordon Craig. Fine, but for some mild 
irregularities in the top edge staining. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 250 copies on Somerville laid paper, signed by the editor, 
from a total edition of 345 copies.   $110.

404. Wijdeveld, Hendrikus Theodorus: [LETTER TO LEWIS MUMFORD]. Doorwerth, Neth-
erlands: The Author, 1957. 12,[1]pp. Octavo. Spiralbound unprinted stiff card wrappers. 
Illustrations. Very near fine. 

 

A highly uncommon printed item, executed in facsimile of Wijdeveld’s careful calligraphic 
hand, of a long “letter” (in fact, an essay) directed to Lewis Mumford, with particular refer-
ence to Naum Gabo, Marcel Breuer, Frank Lloyd Wright, events in the Netherlands, etc. 
Wijdeveld (1885-1987), the influential Dutch architect, typographer and designer, was one 
of the founders of the periodical, Wendingen. Rare ... no copies located by OCLC/Worldcat.
   $250.

405. Wijdeveld, Hendrikus Theodorus: 
[THE TRAGIC SENSE OF PAINTING ... 
LETTER TO A FRIEND (caption title)]. 
[Doorwerth(?), Netherlands: The Author, no 
earlier than 1953, no later than 1963]. 12,[1]
pp. Octavo. Spiralbound unprinted stiff card 
wrappers. Illustrations. Very near fine. 
 

A highly uncommon printed item, executed 
in facsimile of Wijdeveld’s careful calli-
graphic hand, of a long “letter” (in fact, an 
essay) with particular reference to Mon-
drian, Rembrandt and Van Gogh, as well 
as events in the Netherlands (the floods of 
1953), etc. An excellent association copy, 
inscribed in the upper margin of the first 
page: “In remembrance of our meetings 
in Amsterdam To Mr. & Mrs Van Wyck 
Brooks  Ellen & H. Th. Wijdeveld.”  Wi-
jdeveld (1885-1987), the influential Dutch 



architect, typographer and designer, was one of the founders of the periodical, Wendingen. 
Rare ... no copies located by OCLC/Worldcat.
   $450.

406. Williams, Jonathan: AMEN HUZZA SELAH  POEMS .... Black Mountain: Jargon (13a), 
1959 - 1960 [i.e. 1960]. Pictorial wrappers over stiff wrappers. Top edge dusty, else near 
fine in slightly torn acetate wrapper. 

 

First edition.  One of a total edition of 700 copies on laid paper, in addition to fifty deluxe 
copies on laid paper.  “Preface?” by Louis Zukofsky. Inscribed and signed by Williams in 
1962, “...from the angry White South ....” 
JAFFE 15.   $125.

407. [Williams, William (illustrator, printer & publisher)]: Watts, Isaac: DIVINE SONGS, 
ATTEMPTED IN EASY LANGUAGE, FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN [with:] Watts, Isaac: 
MORAL SONGS, ATTEMPTED IN EASY LANGUAGE FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN ... TO 
WHICH ARE ADDED, THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, EXPRESSED 
IN PLAIN AND EASY VERSE. By P. Doddridge. Utica, NY: Printed and Sold by Seward 
and Williams, 1810 [but issued in 1831]. iv,[5]-36;[4],36pp. 12mo. Original decorated printed 
wrappers, neatly bound up in three quarter brown morocco, t.e.g. Decorative head and tail 
pieces, with vignette of Britannia on the verso of the title of second title. Typical light scat-
tered foxing, minor rubbing at tips, otherwise a very nice copy, very good or better. 

 

An interesting and uncommon publisher’s omnibus issue of these two popular works, bound 
together in decorative wrappers bearing the imprint of William Williams, 1831. Williams ap-
prenticed with two of the earliest printers in Utica, Merrell & Seward, and his name joined 
Seward’s in the imprint in 1807.  In 1808, he established a paper mill in nearby Walesville. 
He was also a moderately talented wood engraver, and all of the woodcuts herein are at-
tributed to him. Utica Imprints (AII) records the titles individually, but also notes one copy in 
this configuration; curiously, it also locates what may be a second edition, also dated 1810, 
that is paginated continuously with a unified title page. The copy cited in Rosenbach also 
has the separate paginations, and is in “original half binding over wooden boards,” making 
no mention of wrappers. 
UTICA IMPRINTS 76 & 77. ROSENBACH 430. Williams, AN ONEIDA COUNTY PRINTER, 
p.33. OCLC 19259332 & 19259466. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 21971 & 21979.   $300.

408. Wolf, Gustav: AUFZEICHNUNGEN. Karlsruhe & Leipzig: Im Verlag der “Quelle,” [1911]. 
Octavo. Brown cloth, printed in black. With seven illustrations and a title-page vignette by the 
author/artist. An old tidemark affects the lower fore-quarter of the cloth on the upper board 
(but goes no further), otherwise this would be a fine copy in original glassine (a bit chipped) 
and good publisher’s printed box (with signs of the damp at the lower edge). 

 

First edition, ordinary issue, of this early work by the painter and graphic artist. There appears 
to have also been a limited issue, unbound, of twelve signed copies. Wolf (1887 - 1947) 
emigrated to the US from Germany in 1938, and after a stay in New York, joined the artists’ 
community at Cummington, where he illustrated, among other works, the edition of The Book 
of Job published by Harry Duncan. OCLC/Worldcat locates five copies.   $175.

 The “Museum Edition”
 

409. Wood, John [ed]: STRANGE GENIUS...VOLUME V  THE JOURNAL OF CONTEMPO-
RARY PHOTOGRAPHY. [Brewster, MA]: Published by Stephen Albahari [21st Publications], 
[2002]. Two volumes. Folio (38.5 x 34.5 cm). Full publisher’s Niger goatskin, enclosed in cloth 
clamshell box, accompanied by portfolio of loose plates, enclosed in matching box. Fine. 

 

First edition, the deluxe “Museum Edition.” Illustrated throughout with plates, including dry-
trap tritones, hand-pulled photogravures and color planographs. One of fifty-five numbered 
copies in this format, accompanied by the separate portfolio, from a total edition of 1420 
copies. This number is devoted to “an insightful examination of the ways in which artists 



today make conscious attempts to 
create work that can often be unset-
tling, difficult, even horrific, yet all 
the while retaining that strangely 
mysterious sense of what can only 
be called beautiful.” The portfolio 
contains a selected set of fourteen 
of the photogravures and plano-
graphs, each signed and numbered 
by the photographer, including im-
ages by Sally Mann, Michal Macku, 
Connie Imboden, Vincent Serbia, 
Sheila Metzner, Andrea Modica, 
Josephine Sacabo, John Metoyer, 
David Levinthal, Stephen Berk-
man, Kelly Grider, Keith Carter, Don 
Gregorio Anton, and Christopher 
Pekoe. Contributing writers include 
Ann Beattie, Gerard Malanga, Raúl 
Peschiera, Susan Ludvigson, Paul 
Zimmer, Neil Connelly, et al. Each 
of the photographers has also 
signed the colophon in the book
.                                          $9500.

410. Wood, John, et al [eds]: 21st 
THE JOURNAL OF CONTEMPO-
RARY PHOTOGRAPHY CULTURE 
& CRITICISM  VOLUME ONE. 
Brewster, MA: Leo & Wolfe, [nd. 

but 1998]. Quarto. Cloth, pictorial onlay. Illustrations and photographs. Near fine, with a 
large lot of publisher’s promotional material laid in. 

 

First edition, trade issue. One of 4500 copies. The first number of this lavish undertaking, 
including (in addition to photographs by Bernard Faucon, Michael Kenna, Luis González 
Palma, Keith Carter, Holly Wright, Sandy Skoglund, Mark Klett, Jock Sturges, Duane Michals, 
Ernestine Rubin, Patrick Mailly-Maître-Grand, Willie Middlebrook, John Metoyer, Olivia Parker 
and Steven Albahari) work by Leonard Baskin, Robert Olen Butler, Ann Beattie, Richard 
Wilbur, and others.   $150.

411. Wood, John, et al [eds]: 21st THE JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY 
VOLUME TWO. Brewster, MA: Leo & Wolfe, [1999]. Quarto. Cloth, pictorial onlay. Illustra-
tions and photographs. Near fine, with a large lot of publisher’s promotional material laid in, 
and wraparound band. 

 

First edition, trade issue. One of 2000 numbered copies. The second number of this lavish 
undertaking, including (in addition to photographs by Tom Baril, Kenro Izu, Adam Fuss, Vik 
Muniz, Sheila Metzner, Jaume Blassi, Arthur Tress, Cy Decosse, Joan Fontcuberta, Robert 
Parkeharrison, Joyce Tenneson, Bill Jacobson and John Dugdale) work by Ann Beattie, 
Michel Tournier, and others.   $150.

412. Woolf, Virginia: [Original Typed Letter, Signed (“Virginia”), to Quentin Bell]. Monks 
House, Rodmell. June 8th [no year, but ca. 1930]. Two pages, on recto and verso of quarto 
(26.5 x 21 cm.) sheet, previously folded in quarters for mailing. Small break at centerfold 
and closed tear mid-way down right side of obverse. Two small tabs of linen mounting tape 
adhered to edges in upper quadrants, recto quite sun-faded, darkened and a bit discolored 
along folds, pencil hand corrections to reversed letters or omitted words; an ill-kept but intact 
and remarkable letter. 

 



An intimate, newsy, and highly amusing family letter from Aunt Virginia to her nephew, “My 
dear Quentin,” that starts with a bang, “I was just sitting down to strike the keys when fate 
plunged me into utter disorder. The kidneys. The cook. Yes Nelly [Nellie Boxall] had an op-
eration. I drove through London in an ambulance, half the glass is black so that you see life 
[inserted] passing like a sepulchral procession. Then I saw doctors and sisters of mercy; and 
brothers and Aunts. Enough. I cant write when I must be [cross outs and insertion] planning 
dinner. How any woman with a family ever put pen to paper I cannot fathom. Always the bell 
rings and the baker calls….” Woolf relates how her sister Vanessa Bell, “Nessa,” produced 
an old French lady of dubious health and skills to replace the cook, and the incident of a non 
sequitor argument that results in lost keys to the [Gordon Square] flat. She informs Quentin 
that “We are now at Rodmell for Whitsun, and the Austrians are gliding over our heads like 
gulls. Yes, this is a fact. They have tents on the downs and prove that one can fly up and 
down Asheham Hill without an engine. As I never doubted it myself, I take little stock of it.” 
This is in reference to very enthusiastic Sussex gliding, or sail plane, club – gliding being all 
the rage in the 1930s, it was being practiced all over the UK by various clubs whose members 
numbered in the hundreds and enjoyed a membership that included both men and women. 
After a bit of village business, she relates the news of the family cocker spaniel, a gift of Vita 
Sackville-West, “Pinka has five black pups – the sixth she sat on, conveniently, for to tell the 
truth five black bitches in my room are enough.” More family news, “Julian [Bell, Quentin’s 
older brother] is coming to Charleston with a troupe next week. And they shot the senior 
tutor of Kings last week – Mr Potts did, as Lydia [Keynes] says must happen, when young 
men have no morals and wear coloured socks.” The “senior tutor“ was Alexander Wollaston, 
the naturalist, ethnologist, and explorer of tropical mountain regions. He was elected a Fel-
low of Kings College in 1920, and on 3 June 1930 was shot dead in his college rooms by 
a demented undergraduate named Potts, who killed himself immediately afterwards. Woolf 
fills Quentin in on the further doings of the Keyneses, Roger Fry and his Aunt Vanessa with 
regard to a troublesome art show, from which Fry has resigned, and looks forward to each 
friend bringing her up to speed on the outcome, “How I adore my friends to do that – and 
then they come over and confide in us; what fun it will be; Nessa thinks they will not dare 
draw water from the well. She thinks their friendship is what she calls a cruche cassée.” 
She tells Quentin that Vita Sackville-West’s book is selling so well “that Leonard and I are 
hauling in money like pilchards from a net. We sell about 800 every day. The Edwardians it 
is called.” Woolf asks her nephew if he is at his family’s French retreat in Cassis, “Basking, 
I suppose, and sipping vermouth at M. Somebodies, while the waves dont break, and the 
sardine boats come in at midnight,” and asks for a letter from him describing his “life from 
the inside.” In closing, she laments she hasn’t actually said what she wanted to say, and 
that the “snap-snap of the typewriter frightens me as the snap of a turtle frightens fish. So 
good bye. [In ink:] Your loving aunt Virginia.” 
LETTERS Vol. IV (1979) 2189.  $4850.

413. Woolner, Thomas: SILENUS. London: Macmillan and Co., 1884. Large octavo. Blue 
green cloth, ruled and decorated in gilt, edges untrimmed, A couple of gatherings show faint 
uniform foxing, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition of this long poem by the founding member of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, 
sculptor, poet and failed down-under gold-digger. Inscribed in the corner of the title page, 
most likely in the recipient’s hand: “J. Percival; from Thos: Woolner.” It seems probable that 
the recipient was John Percival, the former Headmaster of Rugby and Bishop of Hereford.  
Woolner had sculpted a portrait bust of Percival in 1880. Coincidentally, the Colbeck Col-
lection also contains a copy of this book, with a presentation to F.W. Percival, also not in 
Woolner’s hand. Woolner’s presentations generally, though not exclusively, were in the form 
of ...”from the author.” 
COLBECK II:951.   $450.

414. [Woolrich, Cornell (sourcework)]: Truffaut, François [screenwriter & director]: [Vintage 
Swedish Theatrical One Sheet for:] BRUDEN BAR SVART [THE BRIDE WORE BLACK]. 
Bok-Lito, Borås: United Artists, 1968. Original Swedish one sheet poster. 39” x 27.5” (100 x 
70cm). Previously folded, and now rolled, otherwise very good to fine. 

 



A vintage pictorial poster for the May 1968 Swedish release of this Franco-Italian film directed 
by François Truffaut, who also cowrote the adaptation of Woolrich’s novel for the screen with 
Jean-Louis Richard. The film starred Jeanne Moreau, Jean-Claude Brialy, Michel Bouquet, 
and Charles Denner, among others, and was nominated for a Golden Globe.   $125.

 Inscribed to an Irish Friend
 

415.  [Wordswor th ,  Wi l l iam] :  Lamb, 
Charles:  ALBUM VERSES, WITH A 
FEW OTHERS. London: Edward Moxon, 
1830. vii,[1],150,[1]pp. Small octavo. Full 
olive green straight-grain morocco, gilt 
extra, a.e.g., by Tuckett, “Binder to the 
Queen.” Pictorial vignette on title. Some 
occasional modest foxing, joints and ex-
tremities rubbed, with small crack at top 
of upper joint, otherwise a very good copy, 
enclosed in a silk-lined full morocco clam-
shell box (a bit rubbed). 
 

First edition of this collection, among 
the first books to appear under Moxon’s 
imprint. A delightful association copy, 
inscribed on the blank prelim: “To Miss 
E. Hamilton as a parting token of Friend-
ship from Wm. Wordsworth 16th August 
1830 Rydal Mount.”  With the ownership 
signature in the top margin of the title of 
“A. Hamilton.” It would seem probable that 
the recipient was the Irish poet Elizabeth 

Mary Hamilton, sister of Wordsworth’s close friend, mathematician and astronomer William 
Rowan Hamilton. Elizabeth visited Wordsworth in her brother’s company during the sum-
mer months of that year. Elizabeth Hamilton is recipient of meaningful praise as a poet in 
O’Donoghue. With the bookplate of Frank Bemis. 
LIVINGSTON, p. 169ff. O’DONOGHUE, p. 94.   $5500.

416. [World War I Aviation - Aerial Photography]: INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION OF 
TYPE L CAMERAS ON AIRPLANES. Washington: US War Office / Government Printing Office, 
1918. 7pp. plus eight photographs and three folding diagrams. Small octavo. Printed wrap-
pers. Very faint circular stamp on upper wrapper, with pencil designation ‘dup’, otherwise fine. 

 

A scarce manual for mounting Type L cameras on planes, published in the final year of the 
Great War. Type L cameras were utilized for assessing bomb damage and reconnaissance. 
The instructions relate largely to mounting the camera in Airco DH.4s, which were flown by 
the British and US forces over France as light, 2-seated bombers. While a number of early 
experiments with aerial photography preceded the War, the practical necessities it brought 
on greatly accelerated the maturation of both equipment and techniques. This work is uncom-
mon in institutions: OCLC/Worldcat locates two copies only, at Stanford and the US Army 
Heritage Center, plus a few incidents of microfilm. 
OCLC: 18143729.   $125.

417. [World War I - Germany]: JUGEND  MÜNCHNER ILLUSTRIERTE WOCHENSCHRIFT 
FÜR KUNST UND LEBEN [Volumes for 1918]. [Munich]: Verlag der Münchner Jugend, 1918. 
Two volumes. Whole numbers 1-52, bound up by the publisher with the original pictorial 
self-wrappers preserved. Canvas-backed pictorial boards.  Heavily illustrated throughout, 
frequently in color. Printed on pulp stock susceptible to uniform tanning, boards somewhat 
rubbed and spotted, with short snag at crown of one spine and some wear to tips, small 
special collections duplicate deaccession stamps, a few gatherings loose (with some chip-
ping along a couple of foremargins), but generally a good set. 

 



Two physical volumes of this important period-
ical from the war years. Jugend was founded 
in 1896 by George Hirth, who served as its 
publisher until his death in 1916. Intended as 
a periodical of art, literature and commentary, 
it exerted some significant influence, and 
became identified with an entire artistic and 
literary movement, the “Jugendstil.” These 
fifty-two issues, spanning the last year of the 
Great War, exhibit the obvious dissonant ex-
tremes of patriotic chauvinism and militarism, 
alongside diversions from the grim realities.  A 
significant portion of the illustrative component 
is related to subjects related to the War. Addi-
tional postage charges due to weight.    $225.

418. [World War I Literature]: Tomlinson, H.M.: 
OUT OF SOUNDINGS. London: Heinemann, 
1931. Large octavo. Gilt polished buckram, 
t.e.g. Illustrations. Fine in remnants of glass-
ine (with paper flaps) and somewhat rubbed 
and slightly cracked slipcase. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Illustrated by H. 
Charles Tomlinson.  One of only two hundred 
and seventy-five numbered copies, specially printed and bound, and signed by the author 
and artist. Includes “A Footnote to the War Books.”   $125.

419. [World War I Poster]: Whitehead, Walter (1874 - 1956): COME ON! BUY MORE LIB-
ERTY BONDS [caption title]. Philadelphia: Ketterlinus Litho Company, [1918]. Folio. Original 
color lithographed poster (19 3/4” x 29 3/4”; 50 x 76 cm). Linen-backed and rolled. Small 
area of loss at upper right corner, a few creases and edge tears flattened when backed, but 
generally a good to very good, bright example. 

 

One of the iconic Liberty Bond posters, depicting a Doughboy with his Springfield ‘03, with 
bayonet mounted, in an aggressive forward stance, astride the body of a dead German soldier.  
Whitehead was a fairly prolific poster and advertisement artist, but little seems available in 
terms of biographical information and he is not listed in Benezit. Some copies were also 
produced with the imprint of Strobridge Litho Co. of Cincinnati.   $250.

420. [World War I Verse]: [Collier, Robert J.]: FOUR SONNETS OF THE TROUBLED TIME 
[caption title]. [New York: The Author], Christmas 1915. [8]pp. Folio (38 x 26 cm). String tied 
self-wrapper. Decorations and two tipped-in plates on tissue. Author’s card paper-clipped to 
top edge of first leaf, small ink drop on last page, a consequence of the author’s inscription 
(see below), but very good or slightly better. 

 

An extravagant production, printed on Japan vellum, by the book/periodical publisher, for 
presentation to friends (in this case, inscribed by Collier to fellow publisher, Charles Scribner). 
The plates and decorations are by Franklin Booth, and in the main the sonnets reference the 
present war.  The author’s note on the last page specifically references the death of Rupert 
Brooke.  A decent association copy, and uncommon: OCLC references five copies between 
three entries.   $125.

421. [World War II Poster:] ‘HAVING SEEN THE QUALITY OF THE WORK AND OF THE 
WORKERS ON OUR PRODUCTION LINES ... [caption text]. Washington, DC: US Govern-
ment Printing Office / Office of War Information Poster No. 13, 1942. Folio photolithographed 
broadside (40 x 28”; 102 x 72 cm). Folded, as issued. Very slight tanning at the folds on the 
blank verso, but a very near fine, bright, unused example. 

 



A powerful WWII homefront poster, promoting the achievement of war production. The poster 
incorporates a photograph of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in an automobile at an inspection 
site looking at a performance report with military officers. The text below the image states, in 
part: “Having seen the quality of the work and of the workers ... and coupling these first-hand 
observations with the reports of actual performance of our weapons on the fighting fronts 
-- I can say... that we are getting ahead of our enemies in the battle of production. Franklin 
D Roosevelt “ (printed signature in script).   $150.

422. [WPA]: [Fisher, Vardis (director)]: IDAHO  A GUIDE IN WORD AND PICTURE. Caldwell, 
ID: Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1937. 431,[1]pp. plus plates. Large, thick octavo. Gilt decorated 
forest green cloth. Frontis, photographs, maps. Edges a bit rubbed and gilding slightly tar-
nished, top edge dusty, but a good, sound copy in somewhat faded dust jacket with large 
chips around the crown and toe of the spine costing a portion of the imprint and the tops of 
the ‘H’ and ‘O’ in ‘Idaho’. 

 

First edition, first printing of the first volume to see publication in the estimable WPA Ameri-
can Guide series. Denoted the “Library Edition.” A portion of the first printing was destroyed 
on March 17, 1937 by a disastrous fire at the Caxton plant, and a clearly identified second 
printing was quickly prepared when Caxton relocated to temporary premises. The new print-
ing was equipped with a folding map not present in the first printing. Fisher was the Idaho 
State Director for the WPA and is generally credited with a significant portion of work on this 
guide.   $375.

423. [WPA]: A SOUTH DAKOTA GUIDE. [Pierre]: Sponsored by the State of South Dakota 
[printed by State Publishing Company], [1938]. Plum red cloth, stamped in white. Photographs 
and illustrations. Large folding map inserted in pocket affixed to rear pastedown. Endsheets 
tanned, some sunning to lower spine, bookplate, but a very good copy in substantially 
chipped, price clipped dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this contribution to the WPA American Guide series, among the least common 
of the titles in the series.   $225.

424. [WPA]: NEW YORK  A GUIDE TO THE EMPIRE STATE. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1940. xxx,[4],782pp. Thick octavo. Decorated cloth. Photographs. Near fine in faintly 
edgeworn dust jacket with a few tiny nicks and rubs. 

 

First edition of this frequently reprinted contribution to the WPA American Guide series. The 
folding map is present in the pocket affixed to the rear pastedown.   $100.

425. [WPA]: WYOMING  A GUIDE TO ITS HISTORY, HIGHWAYS AND PEOPLE. New York: 
Oxford University Press, [1941]. Canary yellow cloth, stamped in brown. Photographs and 
plates. Large folding map inserted in pocket on rear pastedown. Bookplate, top edge a trace 
dust-spotted, otherwise an unusually nice copy, near fine, in very good dust jacket with a bit 
of minor spotting to the spine panel. 

 

First edition of this contribution to the WPA American Guide series. This volume is of par-
ticular note for the excellence of the well-printed photographic component, including range 
photographs by Belden. 
REESE SIX-SCORE 117. ADAMS HERD 57.   $225.

426. Yeats, William Butler [contributor to]: THE DUBLIN UNIVERSITY REVIEW. Dublin & 
London: Cornish & Co., [etc], 1885 - 1886. Fourteen issues, bound together in contemporary 
cloth, without wrappers. Very good. 

 

A broken run of issues for August 1885 through December 1886 (lacking July, October and 
November 1886, with April 1886 duplicated). Contains eight contributions by Yeats, including 
“The Seeker, A Dramatic Poem in Two Scenes” (Sept. 1885); “An Epilogue to ‘The Island 
of Statues”’ and “The Seeker” (Oct. 1885); “In A Drawing Room” (Jan. 1886); “Life” (Feb. 
1886); “The Two Titans. A Political Poem” (March 1886); “On Mr. Nettleship’s Picture at the 



Royal Hibernian Academy” (April 1886); “Mosada” (July 1886); and “An Indian Song” (Dec. 
1886). “Mosada” was, of course, separately distributed in the form of a repaginated offprint, 
constituting Yeats’s first separate publication. The most recent offering - and sale - we note 
of a copy of the July 1886 issue in wrappers (very good, and partially unopened), took place 
in the range of £5000. 
WADE, p.327-8.   $5500.

427. Yeats, William Butler [ed]: FAIRY AND FOLK TALES OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY. 
London: Walter Scott Ltd. [/] New York: Thomas Whitaker [/] Toronto: W.J. Gage and Co., 
1888. Blue-grey cloth, paper spine label.  Spine and label darkened, with small chip, crown 
of spine a bit frayed, but a good copy. Small pencil ownership signature, dated 1890, on 
free endsheet. 

 

First edition, first printing, Wade’s binding variant 1, of Yeats’s first clothbound publication. 
Published as number 32 in “The Camelot Series.” Six terminal pages of ads include this title 
listed last in the list of titles in this series. Errata slip tipped in prior to the first page of the 
introduction. As with the copy Wade describes in the BL (received 27 Sept. 1888), this copy 
has neither of the Camelot Series designations on the half-title. A book of some bibliographic 
complexity due to its several reprints and formats, muddled further by the tendency of care-
less cataloguers to overlook the variations in the imprints, as well as the obvious significance 
of, and difference between, dated and undated title-pages.  Turner’s bibliography of the 
Scott imprint goes a ways toward sorting some of it out.  As editor, Yeats also contributed 
significant text to this collection, including “The Stolen Child” and “The Priest of Coloony.” 
WADE 212. ROTH 3. TURNER 230.a.   $450.

428. [Yeats, William Butler]: JOHN SHERMAN AND DHOYA. By “Ganconagh.” London: T. 
Fisher Unwin, 1891. 12mo. Tan linen, ruled and lettered in green, t.e.g., others untrimmed. 
Ink name, dated 1893, on free endsheet, light foxing to endsheets and occasionally at edges, 
hint of wear at toe of spine, but an unusually nice copy. 

 

First edition, first printing, clothbound issue, of Yeats’s first published extended works of fic-
tion, issued in Unwin’s “Pseudonym Library.” According to Symons, as quoted by Wade, the 
edition consisted of two thousand copies, of which 356 were bound in cloth, and the remainder 
in wrappers, for publication in the second week of November. However, Yeats had copies 
in hand as early as 1 September, and Unwin sent Henley a copy in the following week. The 
BL deposit copy (received 13 November), as well as two review copies Yeats sent out on 9 
November, were of the copies bearing the denotation “Second Edition” on the title (also dated 
1891).  In his introduction to the 1991 edition of this title issued in Macmillan’s edition of the 
Collected Works, Richard Finneran supports the case that the numbers Wade quoted from 
Symons (i.e. a total edition of two thousand copies) may very well encompass Unwin’s first 
and second “editions,” and possibly the third “edition” of 1892 as well.  In regard to the first 
and second, he suggests that “it thus seems virtually certain that, as was to happen with The 
Wind Among The Reeds a few years later, the two ‘editions’ were printed simultaneously, 
the only difference being the cover and title page,” and in regard to the uncommon copies 
of the third “edition,” he suggests “it is possible” that these copies as well are included in 
Symons’s citation of two thousand copies. 
WADE 4. Finneran, R. (ed) John Sherman And Dhoya, Macmillan, 1991, (pp.xviii-xix, and 
xxxi).   $2250.

 Inscribed to the Artist
 

429. Yeats, William Butler: THE COUNTESS KATHLEEN AND VARIOUS LEGENDS AND 
LYRICS. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1892. Parchment and boards, wallet fore-edges, t.e.g., 
fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Frontis by J. T. Nettleship. Extremities worn, corners 
bruised, some small surface paper chips, spine darkened, bookseller’s description affixed 
to rear pastedown and offset to opposite endsheet, but a good, sound copy. 

 



First edition, British trade issue, of Yeats’s 
second book-length collection. One of five 
hundred copies printed, in addition to thirty 
copies on Japan vellum, issued in the pub-
lisher’s “Cameo Series.” The frontispiece, 
“Cuchullin Fighting the Waves,” is based on 
a drawing by John Trivett Nettleship (1841-
1902). This copy bears Yeats’s presentation 
inscription on the front free endsheet: “To 
J T Nettleship from his friend the writer....”  
Nettleship was an old friend of Yeats’s father, 
and in 1904, Yeats inscribed a copy of this 
book to John Quinn, noting: “Nettleship who 
made this rather disappointing picture might 
have been a great imaginative artist.” In this 
copy, the Cameo device on the recto of the 
half-title is approximately 1.2 cm. left of being 
centered over the letterpress. 
WADE 6.   $17,500.

430. Yeats, William Butler [ed]: IRISH FAIRY 
TALES ... ILLUSTRATED BY JACK B. 
YEATS. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1892. 
White cloth, stamped and lettered in blue. 
Decorated edges and endsheets. Frontis 
and plate. Pencil gift inscription dated 1896, 
otherwise an unusually nice copy, near fine. 
 

First edition. Published by Unwin in the uni-
form format series, “The Children’s Library.” 
Edited by Yeats, with an introduction, prefa-
tory note, appendix, and note on “Authorities 

on Irish Folklore.” Yeats also contributed a poem, “Where My Books Go,” and served as 
“recorder” of “A Fairy Enchantment.” 
WADE 216. COLBECK II:958.   $500.

431. Yeats, William Butler: THE CELTIC TWILIGHT.  MEN AND WOMEN, DHOULS AND 
FAERIES ... WITH A FRONTISPIECE BY J.B. YEATS. London: Lawrence and Bullen, 1893. 
Vertically ribbed green cloth, stamped in gilt, untrimmed. Frontis by Jack B. Yeats. Preliminary 
advert leaf. Spine quite sunned, with some closed surface tears as well as fraying at crown 
and toe, a few small spots to rear endsheets, externally a rather dreary copy, otherwise 
internally very good and sound. 

 

First edition. With the pencil ownership inscription of E[rnest]. E[dward]. Sikes (1867-1940, 
classics scholar and Fellow at St. John’s College), noting the copy was “...from the ‘Cambridge 
Review’.” He most likely received it as a review copy. This copy is in the assumed first issue 
binding with the imprint at the base of the spine in uniform capital letters: ‘LAWRENCE AND 
BULLEN.’ Published in December 1903. Roth suggests the edition consisted of “probably 
one thousand copies.” 
WADE 8. ROTH 20.   $350.

432. Yeats, William Butler: THE SHADOWY WATERS. London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1900. 
Large octavo. Blue cloth, stamped in gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Near fine. Bookplate of  
First edition. Published in December 1900, in an edition reported by Roth to have consisted 
of five hundred copies. 
WADE 30. ROTH 49.   $750.



433. Yeats, William Butler: THE LAND OF HEART’S DESIRE. Portland: Thomas B. Mosher, 
1903. Printed white parchment boards. Fine in tissue wrapper. Cloth slipcase. 

 

First public American edition of the revised text. Copy #36 of one hundred numbered cop-
ies printed on Japan vellum, signed by the publisher, from a total edition of 1060. The first 
American printing of the revised text was in IX:6 of The Bibelot (June 1903). Mosher pro-
duced a separate printing of thirty-two copies, denoted as “Privately Printed,” in July 1903. 
The public edition was published in October. 
WADE 13. BISHOP 186. HATCH 260.   $1500.

434. Yeats, William Butler [ed]: POEMS OF SPENSER SELECTED AND WITH AN INTRO-
DUCTION BY.... Edinburgh: T. C. & E. C. Jack, [1906]. Lavender cloth, stamped in gilt, t.e.g., 
others untrimmed. Endsheets tanned, else very nice, bright copy. 

 

First edition, first issue, first binding. Illustrations by Jessie M. King. Yeats’s “Introduction” 
appears on pp. xiii-xlvii. 
WADE 235.   $275.

435. Yeats, William Butler: PLAYS FOR AN IRISH THEATRE ... WITH DESIGNS BY GORDON 
CRAIG .... London & Stratford-upon-Avon: A.H. Bullen, 1911. Large octavo. Linen and boards, 
paper spine label, ribbon marker, spare label tipped in back. Very nice copy in moderately 
foxed dust jacket, with some nicks, small chips and closed tears. 

 

First edition thus, with new preface and new notes to three plays. This copy has white 
endpapers; Wade suggests these are late. An even later binding, with the spine lettering 
stamped, rather than with a printed label, appeared on copies transferred to Macmillan in 
1916. Uncommon in dust jacket. 
WADE 92. FLETCHER & ROOD C17a.   $550.

436. Yeats, William Butler: RESPONSIBILITIES AND OTHER POEMS. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1916. Cloth and pictorial boards (by T. Sturge Moore). Fine in dust jacket 
with small edge tear, the front panel replicating Moore’s binding design. 

 

First American edition. Published on 1 November. 
WADE 116. MODERN MOVEMENT 24.   $750.

 The Quinn Copy
 

437. Yeats, William Butler: PER AMICA SILENTIA LUNAE. London: Macmillan and Co., 
1918. Blue cloth, stamped in gilt, after a design by T. Sturge Moore. Fine in very good printed 
dust jacket missing chips at head and toe of spine, with old tape repairs in place of chips. 
Half morocco slipcase. 

 

First edition. One of 1500 copies, published on 18 January. With the errata at page 8. John 
Quinn’s copy, with the bookplate. The dust jacket is scarce. 
WADE 120. QUINN SALE 11570.   $1250.

438. Yeats, William Butler: LATER POEMS. London: Macmillan and Co., 1922. Green cloth, 
stamped in gilt and blind. Near fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of 1500 copies printed. Published 3 November 1922.  “One should try to 
possess all [the books that constitute this collection] in the Dublin limited editions to study 
the development of the greatest poet of the century” - Connolly. 
WADE 134. MODERN MOVEMENT 41.   $500.
 
439. Yeats, William Butler: LATER POEMS. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1924. Green 
cloth, stamped in blind and gilt. Fine in near fine dust jacket. 

 



First American edition, trade issue, “Published March, 1924” as per the Alspach copy cited 
by Wade (and probably all others of the first impression). Scofield Thayer’s copy with his 
bookplate. Laid in is a note: “ST This is an extra copy which I thought you might want AG.” 
The hand would appear to be Alyse Gregory’s. Thayer was editor/publisher of The Dial, 
Yeats’s chief vehicle for American periodical publication during much of the 1920s, and 
Gregory served on the editorial staff for much of his tenure. 
WADE 135. MODERN MOVEMENT 41.   $750.

 Inscribed to Ann Horniman
 

440. Yeats, William Butler: DRAMATIS PERSONAE 1896 - 1902.... New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1936. Green cloth, stamped in gilt. Frontis portrait after a painting by Augustus 
John. Very good in chipped dust jacket. 

 

First edition (preceding the UK edition by three days). Inscribed in the year of publication: 
“A.E.F. Horniman from her friend WB Yeats. 1936.” Horniman, the daughter of a wealthy tea 
merchant, joined the Order of the Golden Dawn in January 1890, the context in which she 
first met Yeats. In later years, Horniman was the primary patron of the Abbey Theatre and 
served, for a time, as Yeats’s amanuensis. For a substantial account of her connection with 
Yeats, see pp. 709-713 of Letters III. This presentation coincided with the end of almost 
twenty-five years of estrangement between Yeats and Horniman. 
WADE 186.   $9500.

441. Yeats, William Butler: SELECTED POEMS OF.... Amsterdam: A.A. Balkema, “1939” 
[i.e 1944]. Blue wrappers, printed in dark blue. Spine and edges faded, else a very good, 
internally fine copy. 

 

First edition thus. One of two hundred copies. Published under German occupation in 1944, 
without authorial permission, and with the deceptive date to conceal its origin from the oc-
cupation authorities. 
WADE 199.   $400.

442. Ziegler, Richard (1891-1992): [Original Untitled Lithograph After an Engraving of a 
Woman With a Curtain]. [Np: The Artist, ca. 1924]. Original lithograph after an engraving. 
Plate size:33 x 21 cm, plus ample margins (415 x 295 mm) .Signed in the plate, and signed 
in pencil by the artist. A couple minor smudges in margins, otherwise very good. 

 

An untitled image, which evidently was distributed in both colored and uncolored states, 
with an ascribed date placing it early in Ziegler’s professional career and prior to his leaving 
Germany before the war.   $300.


